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The informing theme of all the novels of E. M. Forster concerns

man's attempts to achieve a harmonious relationship with his fellows,

with nature, and ultímate'ly w'ith the universe. Forster uses the term

"connection" to embrace all these concepts;'in this way the term arso

conveys his hopes for the reintegration of the fragmented personality of

modern man. This thesis traces the development of this ph'ilosophy of

"connection" from the earìy novels to the works of hjs maturity, Howards

End and A Passage to India. In the early novels Forster maintained that

these "connections" could be achjeved with the aid of nature, of passion,

and of prímitive jnstínct, all of which he regarded as superìor to

society, reason, and intellect. Howards End shows a modjfication of this

ABSTRACT

attitude. Forster here attempted a reconcilíation of instinct and

intellect, and further, of materialistic values with spiritual and

aesthetic ones. The traditional critical ìnterpretatÍon of Howards End

is that thjs book is a resounding but final affirmation of Forster's

bel'ief in the power of love to reconcile disparate elements. Ir{any

critics maintain, further, that in his last book, A passage to Ind'ia,

Forster abandoned thìs optìmistic phiìosophy and, recogn'izing the

futility of human actions, gave way to despair. This thes'is demonstrates

that, on the contrary, Howards End is not the optimistic synthesis for

which it is often taken, but a recognition that much of society is

beyond redemption and that some attempts at "connectjon" may have

disastrous results and lead not to reconcjliation but to further fragmen-

tatjon. A Passage to India, then, begins with the pessimistic premise

that communicatjon between human beings is always imperfect, that no help

will come from nature, and that the universe js indjfferent. Nevertheless,



in this book Forster maintains that man's actions are not without

significance, and that, while tolerance, sympathy, and ind'iv'idualism

may not change the world, they must still be exercised to their fullest

extent--an infinitesjmal good be'ing better than none at all. A Passage

to India therefore ends on a much less g'loomy note than did Howards End

and, far from being a final cry

mature and serene acceptance of

condition.

of disillusionment and despajr,'it is a

the limitations inherent in the human
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The informing theme of all Forster's novels is man's atternpt to

"connect" with man, w'ith nature, and ultimately with the universe. Much

as this theme is constant in Forster's fiction, however, his attitudes as

to how this connection is best accomp'lished, the consequences of attempt-

ìng to put it into practice, and finally the possibility of achieving

such connect'ion undergo a profound change from his early writing to his

I ast.

In the three ear'ly novels, where Angels Fear to Tread (rg0s),

The Longest Journey (1907), and A Room with a View (1908), and the

posthumous novel, Maurice (1971 ), Forster maintains that only instinctjve

man as opposed to intellectual, reason'ing man is capable of the spontan-

eous passion necessary to achieve this end. In Howards End (lgl0),

CHAPTER I

I NÏRODUCTION

however, he shows a modification of this attitude; from regarding

prÌmìtive instinct as the supreme, redemptive force, he has moved to a

more sophisticated attitude which attempts to reconcile instinct and

intellect and also to find a place for alienated urban man and for the

forces of materialism. As will be seen, these attempts at reconciliation

fajl and Forster shows that not only is perfect communicatjon unattainable

but that the pursuit of it may have dìsastrous results. Most critics,
'insofar as they have recognized any change at all in Forster's attitude

to human relatjons, have maintained that th'is change js confined to A

Passage to Indja. It will be seen, however, that Howards End'is by no

means the "optimistic" syn'uhesis that it js often taken for, and that A

Passage to Indja, far from being a last cry of despair from a novelist

who was never to write fictjon aga'in, js a mature and serene acceptance



of the limitations of love.

At the same time that Forster's vjew of life, therefore, under-

went a change from opt'imistic jdealism to a more mature acceptance of

the limitations inherent in the human condjtion, he never lost faith in
the values of the humanist tradjtion;'it is essential that h'is changÍng

attitudes be viewed in the context of th'is "L'iberal Humanism," as it ís

called, and hence by way of introductjon to the spec'ific theme of this

study it'is'important that we fjrst define the humanistic tradjt'ion to

which he belongs and the influences which led him to it. In an essay

concerned with depìcting two contrastìng reactions "to the present chaos,"

Forster defines what he believes to be the qualities of a humanist: "The

humanjst has four leading characteristics--curios'ity, a free mind, belief

ìn good taste, and belief in the human race he's interested in

society and jts breakup, in his own character and other people's, jn

virtues and in vices too. [He ís] indifferent to authority,

i ndi f ferent sometimes to 'logì 
c , i ndi f ferent to everyth'ing except what he

believes to be true. He has remained an jndjvidualist in an age which

imposes discipline. he's more interested in harmony than in doctrine. "l

Above all, a humanist is one who js "prepared to suffer for his beliefs"

and, though "h'is judgements tend to be aesthetic," they are not "just for

the study and the cloister."

Forster acknowledges that his view of l'ife was "derived from the

' "2"Thorntons,"- his father's family, and that his ljberalism is rooted'in

that of the nineteenth century. He can, he says:

-?-

look back to an age whose challenges were moderate in their
tone, and the cloud on whose horizon was no bigger than a
man's hand. In many ways it was an admirab'le age.



It practised benevolence and phiìanthropy, was humane and
intellectualìy curious, upheld free speech, had ljttle
colour-prejudice, belíeved that individuals are and should
be different, and entertained a sincere faith in the
progress of soc'iety. The world was to become better and
better, chief]y through the spread of parlÍamentary
institutions. The education I received in those far-off
and fantastic days made me soft and I am very glad'it did,
for I have seen plenty of hardness s'ince, and I know it
does not even pay.

(TC, p. 65)

Thjs is not the liberalism of a politjcal movement, but the liberalism of

indivjduals such as Forster's own forebears, the Thorntons, whose benevo-

lence and philanthropy stemmed from genuine piety rather than polit'ical

expedìence. Henry Thornton--Forster's great-grandfather--was a'leading

figure jn the Clapham Sect and a powerful force in the Engfish Evangelical

movement. The Clapham Sect was composed not of relig'ious dissjdents but

of wealthy upper middle-class Ang'licans who brought about many public

reforms at home and, by their financjal support of miss'ionary socìeties,

brought "enlightenment" to the "heathen" abroad. The Thornton influence

reached Forster by way of Marianne Thornton--Henry's sister and Forster's

great-aunt--who took a particular interest in him as a ch'ild.

Forster's own attitude to the group hovers between affection and

exasperation. inlhile deploring their complacency and the narrowness of

their outlook, he admires their moderation and benevolence. The wry

humour of his description of the Thornton famì1y prayers does not disguise

a genuine regret for the passing of "an age when to get nich and to be

good were harmonious.'r Twice a day every day the Cìapham Sect l'istened

to these prayers, "rose from its knees, ate, and then made money--made

as much as ever it could, and then gave as much as it could away. The

activity in either direction rvas immense. Thanks to the economic conditions

-3-



of the times, wealth rushed down these worthy people's throats from morn

to eve, and not be'ing psychoìog'ists they thought it would have no effect
upon their soul s if they purged themsel ves prompt'ly,, (fq, pp. l98-g) .

Forster goes on to tel I us that Henry Thornton wrote two very successful

books--a volume of Fam'ily Prayers and an Essay on Paper Credjt. Impl.icit

in thìs simple factual statement is a summary of the nature and the

limitations of the Clapham Sect.

Forstelis crítical of the Thorntons on two points. The first
charge is that they refused to face the unpalatable truth that their
income was based on exploítation of the poor both at home and abroad.

But, he says, "the world has not progressed as Henry Thornton hoped.

The evils in human nature, which he realized, and the evils in commercial_

ism, which he could not realize, have combjned to pul'l it down', (TC, p. z0o).

There is nothing unrealistic in Forster's attitude to money, however; no

-4-

dramatic spurning of tfre {g,000 of Thornton mone.y which came to him from

his great-aunt l4arianne. 0n the contrary, he acknowledges with gratjtude

that j t was h j s fi nanci al sal vati on , enabl 'ing him to go to cambr.idge, to

travel, and to embark on the precarious career of a writer. Forster's

attitude to money is as realjstic as that of his benefactress, of whom

he wrote: "She had no pat'ience wìth persistent insolvency', (111, p. 216).

Thís is not crass materialism but a recogn'ition of the inescapable fact
that the poor have neither the time nor the energy to pursue the life of
the mind. When invited to address the International Conference of Writers

in 1935' Forster chose to speak on liberty of expression, and during the

course of this speech he pointed out that English freedom is limited.
Not only are the subject-races of the Empire excluded from this freedom.



but also lower-class Englishmen:

Then as to class. Freedom 'in England is only enjoyed by
people who are fa'ir1y well off. For the down and out--
unless he 'is very exceptional--it does not signify a
plate of fish and chips. There is nothing to interest
an average man on the dole in the right to express oneself,
wh'ich we authors thjnk so important. He regards liberty
as a fad of the upper classes, which they take up because
they have enough to eat, and enjoy breaking regulations.
I have friends who are not down and out, but are near the
border-line and have relatives over the border, and they
are cyn'i cal about our congress and i ts poss'i bi I i ti es . And
I think that anyone who, like myself, be'lieves in freedom
yet keeps his ears open w'i1'l catch at moments this irrit-
able snarl. The hungry and the homeless don't care about
liberty any more than they care about cultural heritage.
To pretend that they do care is cant.,

-5-

Money plays an important part in much of Forster's fiction--

marriages are postponed for the lack of it, unsuitable lovers might be

bought off with jt, and several solíd middle-class citizens serìously

entertaìn the idea that a father will sell his son if the price'is right.

Romantic characters are seized with sudden'impulses to give their money

away and the objects of the'ir benevolence not only refuse the g'ift but

are shocked and insulted by the offer. This healthy respect for money

'is perfect'ly ì n keepí ng w'i th Forster's mi ddl e-cl ass background; but he

differs from his forebears in his wish that everyone should share the

riches of the world. This he regards as essentjal to the "maintenance of

culture." He wants "to extend to all classes and races what has hitherto

been confined to a few wealthy and white-coloured people" (AH, p. Bl).

Such an idea would have been'inconceivable to the Clapham Sect, who

believed that everyone should remain jn his allotted p1ace. In fact,

Henry Thornton deeply regretted that his sister had been allowed to marry

a Lord. Noel Annan4 points out that "it is'indeed the mark of most of



these famílíes to remain almost exactly where they were placed in society."

Annan has dubbed these families and their descendants the "intellectual

aristocracy" and has detailed the incredible system of intermarriages

among them which first established and then perpetuated this new class.5

Annan's discussion of the characteristics of this class sheds a

good deal of light on the second criticism which Forster levels at the

Thorntons; for Annan says that, although they were genuinely devoted to

the intellect, theìr response to art was at best uncertain and the'ir

admiration of reason was too great for them to appreciate spontaneity.

"They worshipped beauty in Nature but the old evangelica'l djstrust

of beauty as a temptress inhib'ited them in the'ir dealings w'ith

art. The artist's vision was not theirs."6 Forster contrasts the

Clapham Sect unfavourably with the Quakers, who "have what the Clapham'ites

lacked: a touch of mysticism, a sense of the unseen, and a capacity for

martyrdom. Thjs 'indífference to the unseen seems to me the great

defect in my great-grandfather's sect.. It came out in everythjng--

ìn the books they collected,'in the letters my great-aunts wrote to one

another, and in the comments which they made upon life which are surpris-

ing'ly dry for peopl e so pious. Poetry, mystery, pass'ion, ecstasy, music,

don't count" (TC, p. .|99). Forster was an agnostic and is no more

concerned here with choosing a particular brand of Christianity for

hìmself than he is later trying to choose between Hjnduism and l.lohamme-

danism'in A Passage to India. But "poetry, mystery, passion, ecstasy,

music" nourish Forster's own spiritual life and he regrets the absence

of these th'ings from his heritage. He shares the Thorntons' restrained

manner--the lack of that fervid zeal which so often leacls to fanaticism--

-6-



and he inherits their moral earnestness and love of truth; but his spiri-
tual horizons are wìder than theirs.

It is ímpossible to ignore the increasing 'importance of metaphy-

sical questions in Forster's novels. in tr^lhere Angels Fear to Tread and

A Room with a V'iew the dom'inant mode'is social comedy,and the morality

is simple and uncompromising--that is, that instinct is a surer guíde to

lÍfe than reason, religious orthodoxy, or social convention, and that

nature wjll inevitably exact revenge from those who sin against "passion

and truth." There are, however, larger questions as to the meaning of

life--"the everlasting why" and the poss'ibility of a "transitory yes"

submerged in these earlier novels, although they never exceed the bounds

of the plot and thus lack the universal imp'lications which are evjdent

in The Longest Journey, Howards End, and A Passage to India.

Forster's agnosticism and anti-clerical'ism are well-known and, in

fact, he proclaims: "I do not believe in Belief. Faith to my mind

is a stiffenjng process, a sort of mental starch, which ought to be

applied as sparìngly as possib]e. I dislike the stuff. My law-givers

are Erasmus and Montaigne, not l4oses and St. Paul" (TC, p. 15). Unlike

the generation wh'ich immediately preceded him, however, who exchanged

Christianity for an opt'imistic belief in science--for example, Thomas

Henry Hux'ley and Leslie Stephen--Forster was not a happy agnost'ic. Perhaps

he saw more clearly the darker implications of scjentific and technologi-

cal progress; at any rate, he was preoccupied with the idea that life
m'ight have a pattern which we cannot see but which ìs possib'ly ugly and

cruel. H'is agnosticism is, as Crews puts it, "complicated by romantic

evas'ions, by what we might ca1ì a thwarted fasc'inatjon w'ith the Absolute. "T

-7-



Life, says Forster, remains silent when questioned about her meanjng,

but schoolmasters and clergymen will answer for her that she is a game.

"Once started on the subject of Life they lose alj diffidence, because

to them it is ethical. They love discussing what we ought to be jnstead

of what we have to face--reams about conduct and nothjng about those

agitating apparitions that rise from the ground or fall from the sky"

(4I, p. 69). Still, he admits, the analogy is fairly apt; there appear

to be winners and losers ín life, but the victories are hollow and the

defeats suggest "nasty inf init'ies. " Life "has evolved the 'imposing

doctrine of effort and reward to obscure her purposelessness. Since

there are two elements in life, the uncontrollable and that which we are

supposed to control; and since games of chance exaggerate the former and

chess the latter--what game reflects the'ir actual proportìon?" Forster's

answer js P'iquet: "It is in the first place obvious'ly and overwhelmingly

unfair. Fate ìs dealt, despite skill in discardjng, and nejther ìn the

rules of play nor in the marking is there the least attempt to redress

misfortune or to give the sufferer a fresh chance. The bias 'is all the

other way. Djsaster ís an additjonal reason for d'isaster. Yet this

savage pastime admits the element of Free l^lill. It'is possible to retard

or accelerate Fate. Play, subtle and vigorous play, goes on aì1 the time,

though the player is being swept to disaster or victory by causes beyond

his control, and it is in the play rather than the result that the real

interest of the game res'ides" (AH,pp.71-72). Life is run on s'imilar I jnes--

failure or success is dealt to men quite arb'itrarìly: "But they retain

the power of wriggling, of fightìng with their star or against it, and in

the whole universe the only real1y jnteresting movement is this wriggle"

-8-



(4t' p. 72) .

What js evoked here seems to be the malìgnant, mechanistjc uní-

verse of Thomas Hardy, and indeed Forster claims a spirjtual kinship

with Hardy. In Aspects of the NovelS Forster contrasts Meredith's vision

of nature unfavourably with that of Hardy. Meredith sees a tamed nature

"fIush and Iush. the home counties pos'ing as the universe," but ìs

bljnd to all that is "tragic and enduring ìn the scenery of England.

The work of Hardy is my home and that of Meredith cannot be." That

Forster's view of life and the universe is close to that of Hardy ís

borne out, for example, by the number of sudden, unmotivated deaths in

Forster' s novel s . Forster' s uni verse, however, i s not so unremi tti ngly

grim as Hardy's. Death may be sudden, violent, and illogicaì but Forsterrs

unjverse is not always empty and meaningìess. There are, he bel'ieves,

symbofic moments in tjme which, when recognized by the imaginatìon, g'ive

eternal meaning to all the others. Even in that cynical essay, "The

Game of L'ife," Forster admits that there are',moments of piercing rea'lity

when an unknown process is suddenly reflected like a star. there

sometimes descends an endorsement, as it were, from the actual universe."

This apprehension of "reality" may be disquieting, for the "reality" so

perceived is often ugly. But, he continues, "s'imiIar endorsements descend

upon works of art. There their effect upon us is different. They gratify.

They make us feel we can be artists too."9

Forster's visíon of life is also ameliorated by his Hellenism,

whjch stresses proport'ion, rejection of extremes,'love of beauty, ancl

emphasizes that man'is the measure of all things. Lionel Trjllr'ngl0 feels

that the Greek myths made too deep an impression on Forster. This objection

-9-



is difficult to understand, since Trilling eva'luates the novels in terms

of the humanist tradition which has its roots in classjcism. Trilling

recognizes, however, that at least two of the short stories offer glimpses

of the themes to which Forster remained dedicated throughout his career--

"The Eternal Moment" (the sìgnificance of which has been touched upon

above) and "The Road from Colonus." "The Road from Colonus"lI is perhaps

the most important of the stories,not only becauseof its ths¡atjc interest, but also

because it has a completeness which some of the stories lack and thus has

its own intrinsic value. "The Road from Colonusrr is about o1d age and

death, about the conflict between the trivialities of the mundane modern

world and the world of the imagination. The elderìy Mr. Lucas, travelling

ìn Greece and riding ahead of his party, stumbles upon a hollow tree from

which gushes a spring. It is a votive tree and, when l4r. Lucas enters,

he finds that "others had been before him--indeed, he had a curious sense

of companionsh'ip." The tree is hung wjth tiny images of arms and legs

and eyes, hearts and brains, "tokens of some recovery of strength or

wisdom or love. There was no such thing as the solitude of nature."

t¡l'ith'i n the tree he experi ences somethi ng i ndef i nabl e whi ch "had passed

over all th'ings and made them intelligibìe and good." Open'ing h'is eyes,

Mr. Lucas sees "meaning, intention, and coherent beauty," and wants to

hang his o\,vn offering in the tree--"a little model of an entire man."

1,1r. Lucas w'ishes to stay at the dirty little'inn which is shaded by the

tree but is prevented by h'is daughter, Ethel--a latter day Ant'igone.

Later, back in London, Ethel d'iscovers from an old newspaper that the inn

was destroyed'in a storm on the very nìght which Mr. Lucas had wanted to

spend there. But the old man is not interested; he is busy planning a

- l0 -



letter to the landlord complaining of the noises r¡rhich keep him awake--

dogs and cats , hool i gans s i ngi ng, chi I dren practi c'i ng the pi ano and,

most annoying of all, the sound of running water in the pipes. The

running water ís a fine example of what Forster hjmself calls "internal

stitching" or "rhythm," for Mr. Lucas' last words are "l cannot stand

the sound of running water"" The visionary moment has been rejected;

the "coherent beauty" of nature, the sense of companionship with all men

and of life as a continuìng stream are lost, and the "whole man" has

di sì ntegrated.

I'lo doubt Forster's Hellenism owes something to h'is years at

Cambridge where he studied classics" it was at Cambrjdge, too, that he

came under the influence of Lowes Dickinson, Nathanial Wedd, and J. E.

l4cTaggart. Both McTaggart and Lowes Dickinson believed that the numan

relation of love'is the best thìng man can know. McTaggart believed in

a mi I I eni al absol ute-- "a timel ess and endl ess state of I ove. " He i s

reported to have said that "it can't be nÍce to believe in God; it would

be horríble to think that there was anyone who was closer to one than

one's friends. "12 Dickinson, who became a close friend of Forster's,

shared McTaggart's metaphys'i ca'l bel i efs .I 3 Here i s one source of

Forster's emphasis on "personal relations," and with Dickinson he also

shared a love of ancient Greece. The Greeks represent reason, culture,

and a c'ivìlization which produced whole men developed in head, heart,

body, and soul. Most of Forster's beliefs derive from these years at

Cambrjdge, aìthough some of them--such as a sense of the past, his love

of particular p'laces, and his moral seriousness--had their roots in his

childhood and were s'imply rejnforced by Cambridge. Forster's connectjon

- ll



with the "Bloomsbury Group" also has its beginnings in Cambridge where

he met, among others, Keynes, Strachey, Leonard l.Joolf, Clive Bell, and

Thoby Stephen. Forster had, however, been at Cambridge for two years

before these men went up, and it is lìkely that many of the ideas he

held in common with "Bloomsbury" were already formed. It is well-known

that G. E. Moore's Principia Ethica (1903)l4 r,urthe Bible of the

"Bloomsbury Group" and, according to Forster, Lytton Strachey hajled

Moore's influence w'ith the cry that "the age of reason has come."l5

Moore's main po'int is that "good"'is an indefinable attribute which cannot

be identified with somethìng else such as pleasure, and that we rnust

evaluate the world by referring to our own instinctive sense of good.

The second point, and one of particular interest to us, is l4oore's

statement that: "By far the most valuable things, which we know or can

imagìne, are certain states of consciousness, which may be rough'ly

described as the pleasures of human'intercourse and the enjoyrnent of

beautiful objects."l6 This emphasjs on aestheticjsm and personal

relat'ions is in obvious accord with Forster's attitudes. Forster writes

that he himself js "a compìete outsider" to the influence (GLD, p. ll0),
but Moore's ideas probab'ly reached Forster anyway throuqh h'is friendship

wìth Keynes and Strachey. But the strains of romanticism and the flirta-
tions with mystic'ism'in Forster's work, dep'lored by h'is Bloomsbury

friends, are attrìbutable to Dickinson rather than to Moore.

Nevertheless, despite these nineteenth-century influences,

Forster is not, as Crews says, an Edwardian in spìrit as well as in
17

time. " It is easy to be misled by Forster's defiantly old-fash'ioned

technique into believìng that his themes are equalìy o1d-fashioned. At

-12-



a time when James and Conrad were greatìy concerned with point of view

and centres of consciousness, Forster was quite happy in the role of

omniscjent author and he frequently addresses the reader directly, jn

much the same way as Thackeray had done sixty years before. However, if
one reflects on Thackeray's concerns as opposed to Forster's, it is

immediately apparent that Forster belongs to the twentieth century and

that h'is affin'ity is with Lawrence and, to some extent, Eliot. L'ike

these unquest'ionably modern writers, Forster ìs deeply concerned with the

fragmented personality of modern man and hìs alienation from the unjverse.

"How," he asks, "can man get into harmony with his surroundings when he

is constantly altering them" (TC, p. 100)?

E. M. Forster belonged, as he said, to the "fag-end of Victorian

ljberaljsm" (TC, p. 65); and yet he profoundly ìnfluenced h'is own

generation and the two which followed. l,lriting durìng a period in which

the philosophy of liberal humanism was often challenged and almost

defeated by totalitarianism, bureaucracy, and philistinism, he is one of

the few to whom we are indebted for the survival of this vital element

of civilization. F. R. Leavis, whose admiration of Forster is less than

unqua'lified, has said that "this traditìon [liberal humanism] reaì1y is,

for all its weakness, the indìspensable transmitter of something that

humaníty cannot afford to lose."l8 CyrÍl Connolly, writìng in l93B--

fourteen years after Forster's last novel had appeared--gave thjs as one

of the reasons whv Forster's work would endure:

H'is themes are the break'ing down of barriers: between
white and black, between class and class, between man
and woman, between art and life. '0n1y connect .,'
the motto of Howards End, might be the lesson of all his
work. His heroes and heroines with their self-discipline,
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their warm hearts, the'ir horror of shams and false
emotjon, of intellectual exclusiveness on the moral p'lane
and of property, money, authorìty, soc'iaì and family ties
on the material one, are the precursors of the left-wing
young people of today; he can be used by them as a take-
off in whatever directjon they would develop.io

This prediction has been borne out and is as true today as it was then.

As a novelist, Forster is elusive, compìex, and sometimes inconsjstent,

but this moral phi'losophy is the one constant in his fiction, his non-

fìction, and 'in what we know of his I ife.
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In his earliest work, Forster already shows his preoccupation

with one of the central concerns of the twentieth century--the survival

and development of the individual personality in an increasing'ly urbanized

and depersonalìzed society. Thjs concern with the full development of the

'indivjdual and the importance in that development of human relationships

as essential to "good" states of mind'is something wh'ich, as we have seen,

Forster shared wi th "B] oomsbury. " He di d not share , hoÌ,vever, 'i n the

exclusiveness, extreme aesthet'icìsm, and somewhat inbred intellectualism

which sapped "Bloomsbury's" cultural vitality and provoked the wrath of

Lewis (Wyndham), Lawrence, and later Leavis. 0n the contrary, and parti-

cularly in the early novels, he advocated the superiority of intuition to

j ntel I ect. Man , he suggests , has transgressed agaì nst I 'i fe by repressi ng

his ìnstjncts and by divorcing himself from the earth and from the rhythms

of nature. Forster's redemptìve figures in these eariy novels are, like

those of Lawrence, men close to the earth--passionate, spontaneous, and

sincere--with a rage for life which, trìumphing over reason, soc'iety,

and culture, transcends the artificial barriers separating them from

thei r fel lows.

There ìs, in fact, a marked affinity between Lawrence and Forster--

part'icularìy the early Forster--which they themselves seem to have

recognìzed, and which drew them together despite differences of class,

educatjonal background, art'istic mil'ieus frequented, and fundamental

phi'losophical differences. l,llriting of a visit by Forster in .l9.l5,

Lawrence shows both his impat'ience with Forster and his esteem for him:
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"There is more in him than ever comes out. But he js not dead yet. I

hope to see him pregnant wjth his soul. Forster js not poor but he

is bound hand and foot bodì1y. But why can't he act? Because

he knows that self-realization is not his ultímate desire. His ult'imate

desire is the love for human'ity--the desire to work for humanity."l

Iievertheless, Forster's "love for humanìty" js not so naive and undiscri-

minat'ing as Lawrence's comments might seem to suggest, for he rested hÍs

hopes for humanity in an "aristocracy"--"an aristocracy of the sensitive,
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the cons i derate o and the p'l ucky.

between them when they meet" (TC, p. 8l ). Despìte his 'l'ighter touch,

Forster is asimpass'ioned, as prophetic, and, in the early novels, as

di dacti c as Lawrence.

The central issue of the Italian novels, þlhere Anqels Fear to

Tread and A Room with a Vjew, is whether one should follow the dictates

of the heart or the head; the confljct is between passion and respecta-

bì1ity and there is no doubt that Forster js on the side of passion. The

forces of lìfe and death, of light and darknesse are easi'ly djstingu'ish-

able and contend openly for the soul of man. This apparent moral certi-

tude--the neat division of antagonistic principles and the'inevitable

conflict between them--has obvious technical advantages. For, if it
results jn the creat'ion of flat or type-cast characters, it also allows

Forster to treat them w'ith the detached irony which 'is aesthetica'l1y

essential to the otherwise schematjc, well-made, and conclusive plots

which he develops from the interactjon and oppos'ition of these characters.

In Where Angels Fear to Tread2, for example, the contrast between

Italy and Sawston is sharply delineated. Italy'is the home of beauty,

. There is a secret understandinq



romance, and passion, while Sawston represents all that js bad in suburban

Englìsh society--snobbery, philistinísm, and a cruel moral rectjtude

sustai ned by hypocrisy. Reduced to 'its s'implest terms, the plot of Where

Angels Fear to Tread consists of the exposure of four Sawstonians to the

alien culture of an Italian vjììage and their differing responses to it.
As Lionel Trilling has po'inted out, this theme is sjmilar to that of The

Ambassadors, and he goes on to draw an interesting comparison between the

two novels. Both are concerned with "the effect of a fore'ign country and

a strange culture upon insular ideas and provinc'ial personal Íties. "3 It
is also worth noticing that both plots hjnge upon an attempt to rescue a

fellow countryman from the wiles of a foreigner, and that there is little
d'ifference between the moral absolutism of Woollett and the repress'ive

res pectab'i 1 ì ty of Sawston .

Ironically, it is their wish to preserve their place as p'illars

of respectable Sawston socìety that first involves the Herriton family

with the Italian vi'lìage of Monteriano. Mrs. Herrìton, her prim daughter,

Harriet, and her son, Philip, anxìous to obtain a temporary respite from

the embarrassingly brash behaviour of Lilia, the widow of another Hemiton

son, send her on an extended tour of ltaìy under the chaperonage of the

younger but much more sensible Caroline Abbott. After Lilia's departure,

the openìng chapter gives a detached survey of the Herriton fami'ly, and

incidentally reveals that Mrs. Herriton has encouraged Lilia's trip so

that she may have full control over Irma, Lilia's daughter. Having failed

in her attempts to make a ìady out of her daughter-in-law, l1rs. Herrjton

is determined to refine and form Irma in her mother's absence so that she

will "no longer be called that most appalling of things--a vuìgar child"
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(p. 1l). Mrs. Herriton is afraid, too, that Lilia is contemplatìng

mamiage with Mr. Kingscroft, who is "neither well-bred, nor well-

connected" (p. 7). Moreover, Mr. K'ingscroft I ives 'in yorksh'ire, near

L'ilia's mother, so that if he and Lilia were to marry, Irma would be

removed from Mrs. Herriton's sphere of influence, would perhaps forget

her Herriton connect'ions, and become a Theobald in ail but name.

As for Harriet, the daughter, we d.iscover that her religious zeal

consists in devotion to a rather depressing brand of Christianity whích

borders on fanaticism and is remarkably lacking in brotherly 1ove. Indeed,

Harriet cannot tolerate most of her neighbours, let alone love them: "She

was curiously virulent about Ita'ly, which she had never visited, her only

experience of the Continent being an occasional six weeks in the Protes-

tant parts of Switzerland" (p. 12). phiìip, the son and brother, js an

intellectual snob who ridicules Sawston while livíng by its standards.

He has, however, a sense of beauty and an undeveloped, barely-art'iculated

belief in the potentìal of human relationships. philip had once hoped

that his sense of beauty would give him either the power to change Sawston

or the strength to leave it. l,lhen it does nejther, he hugs it to himself

and the feeling of intellectual superiority wh'ich he derives from this

appreciation of his own aesthetic sensibility is his only solace jn a

dul I and f ri endl ess I i fe: "l'lothi ng had happened ei ther i n Sawston or

within himself. He concluded that nothing could happen, not knowing that

human love and love of truth sometjmes conquer where love of beauty fails"
(p. 6e).

Ita'ly, however, Philip still loves, as the land where he had

discovered beauty and a people who had shown him charm and grace, and it
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is he who advises Lilia to "love and understand the Italians" (p.4)--

an injunction he bitterly regrets when he learns that Lilia has put his

theory'into practice and loves one Italían enough to marry hìm. Philip

himself does not "understand the Italians," for he sees them not as

people, but rather as a part of a personally memorable experience: "At

twenty-two he went to Italy with some cousins, and there he absorbed into

one aesthet'ic whole olive trees, blue sky, frescoes, country inns, saints,

peasants, mosaics, statues, beggar:s" (p. 69).

Philip's mother has never entìre1y approved of his trips to the

continent and sees a certain poetic justice in d'ispatchìng hìm on the

unpleasant errand of break'ing off Lilja's match. Philip is in a painful

pred'icament because "for three years he had sung the praìses of the

Italians, but he had never contemplated having one as a relat'ive" (p. l9).

Philip's prevìous visits to lta'ly had been made in a spirit of admiration--

a readiness to be pleased by everything and everyone jn the land wh'ich

has all the attributes whjch Sawston lacks--beauty, warmth, gajety, and

spontaneity. The purpose of this vis'it, however, is a sordid commercial

transaction--the buying off of Lilja's suitor; and norv Philìp feels that

the land is hostile to him and to Sawston; he is in enemy country. The

road to Monteriano passes through a dark wood; its trees are leafless but

"their stems stood in violets as rocks stand in the summer sea." The

Iuxuriant, unrestrained fertjf ity ìs an extravagance of beauty: "The

cart-ruts were channels, the hollow ìagoons; even the dry white margin

of the road was splashed, like a causeway soon to be submerged under the

advancing tide of sprìng" (p. 25). There is a sense here of an'irresis-

tible natural force--a creativity wh'ich cannot be dammed. Hence, inevitably
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and ironjcal'ly we are reminded of the closing pages of the opening

chapter in wh'ich we saw Mrs. Herrjton at work plant'ing peas. Forster's

dictjon clearly defines Mrs. Herriton's destructìve attitude towards

nature as she scratches the earth wjth a pointed stick whjle the inflex-

ible Harrjet holds a string "to gu'ide the row straight" (p.l4). The

peas are sown but by nightfall the spamows have eaten them all; for

Mrs. Hemiton, in her anger at the news of Lilia's engagement, had

forgotten to cover them wi th earth. Al I that remai ns are fragments of

the letter "disfiguring the tidy ground" (p.20)--the letter in which

LìIl'a expressed her refusal to be "trained and tortured" or, as she telIs

Ph'i'lip, "still to run in strings for the honour of your beastly family"

(p. 36). The pojnt that Forsteris making, in short, is that in spjte

of Mrs. Herriton, the sparrows will eat and Lilia will love. The life-
force is jrres'istible and m'ight at any moment dìsrupt the most ordered

exi stence.

Philip, to return to his trjp through Italy, pays no conscious

attentjon to the violets as he passes, but "hís eyes had reg'istered the

beauty, and next March he did not forget that the road to Monteriano must

traverse innumerable flowers" (p. 25); he ìs capabìe of salvation, of

knowjng a "reafity" that Sawston refuses to admit. But first he must be

re-educated, and the first step in his education is the pa'infu'l discovery

that L'iliars lover is the son of a dentist: "Philip gave a cry of

personal disgust and pa'in. He shuddered all over, and edged away from

h'is companion. A dentist! A dent'ist at l4onteriano. A dentist jn fairy-

land! False teeth and laugh'ing gas and the tilting chaìr at a place

which knew the Etruscan League, and the Pax Romana, and Alarjc himself,
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and the Countess Matílda, and the Middle Ages, all fighting and holiness,

and the Renaissance, a'l1 fighting and beauty! He thought of Lilia no

ìonger. He was anx'ious for hjmself: he feared that Romance might die"

(p. 26). The intrusjon of the mundane into Philip's idealized Italy

shocks him profound'ly and his disillusionment is complete when he meets

Lilia's Gino Carella wìth his dirty hands and greasy hair. Gino's face

in repose is beautiful--a face Philìp has seen and loved a hundred tjmes

in ltaly--it is not only beautiful but charming: "But he did not want to

see it opposite h'im at dinner. It was not the face of a gentleman." True

to his upbrìnging, Phi'lip tries to avert the "disaster" by offering money

in exchange for Lil'ia. But he is too late--the marriage has a'lready

taken p1 ace.

Ljl'ia's married life is brjef and trag'ic, for, like Philip's'love

for ltaly, her love for Gino is based on sentimentality, on her own vision

of Gjno and not on any knowledge of the real man. There is no feminine

socìety in Monteriano, Gino is unfaithful to her, and she is left alone

most of the tjme. But the true reason for the failure of the marriage'is

not to be found in the shortcom'ings of husband and wife; it lies deeper:

"more than personaljties were engaged the struggle was national

generations of ancestors, good, bad, or indjfferent, forbade the Latin man

to be chivalrous to the northern woman, the northern vvoman to forgive the

Latjn man." Saddest of all, perhaps,'is that both partners yearn for

sympathy, for a friend, but cannot turn to each other--Lilja because "she

prided herself on her high persona'l standard" (p. 65), and therefore

cannot even appear to condone her husband's infidelity; and Gjno because

friendship between the sexes is outside his experìence and beyond his
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comprehens'ion. Nor does Gino ever realize that he is not a perfect'ly

satisfactory husband: "It is not good to see your w'ife cry'ing

especiaily if you are conscious that, on the whole, your treatment of her

has been reasonable and kjnd" (pp. 66-67). G'ino does not hate Lilia but

neither does he love her. Describìng L'ilia to his friend, Spíridione, he

modestly admits that she is rich, blonde, and, although thirty-three,

could pass for twenty-eight. Everyone in the caffè joins in the congratu-

lations and agrees that Gino deserves such a paragon. But "Is she

simpatica?" asks Spiridione; to which Gino replies after an awkward

silence: "Sufficiently so. She is rjch, she is generous, she is

affable, she addresses her inferiors without haughtiness. rr rrlt is not

sufficient," says Spiridione: "The person who understands us at first
s'ight, who never irritates us, who never bores, to whom we can pour forth

every thought and wish, not only in speech but in silence--that is what

I mean by sìmpatico" (p. 5l).

The contrast between the Ital ian idea of the jdeal mamiage

partner--as expressed here by Spiridione--and the Engìish jdea, as

earlier expressed by Mrs. Herriton--"well-bred, well-connected, handsome,

clever, and rich" (p. 7)--is strik'ing. However, it should be noted that

the two Latins conclude that, while chjldren and some men may be simpatico,

it'is unlikely that any woman would possess the necessary qua'lities. Gino

speculates briefly that Caroline Abbott may be simpat'ica, but the topìc

does not serious'ly engage his attention. Gjno has only one desire--"to

become the father of a man l'ike himself. Fall'ing in love was a mere

physical triv'ial jty, f ike warm sun or cool water, beside the div'ine hope

of immortality: 'I continue"' (p. 67). Yet Lilia, who has borne two
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children, is denied this immortality--the son she bears belongs totally

to Gino and would have done even if Lilia had survived his b'irth. Her

daughter belongs just as comp'letely to lrlrs. Herriton, who wíll not allow

Lilia to communicate with her and who intercepts Lilia's last desperate

attempt to speak to Irma honestly and direct'ly from her new-found

realization of the natural bonds which connect mother and child. Mrs.

Herrìton's hopes of severing all connectjons with Lilia are aided by the

fact that Lilia's mother js "breakíng up very quickly" (p. 71) and that

Mr. Kìngscroft has found consolatjon elsewhere. Irma has never been

told of her mother's remarriage and'is not to be told of the circumstances

of her death--a plan which is spoiled by the arrival of postcards

addressed to Irma from her "lital brother."

Mrs. Herriton sends Philip and Harriet to bring the baby back to

Sawston, not because she wants'it, but for the sake of appearances, for

Caroline Abbott is determined to adopt the ch'ild if Mrs. Herriton will
not. Indeed, when Harriet and Philip reach Monteriano they find Carol'ine

already there. Soon Caroline and Philip begin to be charmed again by

Monteriano, but Harriet remains unmoved and orders Philip to take a blank

cheque and buy the baby immediate'ly. That evening the three visitors

attend the opera--Philip and Carol'ine ready to enjoy themselves, but

Harrìet, "fretful and insular" as usual, soon finds fault with the audience

who tap and drum to the music and talk among themselves: "She uttered an

acid'Shjsh!'. The people were quíet, not because it is wrong to

talk during a chorus, but because it is natural to be civjl to a visítor"
(p.ll9). Philip, who knows that the opera does not aspire to ìllusion,

but simply offers r',ather lavish entertainment for a large party of friends
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and nejghbours, fears that Harriet will turn the party into a prayer-

meeting: "But soon the boxes began to fil'l , and l{arriet's power was

over. Families greeted each other across the aud'itorium. People in the

pit hailed their brothers and sons in the chorus, and told them how well

they were singing" (p. ll9). Lucia is greeted with cries of "Welcome to

Monteriano!" and her singìng accompanied by a sustained buzz of pleasure

from the aud'ience. There is total communication between singers and

audience, who react as one to the emotions aroused by the musjc.

Lucja does not mind her top note being "drowned in a shout of

universal joy" nor the extended byplay wjth flowers and the exaggerated

expressions of devotion which ínterrupt the opera for quite some time.

She shares in the deìight of the audience, who are respond'ing to whaù

Spiridìone calls the "music of the heart" as opposed to "scientifjc music,"

which involves intellectual apprec'iation. No-one here is folìowìng the

score or the libretto, and only Harriet is tryìng to follow the plot:

"Occasionally she nudged her companions and asked them what had become of

t^lalter Scott" (p. 120). But Caroline and Philip are as drunk with

exc'itement as the rest of the audience and pay no attent'ion until Harriet,

who "was always unfortunate," is struck in the chest by a bouquet. contain-

í ng a bi l l et-doux and stal ks out exc'l aimi ng: "Cal l th j s cl ass'icaMt's

not even respectable" (p. l2l). In the joyous confus'ion which follows,

Philip meets Gino, who greets him affectionately as a friend and a brother.

Caroline's happìness is spoiled by a sudden, shameful remembrance

that jn just such a spirit had she given her approva'l of Ljlia's marriage

to Gino: "and she began to beat down her happiness, knowing ìt to be

sinful. She was here to fight against this place. She was here to
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champion morality and purìty, and the holy life of an English home" (p.

124). But when Caroline arrives at Gino's house the next day, she soon

realizes that the child is the ruling passion of Gino's l'ife. For the

first time she understands that the baby'is a human being, not a principle

as she had thought, and not the saleable commodity that Mrs. Herriton

bel'ieved i t to be. The cruci al moment for Carol i ne is her real i zat'ion

that this vulgar creature, a man who had been cruel to his wjfe, is

nonetheless an ideal father. "The horrible truth, that wicked peop'le

are capable of'love, stood naked before her, and her moral being was

abashed" (p. 1 36).

AccordjnglV, after sharing w'ith Gino the parental rites of bathing

the baby, Caroline is convinced that it would be a crime against Nature

to break the "wonderful physìca1 tìe [which] binds the parents to the

children" (p. 139). She now believes that the baby shouìd stay wjth its

father and urges Philip to abandon his p'lans and to take Harriet away

'immedíate1y: "I feel you ought to fight'it out wjth Harriet. Every

little trifle, for some reason, does seem incalculabìy 'important today,

and, when you say of a thing that 'noth'ing hangs on'it,' it sounds like

b'lasphemy. There's never any know'ing--(how am I to put ít?)--which of

our actions, which of our idlenesses won't have things hanging on it for

ever" (p. 153).

For Philip thjs is a crucial moment, a moment of moral choice,

and he faiIs the test. "He assented, but her remark had only an aesthet'ic

value. He was not prepared to take it to his heart." Philip knows that

Caroline is right and that the baby should stay where it is loved, but he

believes that th'is will be the outcome anyhow and that he can exert no
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influence. Neither he nor Gino take the bargaining for the baby serious'ly,

and the interview ends on a note of good-humoured affection. For, as

Forster remarks, "the barrier of language is sometimes a blessed barrier,

which only lets pass what is good.. Philip, at a'I1 events, lived more

gracìousìy in Italian, the very phrases of which entice one to be happy

and kind" (p. 155). But the results of Philip's good-humoured detachment

follow swiftly.

l,rlith the departure of Carolíne for the station, the tone of the

book begins to darken and the pace to accelerate. Harriet cannot be

found, but her prayer-book is open and Philip reads the ominous words,

"Blessed be the Lord my God who teacheth my hands to war and my fingers

to fight" (p. .|57). 
Although Philip pays little attention to the

significance of this passage, the reader, reminded thus of Harriet's

religious zeal, also remembers her fervent desire--added to her blind

obedience to Mrs. Herriton--to save the baby from Italy, the Devil, and

the Pope, and the now disquieting fact that "lHarriet] was a straight,

brave woman, as weìl as a peevish one" (p. 99, my emphasis). Phì'l'ip's

sl'ight anxiety that they will miss the train unless his sister soon

returns ìs hardly relieved by the amival of a cryptic note from Harriet:

"Start at once. Pick me up outs'ide the gate. Pay the bearer. H. H."

(p. 157). The epìsode begins to take on nightmarish qualities as Philip's

attempts to questìon the messenger evoke "noth'ing but horrible sighings

and bubblings." It is not until the driver and the landlady beg him to

have patìence with "the poor idiot" who cannot speak that Philip really

looks at the man and he cannot hi'de h'is shudder of revulsion, for "the

messenger was a ghastly creature, quite bald, with trickfing eyes and grey
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tw'itching nose." The Italians pity the afflicted creature but they do

not offer h'im the sem'i-superstitious, propitiatory charity whìch Phil ip

g'ives--with eyes averted, as'if from an act of public indecency. Instead,

the villagers are rather proud of the idiot who, though he cannot speak,

"understands everything," takes messages for all and, moreover, is blessed

wíth "visions of the saints"--or so the driver tells the horrified

Englìshman. "In another country he would have been shut up; here he was

accepted as a pubiíc institution, and part of Nature's scheme" (p. .l58).

Philip is so frightened by this strange ep'isode that it seems to

him as though "the whole of life had become unreal" (p. .l59) and, when

Harriet enters the carriage camyìng the stolen baby, he betrays little
surprise, believing that G'ino has sold the baby after all. 0n the way to

the station the carriage overturns and the baby dies in "that little wood

where v'iolets were so plent'ifu1 in spring" (p. 162). Phjlip f inds the

tiny body lyìng across one of those cart-ruts, which had once been "hollow

lagoons" filled with violets, but whjch are now fílled with mud. llow the

thematic significance of Gino's earlier rec'itation of the opening ìines

of Dante's Inferno is clear, for Philip now finds himself in "a dark

wood." The "right road was whol1y lost and gone" once Philip had refused

to heed Caroline's warning to leave Monteriano immedìately. The pride of

Mrs. Herrjton, the stupidity of Harriet, and the indifference of Philip

have all contributed to the tragedy, but Philip knows that he alone must

take the news to Gino. "People had been wicked or wrong in the matter;

no-one save hjmself had been trivial." Everyone was culpable and, "If
one chose, one might consíder the catastrophe composite or the work of

fate. But Philip did not so choose. It was his own fault, due to
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acknowledged weakness in his own character" (p. 166). This acceptance

of his responsi bi l'i ty i s al so Ph j'l í p' s acceptance of i nvol vement wi th

ljfe and parallels the moment when Caroline saw the baby as a being in

i ts own right--"a g'lorious unquestionable fact. "

But Phi 'li p has s t'i I I to endure the journey through hel I before

achieving salvat'ion. There is a scene of pure horror when Philip tells

Gìno of his son's death, and Gino responds by methodically twistìng

Phjlip's broken arm and then slowìy choking hím. Philip is saved from

death by the entrance of Caroline and the violent drama ends w'ith Miss

Abbott comfortinq the bereaved Gino:

All through the day Miss Abbott had seemed to Philip l'ike a
goddess, and more than ever dìd she seem so now. Her
eyes were open, full of infinite pity and full of majesty,
as if they d'iscerned the boundaries of sorrow and saw
unìmagìnable tracts beyond.

Philip looked away, as he sometimes looked away from
the great pictures where visible forms suddenly become
inadequate for the things they have shown us. He was happy,
he was assured that there was greatness in the world
Quìetly, without hysterical prayers or banging of drums, he
underwent conversion. He was saved.

(pp.172-73)

0nce again Phjlip is the observer of a tableau which'includes Gino and

Caroline and which remjnds us forcefully of that earl'ier tableau when

Phìlip saw Gino, Caroline, and the baby as "to all 'intents and purposes,

the Virgin and Child, with Donor" (p.l4l). Now the picture is dark--

there js no bronzed Bellinj baby shining with health and beauty and

reflecting the light "like a copper vessel." Caroline looks older--even

age'less--and remote; the happy young mother transformed yet ennobled

through suffering has become the Mater Dolorosa--the intercessor.
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humanistic creed: "Forster is using two of his favourite vis'ionary

modes--Italian renaissance painting and Greek mythology--to express his

own form of humanism. [which] includes the realism which works for

social services and against social abuses, but regards th'is as unfulfilled

unless ít can see humanity touched with g1ory."4 Caroline's life
in Sawston has been devoted to social services--a da.i1y round of "good

works" performed in a spirit of what she later derides as "petty unsel-

fishness." But jt is Ita'ly wh'ich reveals to her, through Gino's passionate

love for his son, the majesty and g]ory of human'ity. In turn, caroline's

love for Gjno is a revelation to Philip of something "great," "something

'indestruct'ible--something which she, who had given it, could never take

away" (p. 183). When Caroline first confesses that she loves Gino "crudely

. because he's handsome, that's been enough, " Phi f i p ref'l ects bi tterly
on the'legend of Pasiphae, Queen of Crete, who becarne enamoured of a bull

"crude'ly," because it was handsome: "Here was the cruel antìque malice

of the gods, such as they once sent forth against Pasiphae. Centuries

of aspìratjon and culture--and the world could not escape ìt" (p.l82).

But, as Carolìne speaks, she seems to become transfigured, "and to have

indeed no part with refinement or unrefjnement any 1onger," and Philip

thinks no more of the mating of a mortal woman with a beast but of the

love of the chaste goddess, Selene, for the most beautiful of mortal men:

"Philip's eyes were fjxed on the Campanjle of Airolo. But he saw jnstead

the fair myth of Endym'ion. This woman was a goddess to the end. For her

no love could be degrading: she stood outsjde all degradation. This

episode, which she thought so sordid, and which was so trag'ic for him,

remained supremeìy beautjful. To such a height was he lifted, that without
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regret he could now have told her that he was her worshipper too" (p.

184). Ph'i1ip, too, sees "humanjty touched with o1ory," learns at last

the power of human love and thus gaìns a new concept of beauty.

The crossìng of international and cultural barriers has had

tragic consequences and, for Philip and Caroline, journeying north, it
seems as though "all the wonderful things are over" (pp. 179 and 184).

But Ph'i1i p al so sees that "out of thi s wreck" somethi ng has been ga'ined,

and we are remìnded here of the maternal Caroljne sharing the dead baby's

milk between Philip and Gino: "For she was determined to use such

remnants as lje about the world" (p. 173). Caroline and Philip have

gained salvation through love. They have encountered the mystery of life.
And never again wì'11 they mistake the limited life of Sawston for reality.

Although they wil'l not marry, they are bound together by the'ir love for

Gino and have learned from him someth'inq of "the southern knack of

friendshìp" (p. 174).

In f,Jhere Angels Fear to Tread, England is Sawston, wh'ich is

itself lìttle more than a set of common assumptions about the evils of

suburbia. Norman Kelvin's objection that "the contest between Italy and

England [is] unequal"5 is certaìnly true, although it fails to take into

account the fact that exaggeration is a useful technical device when the

theme is one of djrect moral confrontation. If it is a problem, further-

more, it is also one which is rectified in A Room w'ith a View6. Although

The Lonqest Journe.y followed Where Anqels Fear to Tread in order of
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publicatjon, A Room with a View had been planned and the first half
Iin 1903'. In tone, theme, and setting, it is a companion piece to

Angels Fear to Tread, and jt seems reasonable to discuss it at thìs point.

wri tten

Where



Once again, Italy represents passíon, the source of life, love,

and truth; but, in this second novel, jt is in England that these forces

eventually triumph. The oracle of wisdom and gu'ide to truth is an

Englishman--11r. Emerson--and the "Gíno" of thìs novel is hjs son, George.

There is no character in this work so thorough'ly evìl as Mrs. Herriton

and, in fact, the minor characters are considerably more complex than

those in Where Angels Fear to Tread, while the hero and heroine, George

Emerson and Lucy Honeychurch, are curiously lacking in depth. But A Room
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with a View is a romanh!!ÞIg--essentially a variation on the famjliar

theme of King Copehuta and the beggar-majd--designed to show the power of
'love, a natural force, to transcend the artificíal barrier of class. All

that is required of the two main characters is that they be young,

attractive, preferably of opposite sexes, and that one of them have more

social status or money than the other. Lucy is the typjcal middle-class

ìngenue: "l{iss Honeychurch, disjojned from her music-stoo1, was only a

young lady wÍth a quantity of dark hair and a very pretty, pale, undeveloped

face. she loved going to concerts, she loved stopping with her cousìn,

she loved iced coffee and meringues" (p. 36). The on'ly indication that

Lucy--like Caroline Abbott and Philip flerriton--is capable of salvatíon

is her love of music for, as Forster--who hjmself loved music passionately--

remarks: "[when] the commonpìace beg'ins to play, fhe] shoots into the

empyrean without effort, whilst we look up, marvelìing how he has escaped

uS, and thinking how we could worship him and love hìm, would he but

translate h'is visions into human words, and his exrleriences into numan

actions. Perhaps he cannot; certainly he does not, or does so very

seldom. Lucy had done so never" (p. 34). Appearing thus early in the



novel, this passage prepares us for a developing Lucy, who will perhaps

one day make thjs connection between her music and her life--and, as Mr.

Beebe portentous'ly remarks, "live as she p1ays." The powerful effect

which Lucy's p'laying has on the listener is not due to her technical

skill, however, which is--like the rest of her--"suitable for one of her

age and situation." She is great because "she loved to play on the side

of Victory" (p. 34).

Young Emerson, on the other hand, is almost ready to accept

defeat when he meets Lucy; his attitude to life is best expressed by the

large question mark pinned over his washstand. Perhaps some of George's

pessimism is due to his unfortunate social posit'ion--which, appropriateìy

for a romance, is several degrees below Lucy's. Certainly his fellow

guests at the Pension Bertolini--who almost unanjmously decide that the

Emersons are socia'lìy unacceptabie and must be excluded from the group--

do not encourage George to seek an affirmative answer in mankind. George's

air of Byronic despaìr'intrjgues Lucy, although she cannot understand it
and, added to his youth and rugged good looks, it establishes his character

for the reader as the romantic hero destined to w'in Lucy's hand after

overcoming the requisite number of obstacles.

As romant'ic comedy, A Room with a View'is a complete success.

Forster has an unerring eye for the vagaries of the Engìish abroad and,

although many of the conventions he mocks have long s'ince disappeared, the

pettiness and the snobbery endure, as does the pìeasure we derive from

seeing them ruthiess'ly and wittily exposed. The comic treatment of this

society never obscures its potential for destruction, however. The

restrictions it ìmposes deny the life of the instinct and its obsession
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with class distinctions is a barrier between man and his fellows--a den'ial

of their common humanìty. A Room with a View is, as Crews notes, "more

obvious'ly connected to Forster's serious ph'ilosophy" despite its ììghter

touch than is Where Anqels Fear to Tread.B The elder Emerson is a liberal

humanist who actually uses the language of Carlyle when he asks Lucy to

he'lp George to see that "by the side of the Everlast'ing l,lhy there'is a

Yes--a transitory Yes 'if you like, but a Yes" (p. 32). And, although he

is no relation--to Mrs. Honeychurch's profound relief--"of Emerson the

philosopher, a most trying man" (p. 121), there are other and perhaps more

signìfjcant ties than those of blood connecting the obscure, self-educated

Eng'lishman with the great American scholar. 0ld Mr. tmerson's exhortations--

to the Italian toddler--to "Go out into the sunshine, little boy, and

kiss your hand to the sun, for that is where you ought to be"--and to Lucy:

"Here's a mess: a baby hurt, cold, and frìghtened! But what else can

you expect from a church?" (p. ?6)--is a more víolent expression of the

sentiments of "The Divin'ity School Address. "9 One is reminded particuiar'ly

of the philosopher's statement that: "It is already beginn'ing to indìcate

character and religion to withdraw from the ref igious meetings. I have

heard a devout person, who prized the Sabbath, say in bjtterness of heart,

'0n Sundays it seems wjcked to go to Church."' The'identification of old

l4r. Emerson with Ralph Waldo Emerson'is imp'licit'in much of his phiiosophy

and also in his admiration of Carlyle and Thoreau--'indeed, he goes so far

as to paint an appropriate quotat'ion from l^lalden on his wardrobe (p. 133).

Old Mr. Emerson shares the fate of most philosophers'in that he

arouses uneasiness 'in h js I isteners and is usual ly m'isunderstood. Lucy's

bewi I derment accounts for herinane suggest'ion that stamp-co'll ecti ng mi ght
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cure George's llJeltschmerz. Mr. Emerson explains that George is iroubled

by the fact that "the things of the universe don't fit." In other words,

George suffers from that twentieth-century disease, alienation--an acute

consciousness of man's insignificance and isolation in an apparently

meaningless universe. Mr. Emerson also knows that life may be no more

than "a tangle, a blemjsh in the eternal smoothness" (p. 32), but he is

saved from despaìr by his faith in humanity and his beljef in the right-

ness of nature's eternal laws. And, as he tells Lucy, though he hates

the word "soul" because it is the property of organized rel'igion and is

therefore surrounded with superstitìon and hypocrisy, he believes that

man does possess this div'ine spark: "we have souls. I cannot say how

they came nor whither they go, but we have them" (p. 216).

His faíth in humanity needs to be very robust to r,r'ithstand the

intolerance of his compatríots. Hl's k'indness is misunderstood and his

directness of speech shocks. It is, as ltlr. Beebe, the tolerant c'lergyman

expìains, "diffjcult to understand people who speak the truth" (p. l3).

Overhearing Lucy and her cousin complaining that the'ir rooms have no

v'iew, the old man--a total stranger--shouts to them: "I have a view, I

have a vjew.. This is my son, his name's George. He has a view,too"

(p. 8). From a phílosophical perspective, it can be said that at this

point the Emersons are the only members of the group to"have a view"

consonant with its dictionary meanjng--that is, to "survey or exp'lore

carefully, to scrutinize, to observe attentively," and, what is partìcu1arìy

applicable to Mr. Emerson senior, "to catch sìght of somethjng."l0 Th.

other guests are philosophica'l myopes,'incapable of the openness implic'it
'in the word "survey" and lacking the courage to "explore." Nor are any of
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them gíven to "scrutinÍzing" the receíved orthodoxjes r,rhich prope'l them

on their blinkered trot through 1ife. It is perhaps worth noting also

that Mr. Emerson makes a definite distinction between his "view" and

George's--"He has a view,too"--a syntactical hint of that philosophical

difference between father and son which is perplexing and worryíng the

old man.

Miss Bartlett, the chaperone, icily declines the sage's offer to

change rooms and the entjre pension shudders at the idea of speak'ing to

new arrivals before a decentinterval of at least a day or two has elapsed.

While the argument over the rooms continues--for F1r. Emerson cannot

understand Charlotte's refusal--Lucy has an odd feeling "that whenever

these ill-bred tourists spoke the contest widened and deepened till it
dealt, not with rooms and views, but with--welì, with somethÍng quite

different, whose existence she had not realized before" (p.9). Lucy is

right, of course--the forces of life and anti-life are beginning the

battle for her soul. Charlotte is prevaiìed upon by Mr. Beebe to accept

the rooms but she insists, with an exquisite sense of propriety, that

Lucy must not take George's room. This particular disposal of the rooms

has a more important function, however, than the immediately obvious

appeal to our sense of the rjdiculous.

The metaphorical implications of the book's title are clarified

by the contrast'ing responses of Lucy and Charlotte to their new rooms:

"when [Lucy] reached her own room she opened the window and breathed the

cl ean n j ght a'ir, thinki ng of the k'i nd ol d man who had enabl ed her to see

the l'ights dancing in the Arno, and the cypresses of San Miniato, and the

footh'ills of the Apennjnes, black against the rising moon." In contræL,Charlotte
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in her room,"fastened the window-shutters and locked the door, and then

made a tour of the apartment to see where the cupboards led, and whether

there were any oubliettes or secret entrances. she compìeted her

inspection of the room, sighed heavily according to her habit, and went

to bed" (p. lB). The irrepressibre hígh spirits and the beautiful

innocence of youth are conveyed by the associatjon of this natural Lucy--

Lucy alone as opposed to Lucy in society--with clean air, dancing lights,
kindness and gratitude. Lucy's open window signifies both her readiness

to accept new experiences and the fearlessness which is a characteristic

common to sheltered youth. Charlotte, far from appreciating Mr. Emerson's

kindness, suspects his motives and readies herself to que'l'l any attempt

of the Emersons to "presume" on the obligation.

Added to these suspicions ís Charlotte's fear of the unknown

which ìmpe1s her to fasten the window-shutters and lock the door with

as much alacrity as Lucy flings her window open. l,Jhile Lucy is admiring

the Itaìy of the Romant'ic poets, complete with moonlight and mountains,

charlotte, having turned her room into a ce]l, searches it for secret

entrances which might leave her prey to Mrs. Radcliffe's "Italian" or

concealed trap-doors which will plunge her unsuspecting into the waitíng

arms of Lewis' lascivious "Monk." The discovery of a mysterious paper

inscribed with an enormous question mark is not reassuring: "'What does

jt mean?' she thought, and she exam'ined 'it carefully by the light of a

candl e. Meani ngì ess at f i rst , 'i t gradua'l 1y became menaci ng, obnoxi ous ,

portentous with evil" (p. lB). Charlotte may cut a ridiculous figure as

a Gothic heroine, but her forebodings about George,s question mark are

not without substance. Perhaps it is here, when Charlotte asks ,,What
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does it mean?" that the unseen change jn her begins; so that she, too,

begins, albeit subconsc'iously, to seek the answer to the metaphysica]

question posed by George.

After such a n'ight, Charlotte is justifiabìy annoyed to find

that Lucy has slept we'll w'ith an unlocked door and an open window and

is now thoroughly refreshed and anxious to explore Florence. Lucy ìs

de'lighted with her room and with all that she sees from the window, for

the view that Mr. Emerson has given her embraces not only "hills and

trees and marble churches opposíte, and close below, the Arno," but

workmen, soldiers, children and tourists, electric trams, boats, bullocks,

and button-hooks (p. l9). Both room and view are flooded with tne

sunlight so often associated with Mr. Emerson, but which seems powerless

to penetrate the cloud of "greyness" which surrounds his much loved son.

Perhaps Charlotte's bad night can be attributed ìn part to the pessìmistic

outlook of the room's previous occupant. For, although charlotte has

the larger and--judg'ing by her apologetic effusions--the better of the

two rooms-.it is a'lways depicted as gloomy and cheerless. Though there

'is a view, it is never enjoyed, for Charlotte shutters the windows when

she first occupies the room and, when the room is next described, the

windows are closed against the storm which follows the trip to F'iesole:

"The rain was streaming down the black windows, and the great room felt
damp and chilìy. One candle burnt trembling on the chest of drawers

close to Miss Bartlett's toque, which cast monstrous and fantastic shadows

on the bolted door" (p.Bl). It is not only charlotte's toque whjch casts

monstrous shadows, but she herself d'istorts and casts shadows on all

Lucy's attempts to enjoy ltaly.
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Fortunateìy, M'iss Bartlett soon becomes fast friends with the

emancipated lady novelÍst, Miss Lavish, and, left to herself, the

natural happy Lucy asserts herself and beg'ins to succumb to the charms

of Florence. Incautiously, she goes for a stroll alone and witnesses a

murder; almost at the same moment she sees George Emerson "looking at

her across the spot where the man had been. How very odd! Across

someth'ing." At Lucy's first d'inner in the pension, George had seemed

to be smilíng at her "across something." But barriers of class and

convention often crumble before sudden violence and death and, when

Lucy recovers from her swoon, "George Emerson still looked at her, but

not across anything" (p. 47), for she is in his arms. A feel'ing arises

in both the young people that some spiritual boundary has been crossed.

Lucy, trying to hide this feel'ing which she does not understand, prattles

aimlessly until George 'interrupts the social chatter w'ith the startling

declarat'ion "I shall probably want to l'ive" (p. 5l ).

Lucy is 'inexp'licabiy embarrassed by this strange encounter with

George and does her best to avoid him without quite knowing why. She

even considers leaving for Rome, but Charlotte Ís looking forward to the

drive to Fiesole suggested by Mr. Eager, a clergyman who resjdes perman-

entìy in Florence and who occasionally condescends to social intercourse

with the better-class tourists. The party for th'is excursjon is to
consist of Mr. Eager, Mf. Beebe, Charlotte, and Lucy. Unfortunately, Mr.

Beebe extends the invitation to the Emersons and the ubiquitous Miss

Lavish. Lucy had hoped to avoid George, while l1r. Eager detests Miss

Lav'ish and pos'itively hates Mr. Emerson. An unpleasant l'ittl e scene

ensues when l4r. Eager notices that the driver of their camíage is
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embracing the girl beside him, whom he had said was hjs sister. Mr.

Eager orders the giri to dismount, much to the d'isgust of lilr. Emerson,

who protests: "You have parted two people who were happy.', He supports

h'is pos'ition with a quotation from the poet, Lorenzo--"Don,t go fìghting

against the spring" (p. 70). unperturbed by the pedantic Mr. Eager's

remark that "l^lar not with the May wouid render a correct meaning," the

old man points to the view in the valley below: ,'Fifty mìles of spring,

and we've come up to admire them. Do you suppose there's any difference

between spring in nature and spring in man? But there we go, praising

the one and condemning the other as'improper, ashamed that the same laws
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work eternally through both" (p. 7l).

however, and the young lovers are parted.

that when Lucy loses the others and asks the driver "Dove buoni uomìni?,,,

he conducts her, not to the clergymen as she had intended, but to George

Emerson:

Light and beauty enveloped her. She had fallen
on to a little open terrace, which was covered with viorets
from end to end.

'Courage!' cried her companion, now standing some
s'i x feet above . ' Courage and I ove . '

She did not answer. From her feet the qround sloped
sharpìy into the view, and violets ran down in Éivulets ahd
streams and cataracts, irrigating the hiII-side with blue,
edly'ing round the tree stems, collecting into poo'ls in the
hollows, covering the grass with spots of azure foam. But
never again were they in such profusion; this terrace uras
the well-head, the primal source whence beauty gushed out to
water the earth.

Stand'ing at jts brink, like a swjmmer who prepares,
was the good man. But he was not the good man that she had
expected, and he was al one.

George had turned at the sound of her amjval . For
a moment he contemp'lated her, as one who had fallen out of
heaven. He saw radiant joy in her face, he saw the flowers
beat against her dress in blue waves. The bushes above them
closed. He stepped quickly forward and kissed her.

He does not achieve his objective,

It is not surprising, then,



Before she could speak, almost before she could
feel, a voice called, 'Lucy! Lucy! Lucy!' The silence
of life had been broken by Miss Bartlett, who stood brown
against the view' 

(p. 75)

This intensely lyrical passage 'is of central importance to the

novel, both symbof ica]ly and structural ly, and both symbo'l and structure

are subordinate to theme. The theme, as in Where Angels Fear to Tread,

is the conflict between the demands of nature and those of socjety and,

in this passage, the symbolism of life and anti-life, light and darkness,

which has so far onìy lurked suggestiveìy behind the comedy, becomes

overt and expìicit when the "silence of life" is broken by Charlotte,

whose sombre figure stands "against" [emphasìs mine] that view of "light
and beauty" which envelops George and Lucy. But there are other less

obvious symbols at work here which reveal a more complex and consistent

organization than is at fjrst apparent.

In both the Italian novels, the country ìtseìf has symbo'lic value.

The "dark wood" of the earlier novel is the scene of tragedy and death,

but it Ís also the scene of Phi'l'ip Herriton's regeneration. Lucy, too,

is guided through a Dantesque wood thick w'ith undergrowth and a "brown

network of bushes" before she falls into the terrace of violets. The

violets of F'iesole, like the violets of Monteriano, represent not only the

beauty but also the fertility of "spring'in nature and spring'in man"--a

powerful natural force which 'is potent'ia'l1y creative but becomes dangerous

and destructive when resisted. When Lucy falls into the violets she falls

out of the muddle and confusion of society's conventjons into the reaìity

of the natural world. This terrace was "the primaì source," says Forster,

"whence beauty gushed out to water the earth." Everything ìs transformed
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by the glory of this moment and both violets and lovers take on archetypal

significance. This Ís Eden--the unfallen world of eternal spring and

'innocent pass'ion where Beauty and Truth are physìca'l real itjes, not vague

ideals or shoddy imitations. Later in the novel Mr. Emerson is to tell
l4r. Beebe that "The Garden of Eden, whjch you place in the past, is

really yet to come. |^le shall enter it when we no longer despise our

bodies" (p. .l34).

The image of beauty gushing out to water the earth has obvious

sexual ímpìications, particularly as George is pìctured as "a swimmer

who prepares." George, who has questioned the meaning of ljfe, is now

ready to plunge into it and become part of the eternal stream. This

description of George also prefigures the pagan bapt'ism which he will
undergo in the little pond'in Surrey which Lucy and her brother call the

"sacred Lake." The violets of Fiesole cover the grass ìn spots of "azure

foam" and beat against flucy's] dress in blue waves, and we are subtly

reminded of the last time Lucy found herself in George's arms, just after

the murder in the Piazza sìgnoria. Lucy had been carrying a photograph

of Botticelli's "Birth of Venus," wh'ich George threw into the river

because it was stained with the blood of the dying man. Lest we miss

the sign'ificance of Lucy's likeness to the Botticelli Venus, the author

reminds us of the connection between the two scenes. The dy'ing man had

turned to Lucy "as if he had an important message for her" (p. 47), and

we are told of the driver who leads Lucy to George that "He alone had

ìnterpreted the message that Lucy had received five days before from the

ììps of a dying man" (p. 76). Love and death are the realities which

Edwardian society would like to deny a'ltogether, and'is barely able to
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tolerate when they are suitab'ly obscured by socia'l conventions and

ecclesiastjcal ritual. But, ultimately, it is the knowledge of death

and the experìence of love which provide the answer to George's "ever-

lasting Why?" and'inspire him w'ith the will to live.

A Room with a View, Lionel Trilling has said, ,'deals with the

physicaì reality upon which all the other realitjes rest."ll Lucy ìs

led first to this reaìity by the coachman who takes her to George and

leaves her with the cry of "courage! courage and love." [,Jith tne

appearance of lt{iss Bartlett, pass'ion is apparently defeated, but of the

coachman Forster says,"He alone had played skilfully, usìng the whole of

his instinct, while the others had used scraps of their intelligence. He

alone had divined what things were, and what he wished them to be', (p. 76).

l^lhen Lucy den'ies this real'ity she joins "the vast armies of the benjqhted"--

those who "have sinned against passion and truth" (p. l86).

She js rescued from the darkness by old Mr. Emerson, who tells
her that love is reality and that passjon is sanity and does not blind.

tle tells her, too, that the poets are right--1ove is eternal: "I only

wish," he says, "[that] poets would say this, too: that love is of the

body; not the body, but of the body" (p. 216). He cr imaxes h'is appeal to

her with a reminder of the view from Fiesole: "Now it is all dark. Now

Beauty and Passion seem never to have existed. I know. But remember the

mountains over Florence and the view" (p. 217).

0n the way back from the picnic Miss Bartlett is worried because

the driver has seen George and Lucy embrace, but she comforts herself

with the thought that the lower classes can do very'little harm, and makes

the prophetic reflection that "Real menace belonqs to the drawinq-room"
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(p. 77). Later, when Lucy becomes engaged to the cultured, ascetic, and

"well-connected" Ceci'l Vyse (whose very name suggests a forced conjunction),

the symbolic opposition between the "view" and the drawing-room is restated.

Cecil tells Lucy that he always connects her with a view but feels that

she connects him wjth a room--specifical'ly with a drawing-room wjth no

view; and, of course, he is right. cecil's real affinity is with l4iss

Bartlett and the forces of Anti-life. "He is the sort who are al1 right

so long as they keep to things--books, pictures--but kill when they come

to people" (p. 177).

0f those who "kill when they come to people,,,the prime example

is Mr. Eager, who had harried George's mother until she died believing

that George had caught typhoid fever because he had not been baptized in

the Christian faith. l^le already know that Mr. tager is an enemy of nature

by his behaviour to the coach-drjver and his girl, and even his culture

is no more than a snobbish fake, as ìs evident in his outrage that the

ct'ty of Savonarola has been "desecrated" by a murder. It may be, of

course, that Mr. Eager does not regard the burning of a heretic as murder

since it was sanctioned by the church! Certaìn1y the anti-clericalism in

this book is quite explicit and it is no accident that, when the carriages

run into a severe storm, Mr. tager's words should be a distorted echo of

the driver's words to Lucy. Having a'lready pointed out that luckily the

other carui age wi 1 
'l attract the I 'ightn'i ng fi rst because the steel kni ves

are in there, he exhorts Lucy to have "courage--courage and fajth" (p. 77).

Faith in the Forsterian world is, as we have noted, merely a mental starch.

It is love that saves.

Even the tolerant Mr. Beebe proves to be tainted with the Christian
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distrust of the body. Though this aspect of Mr. Beebe is hinted at early

jn the novel--"Girls like Lucy were charming to look at, but Mr. Beebe

was, from rather profound reasons, somewhat chil'ly in his attitude towards

the other sex" (p. 38)--we are, like Lucy, too impressed with his sympathy

and worldly wìt even to notice th'is qual ification. Agaìn, the significance

of h'is reaction to the break'ing of Lucy's and Cecil's engagement goes

unnoticed because the reader, too, is glad that the engagement is broken.

Mr. Beebe's del'ight is not confined to this particular engagement,

however, for he secretly believes with St. Paul that"'They that marry do

well, but they that refrain do better'. . and he never heard that an

engagement was broken off but with a slight feeling of pleasure" (p. 199).

Mr. Beebe is a more subtle and hence more dangerous enemy to l'ife than

the materialistic and conventional Mrs. Herriton of the earlier novel.

He represents a spiritual darkness whjch Forster characterizes as "medie-

val," wh'ich is constantly at war with life and truth. When confronted

with Lucy's confession of her love for George, Mr. Beebe's rìgid ascetic'ism

is exposed: "He was very quiet, and his white face seemed suddenly

inhuman. A long black column he stood and awaited her rep'ly" (p. 217).

The "long black column" reminds us of Charlotte "brown against the view."

It is that avowed enemy of the Church, Mr. Emerson, who has "the face of

a saint who understood" and who gives Lucy the courage to defy convention

and to follow truth. Lucy is saved by the child-like courage and d'irect-

ness of the old man, who intuitively rea'lizes that she loves George and

shows her that she must be true to her instinct. "He had robbed the body

of its taint he had shown her the holiness of direct desire" (p.

218). But it is not until their honeymoon in that "Room wjth a View,"
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wh'ich had once been Mr. Emerson's and then Lucy's, that the lovers

real'ize the part charlotte has played in brjnging them together; George

tells Lucy that "from the very first moment ure met, she hoped, far down

ín her mind, that we should be ljke this--of course, very far down. That

she fought us on the surface, and yet she hoped" (p. 223). Charlotte,

too,'is part of the cosm'ic scheme and, however unwilììng'ly, has fìnalìy

aligned herself with the forces of life"
For all their underly'ing seriousness and despite the tragedy ìn

Where Angels Fear to Tread, the ltalian novels adhere cìosely to the

conventjons of romantic comedy. The Longest Journey,l2 ho*au.r, is

altogether more serious in theme and treatment. The fight for the

spìritual salvation of Rickje Elljot is a bitter one, and Forster's comic

spirit is rarely in evidence" The metaphysìcaì questions in this novel

are both more exp'lic'it and more sign'ificant than the "everlastjng Why" of

George Emerson. It is because George finds the answer in "love requ'ited"

that A Room with a View lacks the universal imp'lìcatjons of The Longest

Journey, which ends with Stephen posing the metaphysical question: "He

was alive and had created life. By whose authority?" (LJ, p. 320).

Although The Longest Journey does not have the technical brilljance of

the ltalian novels, it has been repeatedly acknowledged by Forster as the

book he js most glad to have written, and many readers share this feeling.

The pass'ionate jntensity, the romantjc idealism, and the close identifi-
cation of Forster with his hero, Rickie, engage the reader's emot'ions in

a way that may be artìstically reprehensible but which makes the book

unforgettable. Some readers find these qual ities distasteful , hovvever,

and resent, as does Wilfred Stone, "the appeal to a readjng public
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for sympathy, approval, and justification."l3 i'ro-one wjil deny that semj-

autobiographica'l literature is a dangerous undertaking for the artist,
and the detached impersonality of a James Joyce is rare and certaìnly

cannot be claimed for Forster. Indeed, Forster has obvious djfficulty in
maintaining the necessary djstance between author and hero. Nevertheless,

The Longest Journey is central to Forster's work--so central that, as

Gransden puts it, "no-one can sjmultaneous'ly d'islike it and care for

Forster as a writer."l4

The book opens wjth a group of Cambridge undergraduates engaged

in a discussion about the nature of reai'ity. The argument is familiar--
does a thing really exist if there is no-one there to see it? One of the

participants, Stewart Ansell, Rjckie's best friend, 'insists that the cow

is there, others disagree, while RÍckie finds the discussion too difficult.
Ansell's argument that the cow--a symbo'l of nature--.is there whether one

sees 'it or not also implies that there is order in nature whether one

sees it or not. However, Ansell will never understand the maternal and

feminine princ'iples which the cow also represents. Years later, when he

hears that Rickie's wife'is expecting a child, he is "bewildered" and, as

he passes the temple of the Ephesian Artemis and the statue of the Cn'idian

Demeter, he recogn'izes that "here were powers ne could not cope wíth, nor,

as yet, understand" (p. 206). But these maternal and feminine principles

are enormous'ly'important to Rìckje, inextricably bound up with his dreams

of future happiness and always assocÍated with the dead mother wnom ne

idoljzes. Even as the argument about the "reality" of the cow waxes

furjous, Rickie ìs gazing at the elms jn the college courtyard, which he

likes to believe are Dryads. And, if the elms are not really inhabited
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by these delicate feminine spirits, Rickie can believe that "At

events they were'lady trees, and had for generat'ions fooled the

statutes by their residence in the haunts of youth" (p. B).

When Rickie consciously recaìls his thoughts from Dryads

he cons'iders the problem'imaginatively rather than logically:
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If she was there, other cows were there too. The darkness
of Europe was dotted with themo and in the far East their
flanks were shining in the ris'ing sun. Great herds of
them stood browsing in pastures where no man came nor need
ever come, or plashed knee-deep by the brink of impassable
rivers. Yet Tilliard's view had a good deal in it.
One might do worse than follow Tilliard, and suppose the
cow not to be there unless oneself was there to see her.
A cowless world, then stretched round him on every side.
Yet he had only to peep jnto a field, and click! jt would
at once become radiant with bovine life.

(p. e)

Then he rebukes himself for "overlaying phílosophy w'ith gross and sense-

less details." If the cow is not there, the world and the fields are not

there either. Rickie's reflections not only throw a good deaì of'light
on his personality--he is diffident, introspective, and imaginative--they

are also relevant to the discussion; for imagination plays an important

part'in organizìng the sensory perceptions which are the raw material of

our sense of rea'li ty.

The danger for Rickie is that his imaginatjon will play too active

a part in his response to the world, transforming his perceptions of it
and distorting hìs sense of reafity. Just as in his eternal quest for

the fem'inine, hìs'imagination allows him to fjll a field with cows and to

turn trees into Dryads, so he will--with disastrous results--invest Agnes

wjth the qualíties of h'is dead mother, mistaking her female sexualìty for

the feminine and maternal prìnciples which are essent'ial to his happiness.

all
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Agnes herself interrupts the díscussion; Rickie has forgotten that he had

invited Agnes and her brother, and Agnes loudly but jov'iaì1y threatens

him with horse-whipping. Ricki'e's friends f1y from Agnes "ljke mists

before the sun" (p. ll), except for Ansell, who s'imp1y ignores her and

afterwards insists that she has no objective existence,'is simply "the

subjective product of a diseased inragìnation" (p. 24). Rickje's

susceptible imag'ination has already transformed Agnes into a combination

of empress and valkyrie, however, and his error is compounded when he

visìts the Pembrokes at Sawston.

As in the Italian novels, pìaces have a symbolic value and we

already know that Sawston represents all the v¡orst aspects of middle-

class tnglish soc'iety. Cambridge represents the disinterested pursuít of

truth, and its spokesman is Ansell. The community of frjends whjch Rickje

knows at Cambridge is held together by common ínterests and by love,

while that at Sawston is bound by force of circumstance and governed by

self-interest. Thus the conflict between these rival outlooks has bequn

in the first chapter wjth the collision of Ansell and Agnes.

At Sawston, Rickie meets Gerald Dawes, Agnes' fiancé, an athletic

boor who had been at school with Rickie and had bullied hjm merci'less1y.

But, when Rickie sees the lovers in each other's arms, his imaginatíon

transforms both lovers and embrace jnto a peÌmanent emblem of the glorjes

of physical love: "He only looked for a moment but the sìght burnt jnto

his brain." As he ìimped away, "he seemed to be looking down coloured

valleys. the riot of fajr jmages increased. In full unison

was Love born, flame of the flame, flushing the dark river beneath him

and the virgin snows above" (p. 49). The moment is one of ìntense,
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passionate perception for Rickie--a revelation of the realjty of phys'ical

passion--and he asks himself "Was Love a column

of song? Was he greater than either--the touch

49). t^lhile what Rickie perceives js real enough, the conclusions he

draws from it are not. He believes that the school bu1'ly and the hard,

conventiona'l young woman have been permanently transformed by Love: "they

had got into heaven, and nothing could get them out of jt. Qthers m.ight

th'ink them surly or prosaic. He knew" (p. s0). But Rickie's perception

of reality is extremely subjective and Forster observes of this same

incident: "It was the merest accident that Rickie had not been disqusted.

But this he could not know" (p. 49).

shortìy after this exalted moment, Forster springs one of his

most famous surprises. Chapter V beg'ins: "Gerald died that afternoon.

He was broken up in the football match."l5 When everyone else is offerìng

Agnes conventional consolatìons, Rickie demands that she',mind.,' ,,In God's

name' mind such a thing, and don't sit fencing with your soul The

greatest th'ing is over" (pp. 63-64) . l,lhen Rickie returns to cambridge,

he has changed. He has been touched by the realities of love and death,

and cannot even talk freely to Ansell, who "could discuss love and death

admirab'ly, but would not understand lovers or a dying man.', Rjckie

now real'izes the extent to which chance rules men's lives: "He knew once

for all that we are all of us bubbles on an extremely rough sea" (p. 67).

He begìns to suspect that what Cambridge represents may be limited and

narrow, and when Agnes visits Cambridge aga'in he takes h'is first srep

into what he supposes to be "reality" and becomes engaged to her.

Ansell can see that marriage for Rickie js wrong, and declares
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openly that the engagement must be broken off. He writes to Rickie on

th'is occasion: "You are not a person who ought to marry at all. You are

unfjtted in body: that we once discussed. [Ansell is alluding to Rickie's

hereditary deformity.] You are also unfitted jn soul: you urant and you

need to ì'ike many peop'le, and that sort ought not to marry" (p. 95). His

pred'ictions about Rickie's m'isery are borne out, as'is his assessment of

Agnes. l,Jiddrington, who has seen Rickie and Agnes after thejr marriage,

confirms that Rickie is indeed unhappy and compares Agnes to an electric

fight. "Cl'ick! she'son. Click! she'soff. Nowaste. lloflicker"(p.
201). Anselì expresses a wish that Agnes would "fuse" and suggests that

he and hJiddrjngton could never do a more "tremendous thing [than to] fuse

Mrs. Elliot" (p. 202), thus breaking the "connection" between her and

Rickie. There is no doubt, however, that Ansell's mot'ives at the time of

the engagement are suspect; his intense d'isapproval of Agnes stems as

much from jealousy of her and fear that she will come between Rickie and

himself as from his belief that Agnes will make Rickie miserable. In

fact, hjs d'islike of Agnes extends to all women outside h'is jmmediate

famiìy, and his reaction to the engagement is such that it alarms a friend

who is present: "Tilljard hated anything nasty, and there was

nastíness in Ansell" (p. 92). Tilliard quite reasonably points out that

it is natural for a man to put his wife before his friends; to which

Ansell replies: "The point is, not what's ordained by nature or any

other fool, but what's right" (p. 93). It js a defect of the intellectual

to condemn nature as foolish or meaningless, and Ansell does so because

he is unable to accept the djstasteful fact that man is subject to the

elementary biological conditions which nature ìmposes to ensure the
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contjnuance of the race. When later he hears that Agnes is expecting a

child, he is, as we have noted, momentarily bewildered in the face of

powers he does not understand.

He does understand hjs own homosexual temperament, however, and

recognizes the latent homosexuality ìn Rickie's nature. Part of the

attraction Agnes has for Rickie is her associatìon vrith Gerald--the bu11y

with "the figure of a Greek athlete," and after marriaqe Rickie is as

w'illing to let Agnes bully him as she js to do so. Agnes had scolded

Gerald when he confessed to having bullied Rickie at school: "But she

had a thrill of joy when she thought of the weak boy in the clutches of

the strong one" (p. 6l). Rjckie has been warned by AnselI that "l4an

wants to love mankind; woman wants to love one man. She is the

emìssary of Nature." But man needs "friends and work, and spiritua'l

freedom" (p. 95).

Agnes denies Rickie all these things, and his spiritual deteriora-

tion begins even before their marriage when Rickie and Agnes visit Rjckie's

aunt, Mrs. Fajling, an elderly widow who amuses herself by humifiating

others. In a fit of pique she tells Rickie that Stephen ì¡lonham js his

half-brother. Rickie is disgusted--certa'in that Stephen ìs the son of

his detested father. Nevertheless, he recognizes the importance of the

revelation--there is an irrevocable blood bond between hìmself and this

uncouth and unlikeable young man. Mrs. Failing and Agnes decjde that

Stephen must not know, but Rickje insists that such a "real" thing cannot

be hidden: "It seems to me that here and there in life we meet with a
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. the symbo'l js never offered again" (p. 157). Yet he allows Agnes

to persuade him and does not reply to Stephen's thrice repeated call.

Rickie has committed the same sin as Mrs. Herriton had done when she

tried to keep from Irma knowledge of her ltalian brother--the sin

agai nst the t'ies of bl ood.

After thjs, Rickie moves through a cloud of unreaìity. He is

unable to withstand the combined'influence of Herbert and Agnes and

drifts apathet'ica1ìy through his job as school-master at Dunwood House--

aptly named, for this is where RÍckie goes through his "dark night of

the soul." His whole nature revolts against the boarding-house system

and he pìties the boys who, "like himself, must enter a beneficent

machíne, and learn the value of esprit de corps. his heart would

have them not in these cubicles and dormitorjes, but each'in his own dear

home" (p. l8l). Thjs attitude is anathema to Herbert, whose ambition it
is to rid the school eventualìy of a'ì1 day-boys--though it was orìgìnaì1y

founded for them--for it is impossible to infuse them with esprit de corps:

"They come as units, and units they remain" (p.180). It is doubìy

unfortunate for Rickie, for the one man with whom he could be friends,

Widdrington's cousin, Mr. Jackson, stands up for the day-boys and incurs

the undyìng enmity of Herbert. Moreover, Herbert insists that on his

very first day Rickie register a compìaint with the head-master that one

of Jackson's day-boys is contravening school regulatìons by staying with

a friend of his mother's (and of llrs. Jackson's), not w'ith the statutory
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becomes a member of Dunwood House: "I don't like being branded as the

'day-boys' foe,' when I think how much I would have given to be a day-

boy myseìf" (p. l9l). He tells Agnes that boys have no notion of general

good-fel1owship, that this js something which comes later when the boys

become young men and go up to Cambrìdge: "What," he asks Agnes, "js the

good of throwing boys so much together? They don't understand each other.

. When they do, the whole of life changes, and you get the true thìng.

But don't pretend you've got it before you have. Patriotism and esprit

de corps are al1 very wel1, but masters a little forget that they must

grow from a sentiment. They cannot create one. I never cared a

straw for England until I cared for tnglishmen, and boys can't love the

school when they hate each other" (p. 193)" Agnes counters that it does

boys good to rough it and that it is especially good for Varden, the boy

'in questi on , to have hi s ears pu1 ì ed .

Rickie believes that the boy 'is genuinely suffering and feels

uneasy about him--"almost superstitious." When, ten months later, the

whole house sets upon Varden, Herbert is genuinely horrjfied: "What had

come over his boys? Were they not gentìemen's sons? He would not admit

that if you herd together human beings before they can understand each

other, the great god Pan'is angry, and will in the end evade your

regulations and drive them mad" (p. 209). Herbert will never understand

either why it is that many of the day-boys, who remain "units" under the

care of Mr. Jackson, nevertheless make lastìng friendships with each

other and with their master, who seems never to have heard of esprit de

cglpJ_. During these months the cloud of unreality gathers more dense'ly

about Rickie. He loses his'independence and manv of his ideals as he comes
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increasingly under the influence of Herbert. He had intended to be a

friend to the boys but Herbert does not recommend th'is: "lle, for

'personai intercourse,' substituted the safer 'personal influence"' (p.
.l86) 

and Rickie follows suit. He finaì'ly realizes that he does not love

his wife and that he is unfitted for his work. His one hope lies in the

child soon to be born: "a new symbol for the universe, a fresh circle

within the square Here is meaning of a kind" (p. 207). But hís

daughteris born lame and soon dies, and Rickie's denial of stephen

returns to torment him every day.

Oddly enough, 'it is through the wretched Varden that Rickie is

again rem'inded of Stephen. When he reads Stephen's reply to the letter

Varden had sent him by mistake, the wound is reopened and Rickie asks

Agnes to agree to let Stephen know of the relatjonship: "Because the lie
we acted has ruined our lìves" (p. 216). Agnes'reply results in the'ir

first open quarrel and is the last of Rick'ie's attempts at intimacy with

hjs w1fe. R'ickie also real'izes for the first time that Agnes is a legacy-

hunter--that her refusal to acknowledge Stephen has an even shoddier

motive than that of snobbery--she wants l4rs. Failjng's money, although,

as Rickie po'ints out, they do not need it. It js'illuminat'ing here to

note Mr. Fa'iìing's distinct'ion between coarseness and vulgarity: "coarse-

ness, revealing something; vulgarity,conceaììng something. Vulgarjty,

to him, had been the primal curse, the shoddy reticence that prevents man

opening his heart to man, the power that makes against equality" (p. 234).

There is no doubt that Mr. Failìng wouìd have considered Agnes vulgar.

His avowed preference for coarseness as somethìng which may even break

down barriers seemsto be borne out by the sudden friendship whích springs
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up between Stephen and Ansell after their initial rudeness to each other.

It remains for Stephen and Ansell to join forces to save Rickie

from his spiritual degradation. Ansell is at Sawston "to assure himself

of his friend's grave. l,J'ith quiet eyes he had intended to view the sods,

wjth unfaltering fingers to inscribe the epitaph. Love remained. But in

hìgh matters he was practical. He knew that it would be useless to

reveal it" (p. 233). Stephen is there because he has just learned that

R'ick'ie is his brother and has natural'ly come to Sawston with the news.

In Stephen, Ansell 'instantly recognizes what he calls "The Spirit of Life"

(p. 205); this recognition of Stephen as "great" is an example of Forster's

belief, a'lready noted, that there is "an aristocracy of the sensjtive, the

considerate and the plucky. There is a secret understanding between

them when they meet" (TC, p. Bl). Enraged by Agnes'dismjssal of Stephen,

Ansell proclaims the truth of Stephen's parentage to Agnes, Herbert,

Rickie, and all the boys assembled for lunch. When Rickie learns that

Stephen is the son of his mother and not his father he is so overcome

w'ith disgust that he faints; but, when Stephen returns ten days later

roarjng drunk and determined to smash up Dunwood House, Rick'ie is ready

to welcome him.

Stephen has until now repelled Rickie, who is horrified by his

animal'ity, his vulgarity, and his drinkjng. But Stephen is incapable of

calculation or dishonesty and hìs animality is redeemed in part by'its

spontaneity. The source of his strength lies in his spiritual identity

with nature, his love for the soil of l{iltshire whjch he inherits from

his father, the young farmer who had persuaded Rickie's mother to leave

her husband and elope to Stockholm with hirn, where, after an idy'l1ic
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seventeen days, he was drowned. Robert is more artjculate than hjs son

and can speak to Mrs. Elliot about the earth: "He knew when the earth

was ill. He knew, too, when she was hungry: He spoke of her tantrums--

the strange unscientific element in her that will baffle the scientist

to the end of time" (p. 258). While Robert sees the earth as the arche-

typa'l feminine princ'iple, hi s orphaned son fjnds in her the earth-mother,

symboìized by the picture of the Demeter of Cnidus which hangs in his

room at Cadover. To Rickie, Stephen offers redempt'ion and he sees at last

that he should never have begun "the longest journey" chained to Agnes,

who has become a woman of stone--"A Medusa in Arcady" (p. 201). But the

author tells us: "'If I had a girl , I'd keep her in 'l'ine,' is not the

remark of a fool nor of a cad. Rickie had not kept his wife jn line.

and in consequence she was the worse woman after two years of marriage"

(p. 279). We are to assume that Stephen, the natural man, with whom the

remark origi nated, woul d never have d'isturbed the natural hÍ erarchy 'l i ke

this.

When Rickie extends the hand of brotherhood to Stephen, Stephen

sees his motive: "I see your game. You don't care about me drinking, or

to shake my hand. You talk to me, but all the tìme you look at the

photograph" (p. 283). Rickie perceives his emor--he has degraded Stephen

'into a symbo'l of the past--a representative of his dead mother. But now

Stephen sees that it is Rickje who needs help and asks him to leave with

him. Falling into his old error, Rick'ie follows the voice of hjs mother

which he hears behind Stephen's. Eventual'ly the brothers return to

llliltshire--Rickie to visit his aunt and Stephen to see hjs friends in the

village. There is a moment of absolute harmony between them as they pause
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by a stream to let the horse drink. Stephen offers to show Rickie a

trick which Mr. Failing had taught him:

The paper caught fire from the match, and spread jnto a
rose of flame. 'Now gently wìth me,' said Stephen, and
they laid it flower-like on the stream. Gravel and
tremulous weeds leapt into sight, and then the flower
sailed into deep water, and up leapt the two arches of
a bridge. 'It'll strike!' they cried; 'no it won't; it's
chosen the left,' and one arch became a fairy tunnel,
dropping d'iamonds. Then it vanished for Rickie; but
Stephen, who knelt 'in the water, declared that jt was
still afloat, far through the arch, burning as if it
would burn for ever.

(p. 302)
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Th'is is the central "visionary" moment for Rickie, who sees in Stephen's

illumined face a new spirit--the flowering of his higher se1f. For Rickie

the flame soon vanishes; but for Stephen, who.is kneeljng in the stream,

'it seems to burn for ever, promising that he--as Rickie had reflected

long ago--would contribute to the stream. "He, through his remote

posterìty, might be ming'led wjth the unknown sea" (p. zll). For Rickie

now, Stephen represents all reality and he nides on to Cadover ar peace

wjth himself and in spìritual harmony wìth his brother.

Mrs. Failing warns Rickie to beware of the earth and, with her

usual malice, tells him that her husband had died a most unhappy man,

doubting "whether we had better love one another, or whether the earth

will confirm anythìng" (p. 304). Mr. Failing was a socialist who tried

to practice what he preached. "He believed that things could be kept

together by accent'ing the similarities, not the d'ifferences of men" (p.

ll4). He also believed in "the rural silence that is not a poet's luxury

but a practìcal need for all men" (p. 237). This is essential'ly the

phiìosophy of o1d Mr. Emerson in A Room with a View. It js true that Mr.



Failing died feeling that he had achieved very little, but Mrs. Failing

neglects to mention the love in which his name'is held. Rickie does not

believe her for he knows that "She loved to míslead others, and in the

end her private view of false and true was obscured, and she mjsled

herself" (p. 307). Later, alone by the fire, Rickie's thoughts go back

to the ford: "Stjll he heard the horse in the dark cirink'ing, still he

saw the myst'ic rose, and the tunne'l dropping diamonds. He had driven

away aìone, believing the earth had confirmed him. He stood behjnd

thìngs at last, and knew that conventions are not majest'ic, and that they

wilI not claim us in the end" (p. 307).

But, as Rickje muses, the chalk he is play'ing w'ith falls from h'is

fingers and breaks a coffee cup. The butler tells hìm that it is

irreplaceable; each cup was different. The chalk is from the soil of

l^liltshire and had been hurled through Mrs. Failing's w'indow by Stephen,

the natural man. The earth ìs stronger than the artificial, as Stephen

is stronger than Rickie, and Rickie has forgotten'in his new-found

harmony with her that she is destroyer as wel'l as mother. Life is not

quite so simple as he thinks--the cup was, after all, a work of art,

unique and beautiful, and Rickie as an artist cannot revert to the

primitivism of Stephen. He is also unique and can g'ive somethìng

beautìf ul to posterity . Ri cki e's fatal tendency to symbo'l i ze and to

live by absolutes has always brought disaster, and so it does nol. The

fact that Stephen breaks h'is promise not to drink brings a sudden revul-

sion against Stephen, the earth, and life'itself.
While he prays for a miracle to convert Stephen, he realizes he

must also pray for himself: "'May God receive me and pardon me for
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trusting the earth .' That mystic rose, and the face it illumíned

meant nothing, though it sprang from the pure turf and ran for ever to

the sea" (p. 3ll-12). Rickje tells Leighton that he has "Gone bankrupt,

Leighton, for the second time. Pretended aga'in that people were real "

(p. 3ll ). This is an echo of Mrs. Faiìing's sentiments "that people are

not important at all" (p. 305), and Leighton, though he does not under-

stand, feels "a chill of disgust" (p. 3ll). The truth is that Rickie has

fa'iled to see that Stephen js real. It is in this mood of hopelessness

that he saves Stephen's life: "Wearily he did a man's duty. There was

tìme to raise him [Stephen] up and push him jnto safety. It js also a

man's duty to save his own'lìfe, and therefore he tried. The train went

over his knees. He died up in Cadover, whispering, 'You have been

rìght,' to Mrs. Faiìing" (p. 312).

We are told that Rickie's spirit fled "in agony and loneliness,"

and Mrs. Faìling wrote of hjm as "one who has failed in all he undertook"

(p. 312). But Stephen surv'ives to have children and to cherish the memory

of Rickie and their mother, for Rickie had helped to launch the flaming

rose. The stream of life flows on and Stephen stands between past and

future: "The dead who had evoked him, the unborn whom he would evoke--he

governed the paths between them." This theme of contjnuity is closely

related to the theme of death, as Johnstone shows: "Death is almost a

rhythm in The Longest Journey, a rhythm which emphasìzes Stephen's

survjval. The sudden deaths, like a progress'ion of great chords, culminate

in the death of Rickie. Sumounded by all th'is death, it'is marvellous,

it seems the work of fate, that stephen should survive. H'is theme, as it
were, expands, and continues after the novel has ended."l6 Thomson sees
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R.ickie's death as necessary for Stephen's emergence as the archetypal

hero, in whom resjdes the spìrit of the race, for he sees behind the

relationship of the brothers the myth of the Dioscuri--that is, that one

twin must die that the other may have immortal life. "What is implied

here is that the first twin js subsumed in the figure of his heroic

brother, who then represents the fusion of body and sou1, the union of

the mortal and the immortal self." It is this fusion which makes the

remai ni ng twj n i nvi nci bl e--the prototype of the h.ro . 
I 7 

Stephen al one ,

the natural man sustained by the soil of Wiltshire, "the fibres of

England," has the power of survíval. "Though he could not phrase it, he

believed that he guided the future of our race, and that, century after

century, hìs thoughts and hjs passions would triumph in England" (p. 320).

One of the many themes in this comp'lex book is that of love

between men, and a passage'in The Longest Journey h'ints at what is to be

fully developed ìn the posthumous novel, lulauri...l8 "Nature has no use
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for us; she has cut her stuff differently," says Rickie to Ansell.

"Dutjful sons, loving husbands, responsible fathers--these are what she

wants, and if we are friends it must be in our spare time. Abram and

Sarai were sorrowful, yet their seed became as sands of the sea.

But a few verses of poetry is all that survives of David and Jonathan"

(p. 75).

Maurice deals explicitly with homosexual love--a subject fraught

wi th personal si gni fi cance for Forster. And yet, 'if we exam'ine the book

more closeìy, we discover the familiar concern with human relationships

and the advocacy of intujtion as a safen guìde than intellect or convention.

Maurice h'imself seems a most unlikely hero for a novel by this writer.



Apart from his homosexuafity, Maurice is a younger edition of Herbert

Pembroke and of Henry Wilcox in l{owards End. Unimaginat'ive, bourgeois,

conventional, practìcal, and with no cultural aspirations, Maurice js

nevertheless redeemed by love--at first by hís love for clive, who

'introduces him to a world where Truth and Beauty are more important than

convention. Clive, who is a scholar, had discovered Plato whjle still a

boy. "l{ever could he forget his emotion at first reading the Phaedrus.

He saw there hjs malady described exquisitely, calmly, as a passion which

we can djrect, like any other, towards good or bad" (p. 6l). He found,

however, that he must reject Christianity, for it has rejected men of his

temperament (p.62). But it is not unt'il he is at Cambridge that he makes

the first break with the conventions of hjs fam'ily, symboljcally by

refusìng to take communion on Christmas Day.

But Clive is an ascetic as well as an intellectual and refuses

to consummate h'is love for Maurice. 0nce again, redemption comes from

the primitive,'instinct'ive man, in this case the gamekeeper, Alec.l9 In

one of the two complete'ly happy end'ings that Forster ever permitted

himself--the other be'ing A Room with a View--Maurice and Alec transcend
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the barrìers of class and convention, and through this "connection"

Maurice achieves fulfilment and the reintegration of hìs fragmented

personaìity. These two men from such different backgrounds, rejected by

society, will find happiness jn a simp'le life in rural England.

Thus, in these early novels, Forster aga'in and agaìn demonstrates

h'is belief in the superìor redemptive power of natural, jnstinctive man

by hav'ing him triumph over the intellectual, reasoning man ancl the demands

of society. For the natural men, such as Gino, l1r. Emerson, and Stephen,



are free

man and

from the self-consciousness which bedevíls

defeats hìm by keeping him in an isolation
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twenti eth-century

of his own making.
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Howards End (1910)l shows a modificatjon of the attitude toward

primitive instinct as the supreme redemptive force which Forster had

advanced'in the eariy novels. There is now an explicit recognition of

the value of the self-conscious intellect. Although there were instances

in the earlier novels when intellect and instinct were reconciled, or

formed an alliance against society--the common foe--there was never any

doubt of the moral superiority of the natural man. It is through Gino

that Caroljne Abbott and Philip Herriton are brought to spìritual salva-

tìon; and, without the aid of Stephen, that uncompromis'ing intellectual

Ansell would have been unable to act, and would have remajned the detached

observer of "his friend's grave" (LJ, p. 233). There are, too, in the

earl'ier novels, intellectuals who consciously--by a deliberate act of the

will--al'ign themselves with the forces of evi'l , people such as Mrs.

Fai I i ng , Mr. El I i ot, and Mr. Beebe.

In Howards End there are no villainous intellectuals and no pagan

heroes--the line div'iding the sheep from the goats js blurred and the

division itself less arbi trary.2 Forster has moved to a more sophisticated

attitude, vvhich not only attempts to reconcile instinct and intellect,
but to "connect" with unregenerate Sawston and with the physíca'l1y and

spiritually undeveloped urban proletariat. Thís movement away from

absolutism, together with the emphasis on conciliation rather than

conflict, marks Forster's ph'ilosophìca1 com'ing of age.

llJith one or two notable exceptionr,3 critics are in complete

accord about the philosophical maturity of Howards End. There is general
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HOWARDS END



agreement that an effective reconciliation of crass materialísm and

humane liberalism has been achieved and that this reconciliation is the

foundation upon which the next generation will build ,'Love, the Beloved

Repubìic" (TC, p. 77). For Lionel rrilling, for example, ',Hor¡rards End is
undoubtedly Forster's masterpiece; jt develops to their full the themes

and attitudes of the early books and throws back upon them a new and

enhancing light. It justifies these attitudes by connecting them with a

more mature sense of responsì bi I i ty. ',4 Tr.i I I i ng approaches al I Forster ,s

work from the standpoint of moral realjsm, however, and his attention is
focussed on establishíng Forster's position as a maverick l.iberal humanist.

Trillìng's centra'l point is that, while Forster ìs deeply comm.itted to

the liberal tradition, he sees its commitment to,,ideals,'and moral

absolutes as a defect of the imag'ination--an inability to accept the

paradox of good-and-evil.5 All this explains Trilling,s interpretatjon
of Howards End, whi ch he bel i eves shows I i beral i sm accommodat'i nc; i tsel f
to the standards of ',the great world.,,

J. K. Johnstone,U on the other hand, wh.ile agreeing that Forster,s
philosophy reaches maturity in Howards End, contends that his art does

not, and many of Forster's most perceptive critics agree with him that
the novel js aesthetically unsatìsfactory. For some of these critics,
the novel is flawed by the uneasy co-existence of two conflict'ing fict.ional
modes--social cornedy and poetic vision. F. R. Leav.is, for exampìe, goes

so far as to suggest that Forster has affinities with both Jane Austen

and D. H. Lawrence.T The common accusation ís that the real.ism and the

symbolism are not in harmony. But here the critics differ according to
the'ir i nterpretat'ion of the book. Vi rgì nia l,iool f sees Forster as a
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visionary with a message for the soul who faíls in his mission because:

"He has recorded too much and too literally. He has given us an almost

photographic view on one side of the page; on the other he asks us to see

the same view transformed and irradiated with eternal fires."8 A more

recent critic of the "visionary" school goes even further, and suggests

that the mere presence of that pathetic figure, Leonard Bast,'is a

"blatant'intrusion of realism" and that the symbo'lic signifícance of

Helen's affair with Leonard is lessened because of the earlier realistic
portrayal of Helen.9

0n the other hand, for many of those critics who d'iscuss the book

as socio-moral comedy and a man'ifesto of liberal humanism, the Helen

schlegel-Leonard Bast ep'isode is so'improbable that jt destroys the

illus'ion of reality and constitutes a major artist'ic defect.l0 What these

critics have failed to notice is the close comespondence between technique

and theme--between the dual fictional modes on the one hand, and one of

the novel's major themes on the other, the attempt to "connect" the poetry

and the prose (p. 174).

The marri age of l,largaret Schl ege'l and Henry Wi I cox, r,rhi ch i s

certainly no more and perhaps even less ìmprobable than Helen's one night

w'ith Leonard, is condemned by even more critics and in much stronger
ll

terms. " One could argue, however, that the rnarriage is perfecily in

accordance with the theme of reconciliatíon between the Schlege'ls as

representatives of the life of jntellect, imagìnation, and culture, and

the practìcal , unimaginat'ive, philistine world of the l^Jilcoxes. As

Johnstone points out,'it is the obvious solution to a plot which demands

that Margaret inherit Howards End; he regards this solution, however, as
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arbitrary and unconvincing, and offers another reason for what he consi-

ders the artistic failure of Howards End.

He suggests that Forster's heart js at odds vrith his intellect--
that though he does his best to be fair to Henry and to show that hìs type

is needed in the modern world, he real'ly detests him: ,,in novel-writing

the heart is often a

rqLdl

take
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for an author

hates the lrJilcoxes, and consequently his attempts to make them sympathetic

enough to support his pattern of contrast, conflict, and reconciliation

are unconvincing.l3 F. R. Leavis, fina'11y, goes even further and sees

the novel as not only an artistic failure, but a betrayal of l'iberal

h uman i sm:

The novel ist's attitude is qu'ite unambiguous: as a result
of the mamiage, which is Margaret's active choice, He]en,
who in obeying flìght'i1y her generous impulses has come to
disaster, is saved and the book closes serenely on the
promise of a happy future. Nothing .in the exhibitjon of
ltlargaret's or Henry wi I cox's character makes the marri age
credible or acceptable; even if we were to seize for
motivation on the hint of a panìcky flight from spìnsterhood
in the already old-maidish Margaret, it m.ight go a 1itile
way to exp'lain her marrying such a man, but it wouldn't in
the least account for the view of the affair the noverist
expects us to take. We ar^e driven to protest, not so much
against the unreality in itself, as agaìnst the perversiry
of intention it expresses: the effect is of a kìnd of
trahison des clercs.la

It'is my belief that all these interpretations of Howards End are

thìs point of view and regard the book as a failure because Forster

better guide than the intellect. At any rate it is

to go agaì nst h'i s emoti ons . "l 
2 

Muny other cri ti cs

based on a misunderstanding of the novel's theme. The book js not an

affjrmatjon of the power of love to harmonize the many conflicting

elements it deals with. Instead, it is a del'iberate testjng of the ideal

of "connect'ion," an exploration rather than an unqualified endorsement of



the thesis that love can break dor,rn all barriers. Love fails the test,
and Forster's conclusion is that not onìy is perfect commun'ication

unattainable, but that the pursuit of it may have djsastrous results.

The trad'itional ìnterpretations of Howards End all spring from the

assumption that Margaret Schìege1 is the Forsterian icleal and speaks

throughout with the voice of Forster. There is a good deaì of supporting

evidence for thjs view of Margaret, for she undoubtedly has many qualìties

wh'ich Forster shares and admires. She is humane, 'inte1ligent, and loving,
jdealist'ic but without the dangerous impetuosity of her sister. As the

book progresses, however, llargaret moves ever further from her creator.

That she was never intended to speak for Forster is made clear by the

authorjal "intrus'ions" which place Margaret at the same djstance from the

impiied author as the other characters. Forster goes out of his way at

the beginning of the novel to alert us to the fact that he jntends to

speak to us directly and to offer his own quaìifications and'interpreta-

tions of the action. Helen's letter from Howards End wjth which--says

the narrator--"one may as well beg.in,,'explicit]y directs the reader,s

attent'ion to the artist at work, select'ing that which he wants us to know

and obtrusively omittìng that which he deems unnecessary by the use of

edjtorial brackets: [om'ission] (pp.s-6). Agaìn,at the close of the

second chapter the narrator reminds us that he is talking about lnlargaret

and not through her; as he descrjbes her response to "the station of

King's Cross," he intrudes with an iron'ic authorial defense: ,,If you

think this ridiculous, remember that it is not Marqaret who'is tellinq
you about it" (p. l3).
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The epigraph to Howards tnd, "on'ly connect. .," is the key to most



of the themes of the book and, at its most explic'it, the novel is about

the attempt to connect two conflicting ways of life and thought as

exempì jfied in two families--the Wilcoxes and the Sch'lege'ls. The t^lilcoxes

are practical, energet'ic, 'imperialistic, ruthless and successful members

of the business class. contrasted with them are the intellectual,

idealistic, and socially-aware Schlegel sisters. The contrast between two

famil'ies with such different backgrounds and such opposed values raises

a number of important sociaì, political, and moral questions, and

effectiveìy draws attention to the weaknesses of ìdealjsm as well as to

those of material ism. The marriage of l4argaret Schlegel and Henry l^li lcox

is an attempt to unite strength and sensibí'lity, the active and the

contemplative. Crews points out that the two families are complementary--

the successful business man and empire builder needs ,'the civilizing
force of liberalism, just as liberalism needs his political and economic

]T

power";'" and, in Margaret's words: "Our business is not to contrast the

two but to reconcíIe them" (p. 98).

Howards End, the link between Wilcoxes and Schìegels, js the

dominant symbof in the book. The story begins and ends there, and through-

out it offers a constant hope of permanence in a novel which seethes with

instability, change, and movement. The house represents England, and

particularly the Engìish countrys'ide, which is gradually being encroached

on by the expand'ing cities. Lionel Trilling says that Howards End asks
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the question "who shall inherit England?" But it also asks, what will
become of England? The novel covers a period when not only the face of

tngi and was changi ng but so v'Jas i ts economi c and i ts soci al s tructure ;

this change had begun about 1880, when Eng'land became a leading financial



power. At that time, writes Noel Annan: "the restraints of religìon

and thrift and accepted class dist'inctions started to crumble and English

socìety to rock under the flood of money. The class war, not mere'ly

between labour and owners, but between all social strata of the middle

and upper classes began in earnest. A new bitterness entered

polìtics, a new rancour in foreign re]ations and a materialism of wealthy

snobbery and aggressive philist'inism arose far exceeding anything hitherto

seen i n Eng1 and. "l 6

Annan describes how the intellectual aristocracy resisted these

forces and continued to hold to unworldly ideals by withdrawing from

public life, whjch now seemed to them spirítually degrading, and by

devoting themselves to "unravelling the mysteries of mìnd, matter, and

heart."l7 Although the Schlegels would not strjctly quaìify as members

of the'intellectual aristocracy on Annan's terms, whìch apply only to

descendants of the Claphamites, they otherwise fit the specifications

admìrab]y. The orphaned daughters of an Engf ish mother and a German

soldier-ph'ilosopher, they live with their brother, Tibby, at l^lickham Place,

which is--as was Fitzroy Square, Bloomsbury--a meeting place for artists,
musicians, and "clever" young people ìn general.

The sjmilarjties of the Schlegels' situation to that of VirgÍn'ia,

Vanessa, and Thoby Stephen are obvious, but there ìs perhaps more signifi-
cance to be found in the obvious difference between the two families--
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that js, that the Schegels' phììosopher father was a German. The

'identificat'ion of Mr. Schiegeì w'ith the poet-ph'ilosophers August and

Friedrich Schlegel wouìd account for the romanticism which is so evident

in both h'is daughters. Indeed, Mr. Sch'legel had fled from the materialÍsm



and imperialism of the new Germany because he saw that'it would kill
poetry, philosophy, and music (p. 29), and was irreconcilable with the

individual freedom demanded by the romantics. He had brought up his

daughters to believe that "any human being'lìes nearer to the unseen than

any organisation" (p. 30). In their own way, the girls care about poli-

tics, too: "They desired that public life should mirror whatevelis good

in the life within" (p. 28). But this is mere wishful th'inking--although,

to be fair, since they do not have the vote they can do little more--and

Forster perceives that the withdrawal of the intelligentsia from publíc

life must be reversed; that intellectuals must make a conscious effort

to ameliorate the greedy materialism of modern England.

As a critique of Edwardian society, Howards End comments on all
the social phenomena described by Annan. Forster confines his discussion,

however, to those segments of society which made up the middle class of

Edwardian Engìand: "we are not concerned with the very poor. They are

unth'inkable, and only to be approached by the stat'istician or the poet.

The story deals with gentlefolk, or with those who are obl'iged to pretend

that they are gentiefolk" (p. 44). To the constant elements of the middle

class--the business men and the intelligentsia--must be added those who

are struggì'ing to get into it, such as the young clerk, Leonard Bast.

Leonard lives "at the extreme edge of gentility." His mind and his body

both underfed, he is "one of the thousands who have lost the life of the

body and failed to reach the life of the spirit" (p. .l09).

Leonard bel'ieves that if he can acquire "culture" he wiII also

automatically acquire the wealth and leisure which are associated with it.
Looking back on his meeting with the Schìegels at Queen's Hall, his
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thoughts "grew sad and envious. They had alì passed up that narrow,

rich staircase at llJickham Place, to some ample room, r^rhjther he could

never follow them, not if he read for ten hours a day" (p.53). Leonard

js, of course, genuinely seeking en'l'ightenment through books and music

for "his was a grey life, and to brighten it he had ruled off a few

corners for romance" (p. ll7). Nevertheless, he associates culture with

wealth--with having one's "hands on the ropes" (p. 53). "One raísed

oneself by study, and got upsjdes w'ith the world" (p. llB). This attitude

was a cardinal s'in by Bloomsbury standards, which regarded the pursuit

of knowledge as an intrinsic good, not as a means; and those critics who

have seen Forster's treatment of Leonard as cruel and superciliouslS

believe that the author is punìsh'ing Leonard for thus breaking the second

commandment of the Principja Ethica. Others find the Basts unconvincing,

and suggest that Forster cannot manage the sordid because he has no

firsthand experience of it.l9 Forster has said, however, that he had no

intention of condemning Leonard,but that perhaps he had suggested that "the

rural can be saved, but the urban not. I was romantic as a young

man about the country." In the same interview, he remarks w'ith pride

that D. H. Lawrence had singìed out Leonard Bast as one of the few good

things he had don..20

What Forster js showing in his treatment of Leonard is the

terrjble isolation of the poor, just as James a few years earl'ier had

shown--with his portrayal of |\,1ì1ìy Theale--the equalìy terrible isolation

of the very rich. Money js a cold, hard barrier which keeps men apart,

and lack of it, as in Leonard's case, also deprives him of everythìng that

might relieve "life's dai'ly grey" (pp. ll8 and 137). His enjoyment of
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the concert at Queen's Half is spoiled first by his worry that he ought

not to have paid so much for his seat, and later by the fear that Helen

has stolen his umbrella. His suspicions sadden Margaret, g.ivìng her,'a
glimpse into squalor" and'impressing her with the fact that only the rich

dare trust people--"the poor cannot afford jt." Leonard is unable to

sustain a conversation with I'largaret, for ,,he could not qui te forget

about his stolen umbrella. Behind l4onet and Debussy the umbrella

persisted, with the steady beat of a drum. There had a'lurays been

something to womy him ever since he could remember, aìways something

that distracted him in the pursuit of beauty', (p. 39).

But i f Leonard fa'il s to understand l''largaret's "cl ever" and

"cultured" djscourse on the arts, the s.ignificance should not be lost on

the reader: "If Monet's really Debussy" she says, "and Debussy's reaì1y

l'lonet, neither gentleman is worth his sart" (p. 3g). And even more

explìcit is her condemnation of ì,Jagner: "Every now and then jn history

there do come these terrible geniuses, who stjr up aì'l the wells of

thought at once. For a moment ìt's spìendid. such a splash as never

was. But afterwards--such a lot of mud; and the wells--as .it were, they

communicate with each other too easily now, and not one of them will run

quite clear" (p. 39, my emphasis). It is clear that our attentjon is
beìng directed to the possibility that'rcommunication" is not an absolute

good. Indeed, as we shall see, this analogy predicts the taintjng of

Margaret and Helen by theìr "connections" with the l^lilcoxes and Basts.

Although when Leonard Ieaves the schregers he "bolts,, into his

basement flat "like a rabbjt ínto its hore" (p.45), it is not

because he expects to find peace of mind or companionship there. Jacky,
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the ageing tart who has ensnared him, is both horrifyÍng and pathetic, as

Forster describes her--horrifying because she is dragging Leonard towards

the abyss, and pathetic because she is herself a victim of socìety. She

is not only inarticulate, she is barely sentient, able to hold on to on'ly

one thought--that is, that Leonard has promÍsed to marry her when he comes

of age. Leonard misguidedìy feels he is respons'ible for Jacky, and his

treatment of her reveals the real man beneath the veneer of affectation.

Although she exasperates him, he usually manages to speak kindly to her.

He not only supports her, he hangs up her clothes and prepares her meals

and there is no reason to doubt him when he reassures her that: "If a

woman's in trouble, I don't leave her in the lurch. That's not my street.

No, thank you" (p. 52). For the most part, conversation wjth Jacky

requ'ires less effort than this--for she only listens to Leonard when the

subject is mamíage--and consists of the repetition of uninformative

statements, a proletarian st'ichomythia without the passion. Thus,

Leonard's remark that he had "met Mr. cunn'ingham" triggers off the

following exchange: "rWhat, not Mr. Cunningham?, 'yes, '0h, you mean

Mr. Cunnjngham.' 'Yes, Mr. Cunningham"' (p. 50).

0f course, this lack of communication between the sexes is by no

means confined to the lower classes and, in fact, although the number of

engagements, love affairs, and mamiages in this novel is unusually high,

the emphasis is not on the union of the sexes, but on the innate differ-
ences whi ch separate them. Charl es l¡li l cox rarely l ì stens to h j s wi fe ,

Dol]y, giving her "a]'l his affection and half his attentjon through-

out their happy mamied life" (p. 9l ). Dol'ly can manage longer sentences

than Jacky Bast, but there js little difference in content, and she pays
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no more attent'ion to Charles'words than he does to hers. [1ost of Doìly's

attention goes to "Chorly-Wo11y, " "Porgly-woggles,', and ',Baby, " and even

Charles is defeated by Do1ly's habit of interlarding her responses to him

with "Rum-ti-foo," or "tootle, tootle, playing on the pootle!" (pp. 172-

This lack of communication mars every male-female relatíonsh'ip in

the book; and Margaret, who is at first irritated by the "'No I didn'tr;

'yes you did"'type ofconversation(p. 143) of Evie Wjlcox and her fiancé,

soon finds herself exchangìng equally mean'ingless banter r¡¡ith Mr. l^lilcox:

"'But why do you want th'is settled?' 'I don't know.' 'Now, Mr. lrJiIcox,

you do know."' This exchange ìs followed immediately by "'Yes, I am'

'f{o, you're not,"' from the young lovers, and Margaret falls s'i1ent (p.

145). She has seen the danger and she recogn'izes the warning, but she

chooses to ìgnore it and to keep up her "connections" with the lililcoxes,

and with Henry in particular. Ruth hjilcox, too, had been lonely throughout

marríage and motherhood--unable to communicate with those she loved.

Yet all these peopie--except for Leonard--have something or

someone which "relieves life's daily grey. " Ruth lnlilcox had Howards End,

Dolly has her babies, Charles h'is motor-cars, Henry h'is money, and tv.ie

her puppies. Leonard's ljfe is a far cry from the reassuring picture l4r.

l,Jilcox paints for Margaret: "He probably has his own joys and interests--

wife, chi ldren, snug little home" (p. 137). The help'lessness and improvi-

dence of Jacky will prevent Leonard from emerging from his basement into

"a snug Ijttle home," and Leonard's own m'isguided sense of honour wjII

keep him tied to this woman who can never be a real wife to him, much ìess

the mother of his children. He has his ornln "interests" but lacks the
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money to pursue them and, though he believes there are joy and beauty in

the world, they have always eluded him.

Leonard is an uncomfortable reminder to the sensitive Schlegels

that the structure of society is unsound; that "beneath these superstruc-

tures of wealth and art there wanders an'ill-fed boy" (p. 44). As the

novel progresses, he acquires, from the very different ways in which the

other characters respond to hím, a symbolic signìficance. He is a test

of their ability to "connect" the source of their wealth with the grinding

poverty of the masses. His appearances are associated with the "goblin

footfall" which Helen hears in the third movement of the symphony and

which seems to tell her that "the flaming ramparts of the world mìght fall"
to reveal the "panic and emptìnessrr that lie behind. Jacky's appearance

at l¡J'ickham Place poisons Margaret's thoughts like a "smell from the abyss

. a goblin footfall, telìing of a life where love and hatred had both

decayed" (p. 108). Helen, Margaret, and Mrs. Munt are al1 disquieted by

the'ir meeting wíth the underprivì1eged Leonard, Mrs. Munt from a natural

k'indliness, and the s'isters, both because they are sonry for Leonard, and

because they are conscious of the inequ'ities in the sociaì system.

Unearned income is always difficult to justify, and it was

particularly so during thìs perìod when the intellectuals were trying to
preserve some standards of ethical and aesthetic taste from the onslaughts

of the nouveaux riches. The solution most wealthy 'intellectuals adopted

was that of their victonian forebears; they pretended that money--1ìke

sex--djdn't exist,and that divídends--like babies--were simp]y a nice

surprise. Forster recalIs being to1d, as a smalI boy, "Dear, don't talk

about money, it's ug1y" (TC, p. 65). Forster's own realistic attitude
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to money is very evident in Howards tnd, âS, for examp'le, when

describes Leonard: "He knel that he was poor, and would admit

would have died sooner than confess any'inferiority to the rich. This

may be sp'lend'id of him. But he was inferior to most rich peop'le, there

is not the least doubt of it. He was not as courteous as the average rich

man, nor as intelligent nor as healthy, nor as lovable. His mind and his

body had been alike underfed, because he was poor, and because he was

modern they were always craving better food" (p. 44). llargaret shares

this view and shocks Aunt Juley when--with Leonard very much in mind--

she voices her opinions: "I'm tired of these rich people who pretend to

be poor, and think it shows a nice mind to ignore the pìles of money that

keep the'ir feet above the waves. I stand each year upon six hundred

pounds, and Helen upon the same, and Tibby wil'l stand upon eíght, and as

fast as our pounds crumble away into the sea they are renewed--from the

sea, yes, from the sea. And all our thoughts are the thoughts of six-

hundred pounders, and a1l our speeches" (p. 59).

The l¡Jilcoxes, who are prime examples of "wealthy snobbery and

aggress'ive phil istin'ism" have no such qualms about the "submerged. "

Utíl'itarian phiìosophy and social Darwìnism are beliefs which absolve

them from any soci a'l responsì bi I i ty and re'inforce thei r compl acent regard

for thejr own strength of character. They are too stupid to see that

Leonard' s poverty i s connected wi th thei r despo'l 'iatí on of rural Engì and

and that the industrialization and urbanization which made them rich have

condemned thousands of Leonards to a squalid, meaning'less life jn the

cities. Leonard js a l'iving examp'le of what the [,lilcoxes have done to

Eng'land. He belongs nowhere, he has no past and, barring a miracle, no
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future; his "home" is a rented basement flat--temporary and makeshift.

He has no piace in soc'iety for, strictly speakihg, he is not middle-class.

The gap between Leonard's status and that of the hJilcoxes and Schlegels

is enormous; but he wears a white collar and a top-hat, which automat.ically

excludes him from the working class, lvhich'is probably happier and better

fed. The l¡lilcoxes themselves (except for Ruth) have no lasting love for a

particular place; indeed, they treat tngland like a piece of real estate--

to be bought, developed, and sold for profit. Nor have they any sense of

the past. Henry, we are told, has "the business mind,rr rra concentrated

lìght upon a t'iny spot, ä little Ten l'linutes moving self-contained through

íts appointed years. He líved for the ffve minutes that have passed,

and the five to come" (p. 232).

The [lli I coxes are so devoted to the I i fe of act'i on that they have

no time for reflection and, despite their practica'l'ity and business

acumen, they live in a state of mental obscurity. They are unable to

"connect" cause and effect and, what is worse, they are unable to connect

with others or even among themselves. The day after Mrs. Wilcox's funeral

we are told that: "Charles and his father sometimes disagreed. But they

always parted with an increased regard for one another, and each desired

no doughtier comrade when jt was necessary to voyage for a little past

the emotions. So the sailors of Ulysses voyaged past the Sirens, having

first stopped one another's ears with wool" (p. 96). The lnjilcoxes are

afraid of personal relations; they suffer from what Forster calls "the

undeveloped heart" (AH, p. l5). t¡lhen Helen suggests that Henry should do

something for Leonard Bast, who is suffering financially as a result of

poor advìce from Henry, he takes refuge behind the'impersonal. All the
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clichds about "the battle of Iife" and "as civiIization moves forward,

the shoe is bound to pìnch in places" come tripping off h'is tongue to end

with a muddled peroration that "'our civ'ilizat'ion is moulded by great

impersonal forces' (hì s voi ce grer^/ comp'lacent; 'i t always dì d when he

elimìnated the personal ), 'and there aiways wil'l be rich and poor"' (p.

17e).

This is not a satisfactory answer for Helen, who is concerned

not vrith economic theory but w'ith the simp'le fact that a man who was poor

has been made poorer, and that she, Margaret, and lJenry are personally

responsibìe. Margaret's response to the incident is revealing. In her

role as mediator between the inner life of personal relations and the

outer world of practical affairs, she decides to separate Helen and Henry

before there is an exp'losion from Helen "whjch even Henry would notice"

(p. .l80). 
Her engagement to Henry has just been announced, and she is

already treating him as an emotional cripple--protectìng this advocate of

real'ism and practicality from true reality. Because, of course, Helen

is right and ís expressing the beliefs which Margaret herself has always

hel d sacred. Margaret's orj gi nal i nterest i n the |^li I coxes stemmed from

a fear that the life of personal relations might lead to "sìoppiness" but,

when Helen poìnts out the "sloppiness" inherent'in Henry's belief that

"somehow" the Mr. Basts of the future will benefit from the misery of the

Mr. Basts of today, she cannot deny'it. The best reply she can summon up

'is that Henry 'is only like that "in theory. " But she has already had

evjdence of Henry's ungenerous nature and will have more.

Helen, more ardent and impulsìve than her sjster, has herself gone

through a stage of attract'ion toWilcox masculinityand has emerged from the
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experience thoroughly disillusioned. 0n a visit to Howards End, Helen

imagines herself to be in love with Paul l^l'ilcox and impulsíve'ly wrjtes

to Margaret to this effect. She falls quickly out of love again next

morning when she sees that Paul not only regrets his imprudence, but is

in a state of near coì1apse'in anticipat'ion of his fami'ly's outraged

reactions. In that moment, Helen sees the full horror of a life wÍthout

sp'iritual values: "When I saw alI the others so p1acid, and Paul mad

with terror in case I said the wrong thing, I felt for a moment that the

whole W'ilcox family was a fraud, just a wall of newspapers and motor-cars

and golf-clubs, and that if it fell I should find nothing behind it but

pani c and empti ness tr (p. 26) .

The inc'ident makes a lasting impression on Helen, part'icu'lar1y

as she had all but succumbed to the Wilcox way of life, wh'ich attracted

her just because it was total]y alien to all that the Schlegels held

dear: "The energy of the Wilcoxes had fascjnated her and had led

to that abandonment of persona'l'ity that is a possible prelude to love"

(p. 24). She had accepted their philistinism and boorishness without a

qua'lm, believing it to be the "strength of character" which they claimed

to have; and in her ignorance she mistook bullying for manliness and

found in the |^lilcox household the masculin'ity that was missing at t,Jickham

Place. "The truth was that she had fallen in love, not with an individual,

but with a family" (p. 23). For Helen, the experience has implications

that reach beyond disillusionment w'ith and contempt for the lljilcoxes. It
'is her first intimation that all the aspirations and struggles of mankind

may be meaningless; it is a moment of despa'ir which can never be forgotten

and which may return at any time. It js what the "gobljn footfalls" of
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Beethoven's F'ifth Symphony te'll her and she knows that the jnner lífe is
the only protection against this "panic and empt'iness.I'

Helen's ìmpulsjve and short-lived love for Paul in'itìates the

comp'lex interaction of W'ilcoxes and Schlegels, and the abrupt termination

of the affa'ir results in the comic but distressing row between Charles

!^Jilcox and Mrs. Munt. It is not only'impossible to "connect" with

Charles Wíìcox, it is ìmpossible to communicate with him, as he speeds

through the vi'llage streets, stopp'ing occasionally to berate the local

tradesmen and leaving a cloud of dust to whiten the roses of the wayside

gardens and to percolate into the ìungs of the viilagers. When he final'ly

stops long enough for Mrs. Munt to make herself heard and he understands

that a Wilcox has been ensnared by an outsider, the quarre'l starts jn

earnest: "So they played the game of Cappìng Fam'ilies, a round of which

is always played when love would unite two members of our race. But they

played it wìth unusual vigour, stating in so many words that Schlegels

were better than lalilcoxes, l,rjilcoxes better than Schlege'ls" (p. ?1). This

is a game Mrs. Munt plays on the international level with the Schlegels'

German cousjns, but without ever forgetting the rules of civjlized

behav'iour. But Charles Wilcox shows no restraint. He is a brute and a

bu1ly, the Wilcox male at his worst, and he deliberately frightens the

e'lderiy Mrs. Munt by swerving his car back and forth. The car is a Wilcox

totem--to them ìt symbolizes money, masculinity, and power, but throughout

the book jt'is specifically'ident'ified with the dust, noise, and'incessant

movement whi ch are the resu I ts of l^Ji I cox enterpri se .

An even ug'lier scene threatens to develop when Mrs. l4unt and

Charles arrive at the house, but it is averted by Mrs. l,lilcox and, with
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her appearance, there is a sudden shíft in the narrator's tone, from the

comìc to the poetic:

They were all silent. It was Mrs. lnJilcox. She approached
just as Helen's letter had described her, trailing noise-
lessly over the lawn, and there was actual'ly a wisp of hay
in her hands. She seemed to belong not to the young people
and thejr motor, but to the house, and to the tree that
overshadowed it. One knew that she worshipped the past,
and that the instinctive wjsdom the past can alone bestow
had descended upon her--that wisdom to whìch we give the
clumsy name of aristocracy. High born she might not be.
But assuredìy she cared about her ancestors, and let them
he]p her. When she saw Charles angry, Paul frightened,
and l4rs. Munt jn tears, she heard her ancestors say,
'Separate those human beings who will hurt each other most.
The rest can wait.'

(p. z?)
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The juxtaposition of these two scenes and the idealized presenta-

tion of Mrs. l^ljlcox--none of whose subsequent appearances show her to be

anythìng more than a peev'ish and not very intellìgent middle-aged woman--

are perhaps the most striking examples of Forster's attempts to "connect"

the real and the ideal--"the prose and the passion." One function of

th'is alternat'ion of realism and idealism is to suggest the poss'ibility of

an enormous significance in the most ordinary events--a concept which is

remin'iscent of the "symbolic moment" of the earlier works. Forster's

friend, Lowes Dickinson, attributed to him a "kind of double vision"

wh'ich enabled him to see "this world, and a world or worlds behjnd."2l

Th'is vision enables Forster to draw the unjversal from the particular and

to po'int to the i deal behi nd the real ; and j t 'is thj s perspecti ve whi ch

he tries to show the reader. Forster here gives ltlrs. |,Jilcox the symbolìc

sìgnifjcance which is assoc'iated with al I his redemptive figures. Like

Mr. Emerson and Stephen Wonham, she is at home with nature, but, unlike

them, her love for nature is focussed on one particular place--Howards



End: "She seemed to belong to the house, and to the tree that overshadowed

it." Away from Howards tnd she loses her symbolic quality, and becomes

an ord'inary, rather self-centred woman. This "double v'isjon," which is

here able to perceive two Ruth l,rlilcoxes,'is present in all Forster's work,

but the impact of "the unseen" on the "seen" is more exp'l'icitiy stated in

Howards End than in the short stories and the earlier novels.

For Howards End is concerned with more than the reconciliation of

different social groups; it is also, as we have seen, an attempt to

reconcile the outer world of "luggage and motor-cars," "telegrams and anger"

wìth the inner world of the Schlegels, to whom personal relations are

supreme. The concern wjth the reconciljation of the real and the ideal

is central to the book. The'idea is further extended to mean the reinte-

grat'ion of the fragmented personality into a harmonious whole in which

the prose and the pass'ion are in equilibrium. The aim of this synthesìs

is the Forsterian ideal--a person who "sees life steadiìy and sees it
whole"; aware of, and responsjve to the spiritual life, yet ab]e to take

into account the limits of reafity. The attempt and the failure to

achieve this ideal parallel the attempt and failure of the different

soc'ial groups to reach a harmonious relationship.

The shadowy fìgure of Ruth Wilcox is representative of many of

the unseen spiritual values of the book. She is the very type of loving,

self-sacrifjcing motherhood and the one redeeming feature of her dreadful

children'is that they return her love, aìthough they never understand her.

At the mythic level she ìs Demeter, goddess of fruitfulness and agricul-

ture--the patron deity of the pagan Stephen Wonham. The w'isp of hay

symbolizes herident'ification wjth the goddess and, I jke Demeter, Ruth,
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too, had once sought to brjng her child flCharles] into the ljght (p. 85).

Ruth draws her own spírìtual sustenance from the earth, but'it js constantly

being depleted by her maternal cares; for her own chjldren are out of

touch w'ith the earth, and all that they know of beauty and love comes to

them through Ruth. Away from Howards End Ruth wi thers and di es . She

embod'ies all the best qualitjes of a vanishing England--the rural past,

the stable fami'ly, and that sense of the continuity of ljfe which Forster

endows on those who are ín touch with the rhythms of nature. She is

also the representative of that intuit'ive non-intellectual aspect of the

human personality whjch we have seen jn the early novels, though she is

without the passjon associated wìth Gino and Stephen or the wjde vision

of Mr. Emerson.

Her intuition ís jnfallible; she knows without being told that

Helen and Paul have fallen in love, and knows too when the love has ended.

Sìgn'ificantly, Ruth has ljttle interest in persona'l relatjons--her sp'irit

'is sustained by the house, the garden, and the meadow. Her inst'inct tells

her that nothing wi'11 be solved by the "connection" of l'ike and unl ike.

"She heard her ancestors say, 'separate those human be'ings who will hurt

each other most"' (p. 22). At this symbo'lic moment she is endowed w'ith

the "wisdom of the past" and we must trust in her oracular pronouncements

as we trusted in those of lvlr. Emerson. But it is not only Ruth's instinct

whjch tells her that a "connection" between Helen and Paul would be wrong,

it js also her experience. Lionel Trill'ing has suggesied that there Ís

s'ignificance in the name Ruth: "for her heart'is sad she stands

amjd alien corn."22 ller fami'ly are the aljen corn and, much as she loves

them, she does not belong to their world of "luggage and motor-cars."
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Her famiìy are committed to speed, progress, and effic'iency, and

are gradually "ìmproving" her beloved house almost beyond recognìtion.

The paddock has made way for a garage to house Charles' car, and there

is an exercise mach'ine attached to the greengage tree, for "they put

everyth'ing to use" (p.6). Ruth's spiritual power has very Iittle effect

on her material'istic husband and chjldren. She g'ives up her beloved

paddock reluctantly, and Charles and Henry both know how much it means to

her--but Ruth is never allowed to stand in the way of "progress" and

"improvements." The best she can do--and it is a great deal, gjven the

aggressive natures of her husband and children--is to preserve harmony

among them. Together with the house, Ruth prov'ides a "stil1 point" wh'ich

is a source of refreshment to her frenetic family, whether they realize

jt or not. She knolvs, however, that once she is gone, the house will have

no meaning for them, that they wi'll eíther sell it or let it to a stranger.

Ironica'11y, jt'is the l^lilcoxes themselves who--without real'izìng it--find

the reason for Ruth's bequest to Margaret: "'Mother couldn't have meant

it,'said Evie'[She] believed so in ancestors too--it'isn't like her to

leave anythìng to an outsider, who'd never appreciate"'(p.95). Ruth

was clear-s'ighted enough to recognize the sad but'inescapable fact that

her family were "outsiders" who did not "belÍeve in ancestors" as she did--

that'is, as that spirìt of the past which tells of life's transitoriness

and its continuity.

Alone jn London after Charles' marriage and Paul's departure for

Africa, Ruth gradually withdraws from dai1y f ife--her vojce suggests to

Margaret that "pictures, concerts, and peop'le are all of small and equal

value" (p. 67). She becomes animated only when talk'ing of Howards End.
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"Clever talk alarmed her, and withered her delicate'imaginings; it was

the social counterpart of a motor-car, a'll jerks, and she was a wisp of

hay, a fIower" (p. 71). We are reminded once more of Ruth's fam'i1y and

their associat'ion with motor-cars, and of Ruth's need to walk alone in

the garden at Howards End, smellìng the hay and the flowers--preparìng

herself for yet another day filled with no'ise and movement. It is

sign'ificant that, when she has ended the ug'ly scene uríth l4rs. l4unt and

Charl es , she smi-les at her son, who remai ns 'in "the throbbi ng, sti nk'i ng

car and withoui say'ing a word, turned away from him towards her

flowers" (p. 23). But'in the long run, speed and efficìency will win the

day. All over England, garages will be built in paddocks, in meadows,

and in gardens, too--"a wisp of hay, a flower" present no obstacle to a

motor-car.

I'levertheless, Ruth gives Margaret an idea of greatness and somehow

makes her feel that her own intellectualìy stìmu1at'ing life'is superficial.

l'lrs. l^l'ilcox admires Margaret's qu'ick m'ind and her ability to express her

ideas on life, but warns her that she and Helen have gained the'ir know'ledge

from books and lack the experience that she herself has acquìred. She

has spent thÍrty years of her life with the obtuse and acquisitive Henry

Wjlcox, and almost as many with her crude children; and has preserved

harmony by withdrawing'into indifference and by effacìng her own person-

al'ity so effectively that she can only mouth the op'in'ions of her husband

and children, as she does at l4argaret's luncheon-party (pp. 70-75). After

her death, Henry remembers that there had been a slight difference of

op'inìon over re'ligìon when they were first married, but Ruth had joined

Henry's church and he heard no more about jt. "They had never dìsputed"
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(p. 86). Ruth knows from experience, as tr{argaret does not, that "connec-

tion" is ìmpossible with those who have no "inner l'ife."

The sudden friendship which springs up between Ruth and Margaret

'is 'inexpl i cabl e, for they have l i ttl e i n common, and the Hel en-Paul af fai r

has left a residue of unpleasantness which would prevent most women from

exchangi ng more than a nod . The fri endsh'ip deve'lops from i ust such a

situation, however, for Margaret cannot bear to be rude, and rushes across

the road to apologize for her hastjness. 0nce Margaret has dec'ided that

she wants Mrs. Wilcox for a friend, she tries to hurry the relationship

forward: "She pressed on the ceremony, pencil, aS it were, in hand.

But the elder woman would not be hurrjed" (p. 75). Both l4argaret and

Helen are impetuous in their relationships with others, as we have

aìready seen; for Margaret is as much to blame as Helen for the painfu'l

scene at Howards End, jf not more. If Margaret had not had the rather

odd notion that she must be near her sister "at this crisis of her life"

(p. l0), the d'isaster would have been averted with no-one much the worse

for the experience.

The Schlegel sjsters are genuinely interested jn other people'

but they have a tendency to wory "personal relations" ljke a dog a

bone. l4argaret, we are told, "m'istrusted the periods of quiet that are

essential to true growth" (p. 75). But Mrs. l^lilcox, attuned to the cycle

of nature, js content to let the seed of this strange friendship mature

natura'11y. Perhaps because this relat'ionship is not forced, 'it js, in

the context of the novel, the closest "connection" made. Though brief

and by no means perfect--for no relatjonship ìs free from m'isunderstand-

ings--this "connection" endures after Mrs. Wjlcox's death; for to
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l4argaret "She is everything. she is the house, and the tree that leans

over it" (p. 292).

But'in London Ruth is often unpredictable, and is indeed quite

rude to Margaret on their shoppìng expedit'ion. l4argaret is qu'ick to

forgive, however, for she recognizes Ruth's lonel iness and, watch'ing the

glass doors of the lift close upon her as she returns to her London flat,
has "the sense of an imprisonment. . A woman of undefinable rarity

was go'ing up heavenward, like a specìmen in a bottle" (p. 8l). Had

Margaret not been blaming herself for having declined Ruth's invitation

to v'isit Howards End that very day, she might have attached more signifi-
cance to this feeling that Ruth--who has a husband and three children--is

ìmprìsoned in loneliness"

The Wilcox male prefers hjs women in a glass case or a giìded

cage, as l4argaret js to discover. When Margaret travels by train to
Oniton for Evie lnlilcox's wedding, she is oppressed by the speed, the

ìuxury, the lack of fresh ajr and, most of all, by the sedulous attentions

of the men'in the party, which seem to stress the divjs'ion of the sexes

rather than their common humanity: "The long glass saloon, that moved so

easi'ly and felt so comfortabie, became a forcing-house for the idea of

sex" (p. .|96). 
And when Margaret marries Henry, we are told that "the

glass shade had fallen that cuts off married couples from the world" (p.

241)." In spìte of, or perhaps because of, the Wilcox male's insistence

that his wife, h'is sister, and h'is daughter should be protected from any

knowledge of human sexual'ity, they can only see women as "the opposite

sex." They are unaware of the possibilities of friendship and companíon-

shìp between men and women. They are, like the rabbits with which they
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are often associated, capable only of a physical "connection" with women.

The qualities which attract Margaret to the l,rlilcoxes are those

which had once charmed Helen. Margaret believes that the outer world of

the l,rlilcoxes is the "real" one and that she w'ill expand her own'life by

"connecting" wìth it. She finds instead that her horizons are narrowing,

she loses interest in theatres, djscussion groups, and even in books:

"she had outgrown stimulants, and was passing from words to things" (p.

244). The love of the natural world which she herself, Helen, and Ruth

Wilcox had all known is not shared by the Wilcoxes, who prefer to live in
London and to see the countrys'ide from the inside of a fast car. Even

the mascufinìty which had attracted both Helen and Margaret is suspect.

ltlargaret wonders as she watches Charles stand'ing helplessly by the river-

side while three servants search for the key of the bathing-shed and

struggle to set up a spring-board, whether these athletes had "found the

life of the body after all? Could not the men whom they despjsed as milk-

sops beat them even on their or^/n ground?" (p. 204). It seems certain, at

least, that Charles would not have endured the discomforts of Leonard's

night wal k.

Helen has long known that the Wilcox fam'ily ìs "a fraud, just a

wall of newspapers and motor-cars and golf clubs" (p. 20), and her

horrified react'ion to Margaret's engagement is to be expected. Margaret's

attempts to blame Helen's revulsion on an obsession with Paul Wilcox are

quite unjustified. It is clear that, when Helen returns from Germany

after Ruth Wilcox's death, she'is bored by Margaret's gossip about the

W'ilcox's rubber business and the household arrangements of Charles and

Dol1y. Margaret herself notices this, and yet after her ovrn marrjage and
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Helen's retreat to Germany "Margaret fanc'ied that she could trace the

growth of morb'idity back ín Helen's l'ife for nearly four years all

connected with Paul" (p. 259--my emphasis). It was Paul who opened Helen's

eyes to the emptiness behind the frenetic activjty and the false bonhomie

of the Wìlcoxes, but this does not make her perceptions any the less true,

as is borne out by flenry's subsequent behaviour.

Both Helen and Margaret are in search of a "reafity" which they

hope to find through relatìonships with those outside their ot^tn somewhat

sheltered ljfe. Both are aware that their freedom to pursue culture and

personal relations'is based on wealth which accrues from the work and

ability of others. It is this awareness which leads to their self-consc'ious

efforts to "connect" with the Wilcoxes on the one hand and with the

oppressed Basts on the other. The d.isastrous results of these experiments

in "connection" are the destruction of the Wilcoxes and the Basts and the

moral djmjnut'ion of both Helen and Margaret.

When the shabby Leonard Bast reappears at the Schlegels, he arouses

the'ir interest. They discover that Leonard has r¡ralked all night jn order

to see the sun rise in the countrys'ide, and are impressed by his adventur-

ous spirit and the honesty wìth which he admits that the dawn had been

"only grêV, nothjng to mentjon" (p. ll3). Unfortunately, Leonard is not

at his best when at Wickham Place, for the Schlegeis represent culture

and romance to him, and he would rather talk of the books whjch jnspired

him "to get back to the tarth" than about himself. Just as Helen and

Margaret are representative figures to Leonard, so is he to them. Leonard

is a representative of the underprivileged, a worthy object of liberal

philanthropy, not an 'indjvjdual, and Margaret's analysis of Leonard is
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revealing: "She knew this type very well--the vague aspirations, the

mental dishonesty, the familiarity with the outsides of books" (p. .l09).

l,tle have already seen that Leonard not only reads Ruskin, but reads him

carefulìy, for he hopes to model his own prose style on that of the

master. His aspirations are vague, his culture half-digested, and his

conversation pretentious it is true; but he is not a "type"--he is Leonard

Bast, an individual whom l'largaret does not know at all and who js never

guilty of the mental dishonesty which she attributes to the "type."

Towards the end of the book we are told of Leonard that: "He never

confused the past. He remained aljve, and blessed are those who live, if
ìt is onìy to a sense of sinfulness. The anodyne of muddledom, by which

most men blur and blend their mistakes, never passed Leonard,s lips.,'

Forster than quotes a couplet of Meredith's: "And if I drink oblivion

of a day,/So shorten I the stature of my soul," and remarks that'it ís a

hard saying, "but it lies at the foot of all character" (p. 296).

By this time the contrast between Leonard and Mr. Wilcox'is clear.

We know that Henry's mental states become obscure as soon as he has passed

through them (p. 166-67) and that he cannot recognize that his past sins

are responsible for the present misery of others. As it is strength of

character which attracts Margaret to the Wilcoxes and as they clearly do

not possess'it as defined by Forster,'it follows that l-largaret is deluded

and that her desire to "connect" with the þJilcoxes ís not shared by her

creator. It js Leonard who has strength of character, honesty, and a

genuine desire to find some meaning 'in life through nature: "0h, hang jt
all! what's the good--I mean, the good of living in a room for ever?

There one goes on day after day, same o]d game, same up and down to town,
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until you forget there is any other game. You ought to see once in a \^/ay

what's goíng on outsjde, if it's only nothing particular after all" (p.

ll3). In keeping wìth the book's concern with urbanization, Leonard, who

comes of yeoman stock, is a degraded version of Forster's natural man,

the pitiful descendant of an uprooted Stephen Wonham.

Leonard 'is "taken up" by the Sch'legel sisters and becomes the

subject of an amusing but rather unk'ind discuss'ion with others of their

group. Obviously, Forster is aware of the wrongness of treating a person

as a "probìem," an object about which one can theorize; for, after the

discussion when the sisters sit by the river, he describes the city as

seeming ìike a "vast theatre" and Helen and Margaret as a pair of

"satisfied subscribers" (p. 122). Hearíng from Mr. l,^Jilcox that Leonard's

employers are on the verge of bankruptcy, they invite Leonard to tea'in

order to warn him. The meeting which follows demonstrates the difficulties
of communication which prevent or destroy genuìne friendsh'ips. Leonard

wants to talk "culture" and is susp'ic'ious of the Sch'lege'ls' interest in

his job and the tea-party ends in an unpleasant scene. Mr. Wilcox, who

happens to call just then, warns Margaret to keep such people at a

distance. "They aren't our sort and one must face the fact" (p. 136).

Once aga'in, as was the case with Mrs. l^lilcox's wi1'l , Forster has the

l¡Jilcoxes damn themselves out of their own mouths; but Margaret js by now

too interested'in the Wilcoxes to perceìve the irony of this warning.

Had she made the right "connections," she would have realjzed that the

man who could utter such platitudes was "not her sort."

When Leonard loses his job as a result of the Schlegel s'isters'

well-meaning interference and Mr. Wilcox's misinformation, he becomes
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a Cause for Helen. Full of crusad'ing zeal,she descends on Evie's wedding

at gniton with the "starving" Basts and demands iustjce for them. Helen's

i deal i sm, her i nabi I ì ty to compromi se, and her spontanei ty are al I

adm'irable qualities, but, carried to extremes, as they are by llelen, they

are destructive--Antìgone is al'l very weì'l on the stage, but in real life

she is dangerous. It is in the area most sacred to Helen--that of

personal rel ations--that she fai I s most m'iserably. Herimpetuosi ty i s

too often sheer thoughtlessness. Had she waited one day before te1ìing

llargaret of her love for Paul, her aunt would have been spared a most

distressing Scene. Again, it is Helen's thoughtless chatter about

umbrellas whjch hurts Leonard Bast at their first meetjng and, a'lthough

she dashes into the street after h'im as soon as she real'izes her mistake,

ìt'is too late and, as she herself remarks, it is "one more failure for

Helen" (p. 4.I ).

Evi e þJi I cox 'is a thoroughly unpl easant gi 11 , but she 'is not to

blame for the Basts' predicament and it is cruel of Helen to intrude on

her wedding. She must have known, too, that jt would embarrass Margaret

unnecessarily and that it could do the Basts no'immediate good. Burning

vrjth righteous indignat'ion over Henry's uniust treatment of the Basts'

and disgusted by the d'iscovery that Jacky is a discarded mistress of

Henry's, she tries to atone for everyone's guilt by g'iv'ing herself to

Leonard. She then completes Leonard's financial ru'in by leavjng hìm

without ra'i1way tickets and wjth the hotel b'ill to pay. In a final ges-

ture of revulsiono she sends Leonard fjve thousand pounds (which ìs

returned) and then departs for Germany. She repud'iates Leonard, who js

never to know that he has fathered her ch'ild,and Leonard, his frail spirìt
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broken, has no more desire to work or to majntain h'is se'lf-respect, and

is reduced to a precarious and degrading existence sponging off hís

relatives. Tortured by remorse over vrhat he regards as hjs betrayal of

Helen, he fol'lows Margaret to Howards End. It is there that he meets his

death at the hands of the priggìsh Charles l^lilcox--symbolically struck

by a sword wielded by the new conqueror of Engìand and buried by a shower

of the Schlegels' books.

It ìs a crjt'ical commonplace that Margaret is the more realist'ic

of the two s'isters, and llargaret remarks that Helen has an odd notion

,,that poverty js somehow'real"'(p..|69), but Margaret's notion that the

practical, materialistic world of the wilcoxes is "real" is equally odd

and mistaken. Margaret believes that her love will change Henry and'

though she marries him from a genuine admirat'ion of his practical virtues,

yet she hopes to convert him to the "inner life." But even before her

marriage, Margaret herself js contamjnated by her association w'ith the

tlljlcoxes. When early in the'ir acquaintance she grants Henry's poìnt that

worry.ing over the drab life of impoverished clerks leads only to "morbidity'

discontent,andSocialism,''Wearetoldthat''Someoutpostsofpoetryand

perhaps of sympathy fe'l I rui ni ng " (p . I 38) '

Margaret.is as determined to idealize the l^ljlcoxes as Helen is to

jdealize Leonard. Trying to persuade the effete T'ibby to choose a career'

she tel I s h.im she w.il I not use al I the tradi tional arguments whi ch are

,,cant,,, and then proceeds tO Use them: "Ì^Jork, Work, WOrk 'if yOu'd save

your soul and your body Look at the hjjlcoxes, look at Mr. Pembroke

. such men g'iVe me more pleasure than many who are better equipped'"

Forster's opinion of Herbert Pembroke is not so h'igh as Margaret's, as we
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know. Nor is it Forster's voice which orates about Paul Wjlcox going

back to l,ljgerja "out to his Duty. . A nation who can produce men of

that sort may wel'l be proud. No wonder Eng'land has become an Emp'ire"

(p. 105). After Margaret's engagement, she launches into a sjmilar speech

to Helen, which claims that the Ìlrfjlcoxes have not onìy made England great

but that they have made it cjvilized. She tells Helen that flenry has

"'all those publìc qua'lities vrh'ich you so desp'ise and enable all thjs'--

she uraved her hand at the landscape, which confirmed anythìng" (p. 164).

Margaret is amused at Henry's dishonesty when she discovers that

there are disadvantages to the Ducie Street house which Henry had not

ment'ioned when he was trying to let it to her, but soon she begins to

employ slightly dishonest methods herself in her dealings with hjm.

When she jumps out of Charles' car to aid a cat whjch has been run over,

and hurts her hand, she approaches Henry with "I have been so naughty

Charles told me not to iump out, but I would, and look! Your poor

l'leg went such a flop" (p. 200). Later she notes how tempting ìt 'is to

lapse from comradesh'ip when dealing w'ith Henry, and to influence h'im by

"the methods of the harem" (p. 214). When she realizes that Leonard's

wjfe was once Henry's mistress, her reaction'is typicaìly I'ljlcoxian--to

get rid of the Basts as quíckìy as possible. Both her clearsightedness

and her sense of fajr pìay desert her when Henry's self-esteem is endan-

gered.

Henry's furtjve approach to sex has a'lready disappointed Margaret,

and after their first kiss she determines to "he1p him to the bujlding of

the rainbow bridge that should connect the prose in us wjth the pass'ion.

l,rljthout it we are meaning'less fragments, half monks, half beasts.
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0n1y connect! That was the whole of her sermon. Onìy connect the prose

and the passion, and both will be exalted, and human love will be seen at

its height. Live in fragments no 'longer. But she failed. For there

was one quality in Henry for wh'ich she was never prepared hjs

obtuseness" (p. 175). After the revelation about Jacky Bast, Margaret

determines to save Henry from panic. "She p'layed the qirl until he could

rebuild his fortress and hide his soul from the world" (p. 230). Th'is

does not take'long: "Jacky reiojned Howards End and Ducíe Street, and

the vermiljon motor-car, and the Argentine Hard Dollars, and all the

things and people for whom he had never had much use and had less now.

Their memory hampered him" (p. 230). Henry's "fortress" 'is that very

obtuseness for whìch Margaret was unprepared. Earlier, h'is forehead has

been described as hav'ing "the effect of a bastion that protected his head

from the world. At times it had the effect of a blank wall. He had

dwelt behind it, intact and happy, for fifty years" (p' 86)'

lr{argaret's last concession to Henry's values is a violation of

the perfect trust between herself and Helen. Aga'inst her better judgement

she connives with hjm to get Helen to Howards End; but, when she sees her

s'ister pregnant with Leonard's chjld, the old love and loya'lty come to

the fore and she forbids the men to enter the house. When Henry refuses

to let l4argaret and Helen spend one night at Howards End, Þlargaret wjll

compromise no longer. Henry's ab'ility to forget his own sìn while

expressìng outrage at Helen's shows that he is beyond salvatjon- He will

never become a whole man, as Margaret had hoped, for hìs conventional,

materialist'ic mjnd has developed at the expense of his emotional and

i ntu j t1 ve nature . Henry has 'ignored and starved the fem j ni ne pri nci ple--
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which is a part of the whole man--in himself for so long that it has

atrophied. He refuses Helen's wish, just as he had refused Ruth's last

wish that Margaret should inherit Howards tnd, and on the same grounds--

the rights of property.

lllith his son in ja'il for the manslaughter of Leonard, Henry lllilcox

is a broken man. Alienated from his children and with his fam'ily name

ruined, he has become an invalid, totally dependent on l4argaret. Henry

has not been converted to the Sch'lege1 values--he has been destroyed by

them. The loss of the mental and physical vigour, which were his only

assets, have not left him a better or a happier man. Leonard js dead--

killed by Helen's idealism, Margaret's mistaken notion of "reality," and

the Wilcoxes' exploitatjon, which reveals'itself finally'in Charles as

murderous brutal i ty. lnlargaret' s thoughts as she I ooks at Leonard ' s dead

body show that the Schlegel idealism is still rearrangìng reality: "Here

was the father; leave it at that. Let Squaìor be turned'into Tragedy"

(p. 308). Once again, Leonard has been denied identìty as a man and has

become a part of Margaret's vision of "ultimate harmony." Helen 'is

forgettì ng Leonard and her remorse over th'is draws a rebuke from lt'largaret:

"I can't have you worrying about Leonard. Don't drag in the personal when

it will not come. Forget him" (p. 314). To such depths has Margaret

fallen--she who once declared that "personal relations are supreme,"

whose creed had been that "personal relations are the real life, for ever

and ever!" (p. 27).

Perhaps the greatest tragedy is Margaret's. She is no longer the

gì11 who once faced life eagerly, ready for new experiences and new

relationshìps. She wants no "connections" outside the immediate fam'ily.
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She cannot love children and js "thankful to have none. I can play w'ith

their beauty and charm, but that is all--nothing real. And others--

others go farther still and move outside humanity altogether. A place

as well as a person may catch the glow" (p.314). Durìng the course of

the action, the girl who had once jumped from a mov'ing car to ajd an

jniured cat has become a woman who screams when the paint on her house is

scratched. That Margaret should consider houses--even Howards End--more

important than people is complete'ly contrary to Forster's own values,

which always remained the same--first people, then books, then plu..r.24

And Forster's condemnation of Margaret is explicit: "There was somethíng

uncanny in her triumph. She, who had never expected to conquer anyone,

had charged straight through these tnlilcoxes and broken up their lives"

(p. 3.l8) . Sure'ly no-one can bel ieve that Forster's purpose ì n us'ing

this mif itary imagery is to endorse Margaret's "trìumph"! The pessimist'ic

tone of the ending is underl'ined by the threat to Howards End'itse1f,

and all that it represents, by the "red rust" of London. "Ljfe's going

to be melted down all over the world" (p. 316). The hope which js

symbo'lized by Helen's baby cannot be taken too serjously. For, apart

from the fact that there is no reason to suppose that Helen and Margaret

will be any more successful at bringing up a child than was Ruth hf'ilcox,

Forster has already told us that "Nature is turning out Wilcoxes in this

peacefuì abode, so that they may jnherit the earth" (p. 174).25

In this exploration of the moral that love can break down all

barriers, Forster has discovered that perfect communication between man

and hjs fellows is unattainable. The epigraph to Howards End m'ight more

apt'ly read: "If only we could connect. "
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Howards tnd not only marks Forster's recognition of the ínsur-
mountable barriers between man and man, but it also contains his premoni-

tion of man's imminent alienation from the natural world, as the concludjng
ímage of London's "red rust" encroaching upon Howards End itself would

suggest. The "rust,,of the ugly red_brick vjllas, which is turning the
Home counties Ínto one vast London suburb is, as Helen perce.ives, ,,only

part of something e]se. Life's going to be melted down, all over
the world" (!r, p. 3.l6). In the same way that the village is absorbed by

the city, so is the indivjduar absorbed by the urban crowd, losing hìs

identíty--not in brotherhood, but in conformity and uniformìty. The

"rust" epitomizes, too, not only the urban soot and smoke which fall like
a blight on trees and meadows, but a dead world--a world which moves to

the rhythm of the machine instead of to the rhythms of nature. In A

Passage to India (1924)l ttis threatened separation has become a reality,
and the earth, which once sustained man's spiritual life, speak.ing to him

of onder and of continuity, is Ín this novel at best indifferent and at
times actìve1y hostile towards him. Nature, v¡hich has until now been a

harmonizing force throughout Forster's fiction, SÊt as these novels were

in Italy and'in England, is in A Passage to India a source of conflict
and divisjon: "It was as if irritation exuded from the very so.i1. Could

one have been so petty on a Scotch moor or an ltarian aìp?" (p. 65).

The Indian landscape dominates A passage to Ind.ia just as the

house is the focal centre in Howards End. in the openìng chapter, the
pol¡/er and immensity of the natural world is contrasted with the p.itifullv
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inadequate works of man, suggesting that the city of Chandrapore owes its
precarìous existence to a superb indifference on the part of nature to a

temporary nu'isance. More spec'ifica]1y, Forster observes that the city
is "so abased, so monotonous that when the Ganges comes down it
mìght be expected to wash the excrescence back into the soil. but

the generaì outline of the town persìsts, swellìng here, shrjnking there,

like some low but indestructible form of lífe" (p. l). chandrapore is

realìy two towns, one English and one Indian--symbolically d'ivided by the

houses of the Eurasians. Between the houses of the Eurasians and those

of the Brit'ish "the land sinks, then rises again rather steeply', (p. I).
Approprìately, it is on this steep rise that the Brjtish have established

themselves, enabling them to look down on the inferior races I'iteralìy as

well as metaphorical'ly. The civil station is nejther,,charm-ing nor

repeìlent"; it is sìmply--like the administrators urho inhabit'it--efficient:
"It is sens'ibly planned, w'ith a red-brick club a grocer's and a

cemetery, and the bungalows are d'isposed along roads that intersect at

right angles" (p. 2).

But viewed from the civil station the excrescence that is the

native city is beautiful, for the trees "endowed with more strength than

man or his works" hide the bazaars and the mean streets. The impression

chandrapore makes on newcomers to the British community is that of,,a
cìty of gardens. a tropical pleasaunce washed by a noble river."
They cannot belíeve jt to be as mean and as ugly as they are told, and

"[they] have to be drìven down to acquire disirrusionment" (p. z).

Similarly, many of the newcomers are charmed by the beauty and grace of
the Indian peop'le, but--under the tutelage of their more experienced
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compatriots--they are quickly disillusioned and learn to see only the

meanness and the ugìiness which they have been assured lie behind the

surface charm. The cjvil station "shares nothing with the c'ity except

the overarch'ing sky" which extends into an infinity beyond man's compre-

hension. But, distant as'it ìs, "the sky settìes everything

the sky chooses, gìory can rain into the Chandrapore bazaars or a

benediction pass from horizon to horjzon. The sky can do this because

ìt js so strong and so enormous. Strength comes from the sun size

from the prostrate earth" (pp. 2-3). This sporadic cooperation of sun,

skY, and earth is paralleled jn the novel by the brjef and transitory

moments of reconcil'iation between the characters.

The theme of separation and di v j s j on, 'ini tjal ly geographi ca1'ly

symbolized, dominates the book and underlies every reìatìonship. The

divided c'ity of Chandrapore indjcates the most obvious separation--that

between the Eng'lish and the Indians. In some ways the contrast between

Indi a and 'its Engl 'i sh rul ers i s rem j ni scent of the contrast between the

Italians and the English in Where Angels Fear to Tread and A Room w'ith a
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to a foreign country. One important difference between this book and the

earìy nove'ls, however, is that exposure to a different culture not onìy

has no softening effect upon the English but confjrms, exaggerates, ano

solidifies their most unpìeasant trajts. Hamidullah, u¡ho has been to

tngland, po'ints this out: "they have no chance here.. They come out

intending to be gent'lemen, and are told it w'ill not do. They all

become exactly the same, not worse, not better. I give any Engfishman

two years and I give any Englishwoman six months" (p. Ð.2

when



0f course, the Brit'ish can justify their presence in Ind'ia only

by an assumption of racial superiority--an assumpt'ion which is sustained

by the cultjvation of a group conscìousness which refuses to recogn'ize

the humanìty of those excluded from the group. Even among their own,

however, there are those non-conformÍsts, ìike Adela and Fieìd'ing, who

are unacceptable--not "pukka," as Mrs. Turton remarks--and those who are

"pukka," such as Ronny Heaslop, who'is "a sahib; he's the type we want,

he's one of us" (p. 17). Ronny's acceptance by Anglo-Indian society is

due to one quality--he is dignifìed. After an'initial mistake of sharing

a cìganette break with an Indian'lawyer he has learned his lesson: "Qne's

only hope was to hold sternly aìoof" (p. lB). social intercourse wjth

the Indians ís unthinkable, and Adela's request to meet the "Indians whom

you come across socialìy--as your friends" (p. 19) arouses 'laughter. For

the Ang'ìo-Indians, the wider the chasm between themselves and the natives

the better--it'is necessary to thejr self-esteem, for most of them have

no d'istinctive quality except the colour of their skins, and that is a

socjal asset on'ly whi1e they remain in India: "At Chandrapore the Turtons

were little gods; soon they would retire to some suburban villa, and dje

exiled from 91ory" (p. 20).

t^lhile it would be a mistake to read A Passaqe to India as a
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elements should not be neglected, for they play an important part in the

development of characters and relationships and in defining the points

of contact between the two cultures.3 l,lith the exception of the barbaric

Maior Callendar, most of the Englìshmen carry out their duties consc'ien-

tÍously and honestìy under very frustratjng conditions. But, as Ronny



tells his mother, they do not consider it thejr duty to behave pleasantìy

to Indians: "l¡le're out here to do justice and keep the peace.

India isn't a drawing-room" (p. 39). Mrs. Moore reflects on Ronny's

evident satisfaction that duty does not requìre hím to be p'leasant: "0ne

touch of regret the true regret from the heart--would have made him

a different man, and the British Emp'ire a different 'institution" (p. 40).4

Quite apart from the politicaì imp'lications of the atrocious

behaviour of the English, their attjtude to the Ind'ians is ultimately a

question of human relations, whìch is aìways a matter of profound concern

for Forster. Unfortunately, persona'l relationships are subordinate to

offic'ial relationships for the English at all times and in all pìaces.

An ordinary evening at the club, "like alI gatheríngs, had an official
tinge" (p. 20). Mrs. Blakiston, who is made to represent "all that is

worth fighting and dy'ing for" to the outraged tnglish after Aziz's

a1'leged assault on Adela, is othervuise regarded as a social inferior;

"the wife of a small rai'lway off.icial, she was generally snubbed" (p.

156). Mrs. Turton, as the wife of the senior official, is of course the

first'lady of this little community, and is as conscious of the dignity

of her positìon as is her husband of his.

That the "Bridge Party" given by these two dignitaries is not a

success ìs hardly surprisÍng--though it bothers the host and hostess not

at all--for Forster tells us that "where there is offícialism every human

relationship suffers" (p. l83), and the Turtons are always official. The

party is "work" for them and is b'itterly resented by Mrs. Turton, who

prefers to conserve her "social strength" 'in case she should need to

expend'it on someone ìmportant at some vague future date. At last, goaded
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into action by her husband, she greets her Indian guests: "She had

learnt the lingo, but on'ly to speak to her servants, so she knew none of

the politer forms and of the verbs only the imperat'ive mood" (p. 32).

She js somewhat disconcerted and a good deal disgruntled to find that

some of the ladies speak good Eng'lish. She fears, too, that they may

begin to judge her by her own standards, s'ince they have been to turope.

This is not very likeìy, however, since they had probab'ly never encoun-

tered such rudeness in Paris or London.

Sex'is, of course, another reason for tensíon between the races--

evoking from the Englishmen the standard fear of the coloured man's

superior sexual prowess and the equally stereotypica'l feeling on the

women ' s part that the "ni ggers , " as Mrs . Bl aki ston and ttla jor Cal I endar

call the natives, are in a constant state of sexual excitation, and ever

watchful for the opportunity to rape a white woman. Mr. l,lcBryde, who js

the most educated and thoughtful of the Anglo-Indians,revertleìess beljeves that

"AlI unfortunate nat'ives are criminal at heart" (p.I43) because they

are born south of latitude thirty. Clearly he has erotic fanc'ies about

the sexual habits of the Indjans, and he ìs delighted at the opportuníty

of searchíng Azìz's belong'ings for "evjdence" of his moral turpitude,

and seizes a photograph of his dead wjfe with a cry of'rPhotographs of

women. Ah! " McBryde responds to Fielding's explanation of the photograph

with incredulity, and as he continues his examination of the contents of

Aziz' s drawer "H'is face became inquisit'ive and slightly bestial " (p. l48).

Ironically, McBryde's theory about climatjc zones is later borne out to

some extent by his own dalliance with Miss Derek and the subsequent

scandal--for he himself was born in Karachi.
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McBryde prides himself on his knowledge of the psychology of the

Indian and on his own ratÍonalism. It is he who warns Fielding that:

"The man who doesn't toe the l'ine is lost. If you leave the ljne

you leave a gap in the l'ine. These jackals [Aziz's lawyers] are looking

with all their eyes for a gap" (p. 148). But ít is the Engfish who

behave like iackals, not the Indians, and what McBryde glorifies in terms

reminiscent of beleaguered heroism is the herd jnst'inct. "AlI over

chandrapore that day the Europeans were putting aside their normal

personalíties and sinking themselves in their community the power

of putting two and two together was annihilated" (p. 142). it should be

clear from this passage--which alone refutes those critics5 who contend

that Forster is advocating "extinction of individual consciousness" and

"abnegatìon of the self"--that actualìy he equates loss of jndividualism

with loss of reason and loss of reason with best'ia1ity, especial'ly sínce

Forster goes on to make the authorial intrusion: "The herd had decided

on emotion" (p. 142). The "community" turns on Fjelding much as a pack

of animals will turn on and exclude from the pack one of their own species

who is physically abnormal, and as they will turn on Adela after her

recantation. The only person who will offer Adela shelter then is that

other outsider, Fielding.

The idea of inclus'ion and exclusion, of hospitality proffered,

withheld, accepted, or refused, is developed both on the literal and the

metaphorical level throughout the novel: "Indians are not allowed jnto

the chandrapore club even as guests" (p. lb), Aziz tells Mrs. Moore.

His own first words to Mrs. Moore had been "Madam, th'is is a mosque; you

have no right here at all" (p. 12). For the Indjans, too, are djvided
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among themselves into exclusive groups by reìig'ious and social barriers.

The subtleties of some of these divisions and the problems that result

from them are graphícally illustrated in Forster's account of h'is attempt

to form a iiterary society in Dewas Senior: "Then came the social problem.

Should lofty fineage and official eminence or should knowledge of English

be the test! The Dewan [Prime Mínjster] came out as a democrat, or to

be more precìse, as an anti-palatine. So the schoolmasters have been let

in but the merchants hang in the balance, which'is the best one can

expect in the best of all possible courts" (HD, p.69).

Anxious to fulfil his social oblìgations to the new arrivals, Mr.

Turton gìves a "Bridge Party not the game, but a party to bridge

the gulf between East and l¡lest" (p. l9). Like a good host--or a merchant

dispiaying his wares--the Collector offers a selectjon of "types" from

which Adela may select the one wh'ich w'ill amuse her most. When the

invitations are received, there is a good deal of argument among the

Indians as to whether they should be accepted, but all defer to the Nawab

Bahadur's op'inion that they should be. Outside jn the dust sits another

level of Indian soc'iety: "These had not received a card from Mr. Turton.

And there were circles even beyond these--peopìe who wore nothing but a

loin-cloth, people who wore not even that, and spent their lives in

knocking two sticks together before a scarlet doll--humanity grading and

drifting beyond the educated vis'ion, until no earthly invitat'ion can

embrace 'it" (p. 28). The ìmpljcations of this passage are crucial,

imagìsti cal'ìy artì cul ating Forster's conviction that unj versal brotherhood

js unattainable. It is impossible for the individual to encompass the

scope of humanity, and so much of humanity as cannot be even comprehended
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by the'individual mind is necessarily exciuded from the love of that

individual, whether he wìl ls it or not.

Thìs suggestion of an ever-receding infinity beyond man's compre-

hension has aìready been made by Forster in his descrjptjon of the sky

over Chandrapore (p. 2) and, 'like the metaphor of invitation, w'ill recur

and develop throughout the novel, implyìng that, just as the mind cannot

comprehend the infinite gradatjons of humanity, so much less can it hope

to comprehend the universe or to achieve union with it. specifically,

Forster explores the probiem through the agency of that apparently "earth

mother" type, Mrs. l4oore. Soon after her arrival 'in India, Mrs. Moore

feels a vague dissatisfaction w'ith the God who is constantly in her

thoughts: "Outside the arch there seemed always an arch, beyond the

remotest echo a silence" (p. 4l). And at the "Bridge Party": "Some

kites hovered overhead, ìmpartìa'I, over the kites passed the mass of a

vulture, and wìth an impartìalìty exceeding alì, the sky. It seemed

un'likely that the series stopped here. Beyond the sky must not there be

something that overarches all the skies, more ímpartiaì even than they?

Beyond which aga'in (p. 30). l,J'ithin this passage alone is suggested

not only the pett'iness of the human compared with the non-human wor1d,

but that the "Bridge Party," this forced, unlovjng attempt at "connection,"

is stillborn. The words of the Engìish "seemed to die as soon as uttered"

(p. 30) while the scavengers hover overhead. 0n the metaphysical level,

the kites and vultures suggest death, which makes no distinction between

Ind'ian and Engl'ishman; and the passage goes on to pose the larger questíon:

"Beyond which again ." ljes what? [Forster's punctuation--not ellipsis.]
Al I the important , recurri ng , deve'lopi ng, and expand'ing metaphors
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in A Passage to India are presented ín the first five chapters, and one

of the most signìficant metaphors is that of the bridge. The bridge

ìtself has played an important part in much of Forster's work on the

real'ist'ic, metaphorical , and symbo'lic levels; his method 'is first to show

the separating gulf, and then the attempt to bridge it. Lucy and George

in A Room with a View, for example, gaze at each other',Across something,"

and later feel as though they "had crossed some spiritual boundary" as

they watch the bloodstained photographs of Venus swirl under the bridge

of the Arno (RV, pp.47-51). The bridge in The Longest Journey js life-
saving on the realistic and the symbolic levels; as McConkey pojnts out,

"the bujlding of a bridge at the Roman road crossing is the spanning

of the temporal in existence, the implication that the past and the

continuity wh.ich is of the earth need not be severed by the

inevitable movement of time, by the train on its iron track."6 There is

also that visionary and prophetic moment at the ford, when the light of

the myst'ic rose is extinguished so soon for Rickie, but to Stephen seems

to burn for ever (LJ, p. 302). And, in Howards End, Margaret hopes to

bu'ild "the rainbow bridge" wh'ich will join the "unconnected arches" ínto

a whole man and "span their lives with beauty" (!q, pp. 174-75).

Just so do Mrs. Moore and Adela genu'inely hope to bridge the gulf

between themselves and the Indians, and at the beginning of the "Bridge

Party" they gaze sadly across the tennis court which separates t.hem from

the Indians. Then, there is the strange accident to the Nawab Bahadur's

car which occurs at the exit of a bridge and which reun'ites Ronny and

Adela. The movement of the car throws them together in a fortuìtous and

pure'ly phys'ical "connection. " "A spurious un'ity descended on them, as
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local and temporary as the gleam that inhabits a firefìy" (p. 73). But

this sudden "connection" is as suddenly broken when, as Adela toils
upwards to the Marabar caves, a doubl e row of foothol ds 'i n the rock

rem'ind her of the pattern in the dust made by the wheels of the Nawab's

car. The recollection of the accident intrudes on the wedding plans and

the plans of married life on which her thoughts are bent, and rem'ind her

quite suddeniy that she and Ronny do not love each other. The bridge

which looms 'largest in the novel--"the overarching sky"--is, in the

openìng pages, indifferent to union, and at the end apparenily opposed

to it, for "the sky said: 'No, not there"' (p. ZBZ). It .is a bridge

infinitely remote from mankind--beyond his reach--yet hintjng at the

poss'ibility that the union he desíres, impossible on earth, may be

achieved beyond those jnfinite arches.

Union can never be achieved'in India, and even tolerance is

defeated by the weather and the earth. In the heat wh'ich begins in Apriì,

"irritability and lust spread lìke a canker," defeating man's hopes for

order: "Fish manage better; fish, as the tanks dry, wriggìe into the mud

and wait for the ra'ins to uncake them. But men try to be harmonious all
the year round, and the results are occasionally disastrous" (p. l83).

Society not only demands that men should refrain from snarling at and

biting their fellows, but it also looks askance at those who would

wrìggle into the mud occasionally, seeking refreshment in solitude. The

demand for harmonious relationshjps wìth others compels human beings to

seek the companionship of those with whom they may have nothing in common.

The disastrous results of such unnatural associations have been

ciearly demonstrated in Howards End, and warning bells ring for the alert
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reader when Adela Quested, one of the "clever" young peop'le who had

attended Margaret schlegel's luncheon for Mrs. wjicox (HE, p. 74), appears

ì n A Passage to indi a aspi ring to "personal rel ations " wi th the W'il cox'ian

Anglo-lndians and with the Indíans themselves. Adela's wish to meet

Indians leads to the unpleasant gathering at the Turtons'. But the

undoubted goodwill on the part of Mrs. Moore and Adela does noth'ing to

further their relationships wìth l4rs. Turton's Indían guests, and leads

instead to mjsunderstandings and embarrassment. The Indian ladies,

anxious to please, agree to everything the Eng'lish say, which leads one

of them--prompted by her husband--to say that of course she will be at

home to them on Thursday and will send a carriage to fetch them, although

she knows quite well that she and her family will be in Calcutta by then.

Aziz exp'lains this ìapse to the puzzled Englishwomen on the grounds that

the offenders are "slack Hindus," and as a matter of courtesy extends an

equally meaningìess invitation to visit his house instead. He has not

taken ìnto account, however, Adela Quested's relentless determination to

"connect" with the "real" Ind'ia, and is horrified when she insisrs on

knowing his address: "Good heavens, the stupid g'irl had taken him at

his word!" (p. 6l).

l4isunderstandings such as these spring from differences of

temperament between the English and the Indians and from the different

codes of social behaviour of the two races. These are barriers which

keep the races apart as effectively as the more obvious barriers of colour

and rel'ig'ion. All the mixed social gatherings in A Passage to Ind'ia end

on a note of djscomfort or disaster, and yet are seìf-perpetuat'ing; for,

as elsewhere, one invitation leads to another. Thus the seeds of the
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catastrophe at the Marabar are sown at the "Brìdge Party," where Fieldjng,

impressed with the behaviour of Mrs. Moore and Adela,'invítes them both

to tea. All man's efforts to be "harmonious,"'if only occasjonally, seem

doomed.

Azi z behaves rather bad'ly at F'iel di ng's house because , I i ke a

child, he is excited by a party and at be'ing the centre of attention.

Launched on his favourite subject--the Mogul tmperors--he attributes to

them all sorts of incredible feats--including the ability to make water

run uphill: "Ronny would have puìled him up, Turton would have wanted

to pull h'im up, but restrained himself. Fielding did not even want to

pull him up; he had dulled h'is craving for verbal truth and cared chiefly

for truth of mood" (pp. l8-lg).7 n¿ela believes everything that Aziz says

is literally true. She has come out not only to see Ronny in his working

envìronment, but also to "know India." So far she has on'ly seen Anglo-

India, and has already decided she cannot spend her life among such bigots

and fools, cut off from any human relationship outside the club. She

believes that in Aziz she is at last seeing "lnd'ia" and never supposes

that "his outlook was limited and his method jnaccurate, and that no-one

is India" (p. 59).

Aziz calms down a líttle when Professor Godbole arrives, for

Godbole's very appearance has a harmonious effect, "as if he had reconciled

the products of East and West, mental as well as physical, and could never

be discomposed" (p. 59). Aziz attempts to get Godbole to say what it is

that is "extraordinary" about the Marabar Caves, for he knows Godbole is

concealing someth'ing and sees it as something of a chal'lenge to get him

to reveal the secret; but to no avail: "the comparatìvely simpìe mind
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of the Mohammedan was encountering Ancient N'ight" (p. 62). tljth the

arrival of Ronny the subiect is dropped--the p'leasant interracial

gatheri ng di si ntegrates.

Ronny, who prìdes himself on being an English gentleman, simpìy

'ignores the two Indians: "He did not mean to be rude but the on'ly

link he could be conscious of with an Indian was the offic'ial. as

private Índjviduals he forgot them" (p. 63). Aziz, hav'ing been provoked

by Ronny's attitude, becomes provocative in turn, for "here was an Ang'lo-

Indian who must become a man before comfort could be regained" (p. 64).

Ronny cannot even see that he has been rude, and when Fielding says that

Aziz is not usual'ly so flamboyant and patronizing and that his nerves

must be on edge' rrrl¡lell, it's nothing I'Ve Saíd,' said Ronny reassuring'ly.

'I never even spoke to him"'(p. 64). Everyone except Professor Godbole

l eaves Fi el d j ng 's house i rri tabl e and upset. tven the gentl e [t4rs . Moore

snaps at Ronny and Adela on the way home.

Some of this'irrjtability, part'icularly on the part of the Engl'ish,

may be attributable to the heat, whjch is increas'ing and will be almost

at'its height when the expedìtion to the caves takes place. Although Aziz

would be happy to forget his invitation, he hears that the ladies are

offended wíth him and feels oblìged to go through with the picnic. "F'ielding

. tnlas busy, caves bored h'im, he foresaw frict'ion and expense, but he

would not refuse the first favour hjs friend had asked from him" (p. 108).

In fact, no-one wants to go--the lad'ies find'it "a little'inconvenient in

the present press of their engagements" (p. 108) but, rather than hurt

Aztz' s feelings, they accept. In the interests of "harmonious" relatjon-

ships the expeditjon takes p'lace. Aziz goes to enormous lengths to please
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his guests, for "Like most Orientals fhe] overrated hospitality, mistaking

it forintimacy" (p. 1ZZ).

comprìsing a Hindu, a Moslem, and three English people are beset by

diffìculties: "Trouble after trouble encountered him, because he had

challenged the spirit of the Indian earth, which tries to keep men in

compartments" (p. l0g). The results of this expedition

beginning of the hot weather are disastrous, though the

from feelings of mutual goodwì11 and the hospitality was offered from the

heart.

-117-

His preparations for this picnìc party

It seems as though Mr. Graysford and Mr. Sorle.y, the missionaries,

are right, and that:

All invitations must proceed from heaven perhaps;
perhaps'it is futile for men to jnitiate their own unity,
they do but widen the gu'lfs between them by the attempt.. In our Father's house are many mansions, they
taught, and there alone wjll the incompatible multitudes
of mankind be welcomed and soothed. And why should
the divine hospitality cease here? Cons.ider, wilh all
reverence, the monkeys. May there not be a mansion for
the monkeys also? And the jackals? Jackals were'indeed less to Mr. Sorley's mind, but he admitted that
the mercy of God , be'i ng i nf i ni te, may wel I embrace al I
mammals. And the wasps? He became uneasy dur.ing the
descent to wasps, and was apt to change the conversation.
And oranges, cactuses, crystals, and mud? and the
bacteria 'inside Mr. Sorley? No, no, this is going toofar. We must exclude someone from our gathering, or we
shall be left with nothinq.

(p. 28)

undertaken at the

party originated

Forster's dislike of Christianity is apparent to anyone familiar
with his work, and the point need not be laboured. There is no trace jn

his treatment of Mr. GraysfordandMr. Sorley, however, of the anti-cleri-
calism so evident in the earlier works. Forster's liberalism was offended

by the ecclesiastical hierarchy--from which these humble men were excluded--



and his humanism by the unloving and unforgíving natures of many professed

believers in a God of Love. This attitude finds expression in his

treatment of such characters as Harriet Herriton, Mr. Eager, Mr. Beebe,

and Herbert Pembroke in the eariy novels, and of most of the Ang'lo-Indians

in A Passage to Ind'ia.B Organized religion is repugnant to him, but the

goodness of an individual of any creed is admirable. Desp'ite their

limitations, he presents the missìonaries as tru'ly humble, ìoving men.

They "always travelled third on the railways and never came up to the

club" (p. 28). Not go'ing to the club guarantees them a place 'in Forster's

heaven--if there is one. And later we are told that Aziz can hear church

bells: "different bells and rung wl'th different intent, for one set was

calling firmly to Ang'lo-India, and the other feebly to mankind. .0ld
Mr. Graysford and young Mr. Sorley made converts during a fam'ine, because

they distributed food; but when times improved they were naturally left
alone again [but] they never learnt wisdom" (p. 84). In other words,

they never lost their faith jn humanìty.

Mrs. McBryde's disapproval of Miss'ionarjes as opposed to Chapìains

is now expìained. The missionaries teach that black and white will both

be welcome'in Heaven, and Mrs. McBryde, who had been a nurse--an occupation

traditionally assoc'iated w'ith selflessness, gentìeness, and kindness--and

had even humiliated herself by nurs'ing nat'ives, believes that she'is

entitled to a place in an All-White Heaven. She feels, therefore, that

the missjonaries are misleadjng the nat'ives and encouraging expectations

which w'ill not be fulfilled. But she has no cause for alarm; Heaven will

not be desegregated, for "In our Father's house there are many mansions,"

one for each race and, accord'ing to Mr. Sorley, one for monkeys a1so. In
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fact, the missionaríes are promísing not unity but separation. Onry in
Heaven is there room enough that man may find peace from his ceaseless

efforts to live in harmony with those of his fellows whom he neither loves

nor understands. Only in Heaven will "the incompatible multitudes of
mankind" be--not united, but--"welcomed and soothed,, (p. zB, ny emphasis).

The incompatibiìity will remain, but the necessity for dealjng wìth it
will no'l'onger exist. It is not until later in the novel that the reasons

for Mr. Sorley's doubts that God's mercy wi1ì extend to the jackals

become clear ín the i'ight of McBryde's al lusion to ',jackals,' and of the

brutality of the British. The question of the extent of God's hospitaìity
is a delicate one for the missionaries. whether a wasp is worthy of
God's attention is never decided, for at precÍsely this point Mr. Sorley

Þecomes uneasy and evas'ive; but he.is quite definite that God is nor

interested in any form of ljfe lower than a wasp.

The wasp appears three times in the novel, and each time it acts

as a gauge of the individual's capacity for acceptance and love. The

first appearance of the wasp comes just after Ronny has warned h.is mother

agaìnst assoc'iating with Indians and has given the Angìo-Indian interpre-
tation of Aziz's behaviour at the Mosque. In the'light of his comment,

Mrs. Moore reconsiders her meeting wi th Aziz: ',yes, .it could be worked

ìnto quite an unpleasant scene. The doctor had begun by bullying her,

had said Mrs. callendar was nice, and then--finding the ground safe--had

changed [he] had been unreliable, ìnquisitive, and va.in. yes, it
was all true, but how false as a summary of the man,'(p. zs). Mrs. Moore

is able to accept the co-existence of good and evil in one man and yet
js able to love that man. Similarly, when she finds a wasp on her cloak
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peg she sees jts beauty rather than jts potentia'l to inflict pain:

"'Pretty dear,'said Mrs. Moore to the wasp" (p. 26), which she accepts

as part of the world created by the God she loves.

When the wasp next appears'in the discussion of God's hospitality,

ìt is apparently simply part of the ironic comment on the invjtations to

the "Bridge Party," and al1 the'inclusions and exclusions involved in

mainta'in'ing the social order. But in a country where man makes so little
ìmpression on nature, these attempts to classify seem ineffectual: "It
matters so little to the majority of l'iving beings what the minority,

that calls itself human,desires or dec'ides in the tropics the

jndifference is more prom'inent, the inarticulate world is closer at hand

and readjer to resume control as soon as men are tired" (p.96). Thus,

when Mr. Sorley says "hle must exclude someone from our gathering, or we

shall be left with nothing" (p. 28), it is not onìy a comment on the

lim'itations of Christianity, but also a comment on the exclusions which

secure the British assumption of superiority. It expresses one of the

basic ideas of the novel--that without exclusions and dist'inctions there

would be no meaning attached to anything. Professor Godbole can love a

wasp just as Mrs. Moore can but, since he is a Hjndu, there are for hjm

no distjnctions between any parts of the creation, and his love for a

human being is no more mean'ingful than his love for a wasp: "Thus Godbole,

though she was not 'important to him, remembered an old woman he had met

in Chandrapore days. Chance bnought her jnto his mjnd she happened

to occur among the throng of soliciting images, a tiny splinter, and he

impel led her by h'is spiritual force to that place where comp'leteness can
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impe'lled it likewise, he was imitating God" (pp. 249-50). Godbole meets

Mrs. Moore only once when he and Azjz are jnv'ited by Fielding to meet her

and Adel a.

Aziz has, of course, already met Mrs. Moore in the mosque and had

responded at once to her kìndness and courtesy. As the spirìtual descen-

dant of Gino, Stephen, and Helen Schlegei, he is, like them, spontaneous

and passìonate, and had at this first meeting loved her from the heart.

When they meet again, however, he has completely forgotten her. Personal

relations based on spontaneìty of feel'ing alone are now for Forster

intrinsically precarious, and the menace of faìlure is never far from the

relationships which Aziz establishes on the promptings of the heart. Aziz

is'incapable of emotional continujty; for hjm the moment of friendsh'ip is

enough and he has no des'ire to look beyond ìt. His immediate friendship

with Fieìding crosses the barrier of race, and yet, though the love js

genuine, there is no trust and the relatjonship js subject always to the

impulse of the moment: "He was sensitive rather than respons'ive, ìn every

remark he found a meaning but not always the true meaning" (p. 54). When

he mentions Post-Impressionism and Fieìdìng djsmisses it rather peremptorily,

Aztz is offended, though Fjelding had meant only that Post-Impress'ionism

was obscure and not that an obscure Indian could know nothing about it:
"a gulf divided his [Fie'lding's] remark from Mrs. Turton's 'Why,they speak

Englìsh,' but to Aziz the two sounded aljke" (p. 54). Just as Aziz

instinctively loves Field'ing, so after the trial he allows his suspicions

of him to run riot, although there is no rational basis for them. His

bjtterness is understandable, but hjs coarse remarks about Adela and h'is

unworthy suspìcion of a sexual relat'ionship between her and Fielding are
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an indjcation of the ljmitations of an emotional response to a case of

law. If he could not sustain his friendship with Fl'elding, who supported

him throughout the trial, it is extreme'ly unlikely that he would ever

have forgjven Mrs. Moore, had she lived, for fail'ing to testify in his

defence. He meets her on'ly three times, and his love for her is never

put to the test.

Aziz's reverence for the memory of Mrs. Moore springs from the

effect of her name on Adela at the trial, and is actually sustained by

the fact of her death. Her memory makes no demands for mutual understand-

ing and she can be loved best in the abstract. When Aziz hears that Mrs.

Moore is to be a guest at Fie'ldìng's tea party he cannot remember meeting

her: "The romance at the mosque had sunk out of his consciousness as

soon as it was over" (p. 54). At the party he patronjzes her and she

finds a good deal of his chatter distasteful. Professor Godbole's attempt

to soothe the frayed nerves of Fjeldìng's guests only disturbs her further.

As the farewel'ls begin, Godbole dec'ides to sing a re'l'igious song, a p'lea

for the visitation of Krishna: "'Come! come to me on'ly.' The god

refuses to come. I grow humble. 'Do not come to me only.

Multiply yourself into a hundred Krishnas but one, 0 Lord of the

Universe, come to me.' He refuses to come." Mrs. Moore asks gently,

"But he comes in some other song, I hope?", and Godbole replies, "0h no,

he refuses to come I say to him: Come, come, come, come, come, come.

He neglects to come" (p.66). Godbole understands, as Mrs. Moore does

not yet understand, that union w'ith God is not an achievable reality.

India will defeat that union as she defeats any attempt of man to "connect"

with man: "the countryside was too vast to admit of excellence. In vain
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did each item in it call out:

to go round" (p. 73).

Godbole's appeal 'is travestied by other characters throughout

the book, most noticeably ìn the following chapter, when Ronny calls to

his servant: "'Krishna!' He had not turned up and a terrific row ensued.

Ronny stormed, shouted, howled Krishna the earth, Krishna the stars

replied, unt'il the Englishman was appeased by their echoes" (p. 8l). Man

calls on God mostly because, like Ronny's row, it is customary, and he

does not really want h'im. Perhaps, too, because--again lÍke Ronny--he ís

appeased by the echoes of his call. An echo impfies emptiness, meaning-

less repetition, or total subjectivity, but man's capacity for self-

delusion'is immense and, if there is "beyond the remotest echo a silence"

(p. 4l), he can convjnce himself that an echo is a reply rather than a

reflect'ion of himself.

The echo is assocjated wìth meaninglessness and bewilderment

throughout. The famous echo of the Marabar caves is prefigured at the

"Bridge Party"; when Adela tries'in vain to elicit some response from the

Indian Iadies, her words seemed to rebound "aga'inst the echoing walls of

their c'iviìity. l^lhatever she said produced a murmur of deprecation.

She tried doing noth'ing, to see what that produced, and they too did

nothìng" (p. 33). Later, the photograph of Aziz's w'ife is described as

facing the world: "but how bewiIdering she found jt, the echoing

contradjctory world!" (p. 99). The echo appears again 'in Chapter VI,

associated,as we have noted, with tt1rs. Moore's religious discomfort.

Mrs. Itloore, whose Christianíty is overlaid with a touch of mysti-

c'ism, feels happy when she first arrjves jn India, "with its cool nights
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and acceptable hints of infinity" (p. 136). As she watches the night sky

over Chandrapore after her vis'it to the mosque, "A sudden sense of unity,

of kjnship with the heavenly bodies, passed'into the old woman and out,

like water through a tank, leaving a strange freshness behind" (p. 21).

This is the feeling which--tryjng to explain the religious impulse--Romain

Rolland described to Freud as "oceanic." In the same essay, Freud observes

that: "At the height of being in love the boundary between ego and object

threatens to melt. Against aì1 the evidence of his senses, a man who is

in love declares that'I'and'you'are one, and is prepared to behave as

'if it were a fact."9 So it is in Professor Godbole's religious ecstasy:

"the human spirit had tried by a desperate contortion to ravish the

unknown, fl'ing'ing down science and history 'in the process" (p. 251 ).

Godbole loves the wasp, he loves Mrs. Moore, and he impels them both into

the "universal warmth." Perhaps ìf he could have loved the stone he would

have become one with the God he loves. Nevertheless, by the attempt to

become one with God he has "developed the life of h'is spirit. 'One

o1d Eng'lishwoman and one l'ittle, l'ittle wasp,' he thought. 'It does

not seem much, stil l it 'is more than I am myself "' (pp. 253-54).

Mrs. Moore, too, believed that "God is love" and that it was her

duty to imitate h'im--she had hoped that mankind would one day be united

by ìove. 0ddly enough, she appears to bel'ieve that by assist'ing the

marriages of her children she will be furthering this end. She tells

Adela that children are the first consideration and that one cannot live

for oneself "Unti'l they are grown up, and marrjed off" (p.I15, my emphasis)

After hearing Godbole's song, however, "She felt increasingly (visjon or
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of carnal embracement, yet man is no nearer to understand'ing man" (pp.

ll5-16). Her concern is clearly not with propagation and the continuance

of the race, but with union--her way of imìtating God is to encourage the

fusion of two individuals through love. After her experience in the

caves she observes that "The human race would have become a s'ingle

person centuries ago if marriage was any use" (p. 174). Godbole's

statement that God never does come is her first intimation that perhaps

God is not'interested in her and that doing her duty and behaving plea-

sant'ly will not be rewarded by a union with God in a Christian Heaven.

The first hint of the peevishness that results from her doubts is shown

on the way home from the tea at Fjelding'S, when she tells Ronny and Adela

rather curtly to stop quarreling.

Mrs. Moore's yearning to become "one w'ith the un'iverse" had

seemed "So dignified and simple." But there was always some duty to

perform first, such as seeing Ronny and Adela married: "and while she

was pottering about the Marabar struck its gong" (p. lB0). Her yearn'ing

to become one with the universe is based on the assumption that the

universe is watched over and ordered by a God who is pìeased by love; from

which it follows that the universe itself must be good. The echo jn the

Marabar Caves destroys not only her faith in refigion, but begíns to

underm'ine her hold on reality: "Coming at a moment when she chanced to

be fatigued, it had managed to murmur: 'Pathos, piety, courage--they

exist, but are identical, and so js filth. Everythìng exists, noth'ing

has value"' (p. 128). Her vision of the "panic and emptiness" that lies

behind all man's efforts and the chaos implicit in unity lead Mrs. Moore

to nihilistic despair, and she refuses to continue the effort to love.
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Mrs. Moore has pierced through the veil of illusion and seenthe awfrll "oneness"

which underlies everythìng. The Caves "robbed infinity and eternity of

their vastness, the only quality that accommodates them to mankind" (p.

1?9). The Western mind needs distinctions and'it cannot, like the Hindu

mind, conceive of a God without attributes.

The echo which destroys Mrs. Moore is also heard by Adela, but,

unlike Mrs. Moore, Adela tries to rationaljze the horror she has felt
and to find a logical, ìf unpleasant, explanation for it. Intellectually

seizing upon the sexual explanatíon for her experience, she is neverthe-

less instÍnctively aware that it will not do. The chanting of Mrs. Moore's

name at the trial reminds Adela of humanity's goodness, and allows her to

place in proportion the evil which she had felt as a palpable presence in

the Caves. The cool controlled Adela had been temified by a vision of

the emotional and sexual life seething beneath the surface of rational

man. She had taken her own m'isg'ivìngs about marriage and sex into the

Cave, and they were reflected back to her from its polished walls. In

her terror she had tried to minimize this prim'itive force, to deny its

universality by condensing ìt into an individual act of sexual aggression

which would be intellectually comprehensible to he".l0

It is Fjelding's attempt to persuade Aziz of Adela's íntegrity

which leads to the deterioration in their friendshjp. Aziz does not

understand Fjelding's admiration and respect for such cold qualities as

courage and honesty. Fielding, for h'is part, cannot see that it is pre-

cìse1y because Aziz's suspicions sprìng from the heart and not the head

that they cannot be reasonably d'isposed of. The apparently perfect

friendshjp of Fìelding and Aziz is eroded by misunderstandings, and
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neither Fielding's love nor his reason can protect ít. It is Fielding's

persona'lìty--not Margaret Schlegel's--which is emblematic of the Forsterian

ideal--a combination of feel ìng and reason, illuminated by ìmaginative

insight. He is as free from religÌous bias as he is from racial prejudice,

and has thus overcome two of the obstacles which separate man from man.

Fielding's response to Aziz is as spontaneous and unaffected as the

Ind'ian could wish. His belief in the innocence of Aziz--despìte the

weighty circumstantial evidence against it, and the ljes that Aziz told

him after Adela's flight--is unshakeable, and yet purely instinctive.

Fieldjng's friendship and loyalty clearly come from the heart, but are

sustained by reason and intellectual awareness.

Fìelding believes that a better world wìll come about by the
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relationships: "he was content to help people, and l'ike them as long as

they d'idn't object, and if they objected pass on serene'ly" (p. 99). It
is true that Fie'ld'ing has some spìritual limitations, and the unseen

world is generally cìosed to him; but he has intimations that perhaps he

is miss'ing something:

the stars sparkled, and the whole universe was a hill.
Lovely, exquìsite moment--but passìng the Englishman
with averted face and on swift wings. He experienced
nothing hìmself; it was as if someone had told him that
there was such a moment, and he was obliged to believe.
And he felt dubious and discontented suddenly, and
wondered whether he was really and truìy successful as a
human being. After forty years' experience he had learnt
to manage h'is l'ife and make the best of it on advanced
European lines, had developed h'is personaljty, explored
his límitations, controlled hìs pass'ions--and he had
done it all without becoming either pedantic or worldly.
A creditable achievement; but as the moment passed, hefelt he ought to have been working at something else the
whole time--he didn't know at what, never would know,

He does not believe in forcinq



And even marriage to a w'ife whom he loves and who has much of her mother's

spirituality brings Fielding no closer to that complete identification

with another human being to which man asp'ires and for which Fielding ís

uni quely qual i fi ed.

When Aziz and Fieldjng meet again, jt is not in British India

but in a Hjndu state. Aziz has been permanent'ly fríghtened by contact

with the English and comes to Mau under the auspìces of Godbole: "Here

the cleavage was between Brahman and non-Brahman; Moslems and English

were quite out of the running" (p. 255). Mrs. Moore is also present at

Mau, in the mind of Professor Godbole, who aspires like Mrs. Moore to

"Infinite Love" whìch takes upon itself the form of Krishna and saves the

world. Mrs. Moore has been resurrected'in Chandrapore as a Hindu goddess

and her presence is reaffirmed by Godbole's love. For, according to the

Hindu, it'is "When all the ties of the heart are severed here on earth,

then the mortal becomes immortal."ll Though Godbole is defeated by a

stone in his aspiration to love the whole universe, his spirjtual life
has been renewed and he has momentarily transcended hjs usual self and

his ordjnary capacity for love. Mrs. Moore and Godbole are further linked.

Early in the novel, Mrs. Moore states her conviction that "God ìs Love";

and at the Hindu Festival a painted sign procla'ims that "God s'i love. "

Mrs. Moore's words have been altered but not lost. The error shows that,

aìthough failure ís inev'itable, the attempt to understand and to love God

and one's fel I owmen 'is meani ngfu'l .

The reunion at Mau summarizes Forster's conclusion both in 'its

never could know, and that was why he felt sad.
(p. 165)
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negative and affirmative aspects. He recognizes that a wholly satisfac-
tory persona'l relationship is unattainable and that the larger concept of
union w'ith the Absolute is not only unattainable but undesirable. A pas-

sage to India, then, does not fulfil the expectations suggested by the

title of a happy t.lhitmanesque "merge,, with the Absolute. There is
evidence, however, that Fot"ster had earlier in his career been attracted
to the idea of a "world-soul" and the possibility of the individual
uni ti ng wi th i t after death. In an early story, ,,Mr. Andrews " (css , pp.

l8l-86)--written before l9l4--two souls ascend to Heaven but are dissatis-
fied there: "For in that place the'ir expectations were fulfilled, but

not their hopes. 'I am going' said Mr. Andrews. ,We desire

infinjty and we cannot imag'ine it. How can we expect it to be granted?,',

(p' l86). As soon as they pass out through Heaven's gates they feel the
pressure of the "world-soul" and for a moment they resist it: "Then they
suffered it to break in upon them, and they and all the experience they

had gaíned, and a1l the rove and wisdom they had generated, passed into
it, and made ít better." By choosing to be absorbed into the world-soul,
Mr. Andrews and the Turk achÍeve the goa'l of Hinduísm, the reunion of
Atman and Brahman, of that which is immortal in man with the changeless

ground of the universe. "Individuality is transcended in a higher

reality to which it has none the less made its individual contribution.,,l2
In renouncing indivjduality, they renounce isolation and gain not only
immortality but omn'ipresence as the spirit which sustajns the unjverse

and is present in all matter.

This is the optímistic transcendentalism of walt [.lhitman, wh.ich

sees death not as a termination of existence but as change--a stage f.ike
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birth--in the everlasting cyc'le of life. It ís evident, however, from

Mrs. Moore's conviction after her experience in the Caves, that "Every-

thing exists, nothing has value" (p. 128), and Forster's comment, "The

abyss may also be petty, the serpent of eternity made of maggots" (p.

180), that he views the loss of individuality wh'ich un'ion with the

universe demands as nihilist'ic. At some time between "Mr. Andrews" and

A Passage to India, Forster evidently rejected |^lhitman's "One Identity,"

and came to realize that "The Self is precious" (AH, p.291).13

Fielding and Aziz meet once more and straighten out the misunder-

standings wh'ich had wrecked their friendship, but a complete reconcilia-

tíon is'impossib'le. 0n theÍr last ride together, differences assert

themselves again and the universe itself denies their friendshìp: "But

the horses didn't want ìt--they swerved apart; the earth didn't want it,
sending up rocks through which riders must pass s'ingle file; the temples,

the tank, the jail, the paìace, the birds, the camion, the Guest House,

that came into view as they'issued from the gap and saw Mau beneath:

they didn't want it, they said in their hundred voices: 'No, not yêt,'

and the sky said: 'No, not there"' (p. 2BZ). It is not ,,never,, and jt
js not "nowhere," however; perhaps one day tolerance will lead, if not to

universal brotherhood, to universal peace. "Tolerance," says Forster,

"carries on when love gives out" (fQ, p. 56). So, too, Mrs. Moore was

wrong to despair, for, as Forster says, people must behave as if they

were immortal and society eternal: "Both assumpt'ions are false; both of

them must be accepted as true if we are to go on eating and working and

loving, and are to keep open a few breathing holes for the human sp'irit

. we cannot despaìr" (Iq, p. 79).
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The half kiss of Aziz is symbolic of the degree of love that is

all that is possíble between Forster's individuals in a divided world.

|^Jjth the realization that, after aì.], man is a'lways alone, Forster, jn

A Passage to India, arrives at a far more serene conclusion than he djd

in Howards End. Though "personal relationships" wi'11 always remajn imper-

fect and universal love for mankind is unattainable--for we can love on'ly

what we know--nevertheless, the effort must be continued; for these

aspirations give meaning to life. And though "the serpent of eternìty

[may be] made of maggots" (p. 180) and the universe indifferent, perhaps

after all "life is a mystery, not a muddle" and what we must recogn'ize--

as do Adela and Fieldìng--is that we do not have "the apparatus for

judging" (p. 229). And, since we must live w'ithin these Ijmjtations,

accepting'ignorance when we yearn for knowledge, and accepting, too, the

enormous gap between our ideals and our capab'il'ities, perhaps Forsteris

telling us that'it is not to the Marabar nor to Mau that we should look

for guidance, but "out beyond the slaughter-houses" (p.28) where the

" i nef fi ci ent " m'iss j onar j es cont'inue to feed the hungry and comfort the

wretched to the best of their abilities.
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NOTES

Al I references are
Everyman, 1 950) .

Like many of the incidents in the novel, Hamidullah's speech has a
factual basis. In .l913, 

Lowes Dickinson, writing from India,
expressed similar sentiments: "Ang1o-Indian society is the devil--
it's worse than America. hje eschew'it all we can. It's the women
more than the men that are at fault. There they are, wjthout thejr
children, with no duties, no chanities, with empty minds and hearts,
trying to filI them by playìng tennìs and despis'ing the natives"
(GLD, p. 144).

Benita Parry, "Passage to more than India," Forster--Twentieth Century
Views, êd. Malcolm Biadbury (Englewood Cljff
FãTT; re66), p. 170.

Forster expresses this thought himself in a letter written from India
'in l92l, when racial feelings were running high: "I am only
sure of this--that we were paying for the insolence of tnglìshmen and
Eng'lishwomen out here in the past. I don't mean that good manners
can avert a political upheava'I. But they can minimize it, and come
nearer to avert'ing it in the East than elsewhere." E. M. Forster,
The Hill of Devi (London: Penguìn, 1965), p. 153.

to E. M. Forster, A Passage to India
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4.

- See, for example, McConkey p. 87, and Thomson p. 55.

McConkey, pp. ll6-17.6.

7. Forster prov'ides a gloss on this passage in an essay written in 1923:
"The Westerner is on h'is trial when the Oriental whom he has trusted
lies to h'im. 'A lie js the limit,' he may thjnk, and if it 'is, it js,
and he had better turn back as soon as he sees the statue of M. de
Lesseps at Port Sa'id. On'ly he can go on who believes that there are
different k'inds of líes, and that those that are told in order to
please a friend must be pardoned, however disastrous the'ir consequences,
and though their number be seventy times seven" (At, p. 282).

External evidence that he held these views during the period in which
he wrote A Passage to India may be found in an essay wrjtten in 1920
and repri@, "The Mosque" (pp. 292-95). His
disl'ike of the superstitions surround'ing the belief in an anthropo-
morphic God are also expressedin this ãssay: "The Christian has a

vague idea that God is inside the church The Moslem when his
fa'ith ìs pure, cherishes no such illusjon Such mystery as
accrues is the work of men." And since the l4oslem God was never
incarnate He "left no cradles, coats, handkerchjefs or nails on
earth to stimulate and compljcate devotion" (At,pp. 294-95); none of
wh'ich means that Forster was prepared to embrace Islam, any more than
his reservations about the Clapham Sect meant that he shared the
beljefs of the Quakers.

S'igmund Freud, Civjlizatjon and its Discontents, trans. James Strachey
( New York : Norton , 1962) , pp . I 3-l 5.

( London :
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10. Stone (p. 335) 'interprets Adela's experience as an encounter with
the Jungian "Shadow." Louise Dauner ("What Happened in the Cave?

Reflections on A Passage to India," Modern Fìctþn Stud'ies, 7 (1962) 'p. 268) beljeveffie ffil male
within herself.

ll "The Katha
Muller, l5

12. R. C. Zaehner, Hinduism (London: Qxford University Press, 1962),
pp.64-74.

13. The same v'iew is expressed by Lawrence wrjtjng about Whitman:
"But this is the last and fjnal truth, the last truth is at the
quick. And the quick is the sjngle indjvidual soul, which ìs never
more than itself, though it embrace eternjty and ìnfinity, and never
other than itself, though it include all men. Each vivid soul is
uñîque, and though one soul embrace another, and 'include it, st'ill
ít cannot become that other soul , or l'ivingly d'ispossess that other
soul. In exTeÏã-'ing himself, I¡|hitman still remains himself; he does
not become the other man, or the other woman, or the tree, or the

Upanishad," The Sacred Books of the East, trans. F. Max
( bel hi : Not Zt.
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D. H. Lawrence, "þ'lhitman," Nation
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The purpose of this study has been to trace the evolutíon of

Forster's world-vjew from the optimistic idealism of the Italian nove'ls,

through a stage of metaphys'ica1 disqu'iet in The Lonqest Journey, then

through the testing of and the disillusionment with the practical

v'iabilìty of his phiìosophy of redemption in Howards End to a final

restatement in A Passage to Ind'ia of the intrinsic worth of his liberal

humanist ideals, however unattainable.

In where Angels Fear to Tread and A Room with a view the way to

"salvation" is clear. The individual must free himself from the shackles

of society and from his self-'imposed jsolation by recognizing his common

humanity and his pìace in nature's scheme. The individual'is aided in

this struggle against a socìety which is artifjc'ial and sterile by the

forces of nature and, by folìow'ing the promptings of the heart rather

than the head, he can triumph over social tyranny. Both these novels--

as well as Maurice--are in the form of what Barbara Hardy calls the fable

of "the rescue into love." Hardy suggests that the essence of this fable

involves a sexual rescue "from an old man, a woman, a sterile aesthetet'--

a rescue which also has social 'implìcations. "The rescuer is something

of the Noble Savage and something of the Outsider, representing personal

passion and ferti'lity. "l
The Longest Journey presents these same clear-cut issues, but

there 'is an increasing preoccupation with metaphysìcaì questions concern-

ìng the nature of reality, the meaning of life, and the nature of the

universe. There'is also in thís novel a new awareness of the destructive

as well as the creative powers of nature.
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In Howards End Forster is more ambitious, seeking not a "rescue

jnto love" but a reconciliation through love. Socjety is no longer to be

rejected; instead, it is to be reformed and regenerated. The civilizing

influence of liberal human'ism and "Bloomsbury's" beljef in the importance

of "personal relations" are subiected to the most rigorous testing. The

conclusjon at which Forster arrives is that much of society is beyond

redemption and is deaf to humanist jdeas. Moreover' the deliberate and

self-conscious efforts of the Schìege1 sisters to reform a fragmented

society by seeking personal relationsh'ips among its djsparate and antj-

pathetic elements lead not to reconciliation but to further fragmentatjon.

The harmonious, if superficial, relationships between Wilcoxes

and Schlegels with whjch the book opens are destroyed by the first attempt

to establish a more serious "connection" between the families. What was

initially an amused tolerance on the part of the younger Wilcoxes for the

Schlegel way of ljfe js--not unreasonably--by the end of the book an

abiding hatred of all that the Schlegels represent. The danger of

pursuing a "connection" with the Sch'legeìs was immediately ev'ident to the

"half-baked mjnd" (p. 48) of Leonard Bast. Memories of his conversation

with them would have been a constant source of happiness for h'im, but the

sisters, refusìng to remain in the corner of his mind assigned to "romance,"

i ntruded i nto hi s real I i fe wi th di sastrous resul ts .

Though with Howards tnd Forster has considerably modified the

stand taken in the earlier works, which suggested that emotion and reason

could not simultaneous'ly flourish in one jndivjdual, he still fjnds it

necessary to endow one character, Mrs. Wilcox, wjth intujtiVe powers.

Nevertheless, Ruth l^ljlcox is presented as a far less effectual representative
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of the w'isdom of the heart than, for example, old Mr. Emerson of A Room

wjth a Vjew. Nature, too, which was jn the earlier books a means by which

man could, even if rarely, apprehend h'is pìace jn the cosmic scheme, and

through which he could find the way to "salvation," is, jn Howards End,

retreating before the steady advance of the city and the mach'ine.

The conclusion of Howards End finds the survivors of the general

debacle clinging together, in the exhaustion of defeat, to the house,

whjch'is itself threatened by the encroachment of suburbia. It is a

conclusion whìch is deeply pessimistic, and any interpretation of A

Passage to Indja must be cognisant of thjs antecedent pessimìsm. A

passage to India, therefore, begins with the premise that communication

between human beings is always imperfect, that no help w'iìl come from

nature, and that the universe is at best indifferent to man, and poss'ibly

host'ile. Further, the ultimate goa'l of becoming one with the unjverse is

seen as not only unattainable, but as positively undesjrable. Neverthe-

less, although humanity is dwarfed by the infinjte universe, man's actions

are not, after all, without some sign'ificance. Forster recognizes that

the liberal humanist values of tolerance, sympathy, and 'individual'ism

will not--as he had once hoped--change the world, but that, as the best

available to us, they must be exercised to their fullest extent--an

infinitesimal good be'ing better than none at all.

A Passage to India ends, therefore' on a much less gloomy note

than did Howards End, with jts wreckage of ideals. In A Passage to India
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Forster finally accepts the limitations inherent in the human condjtion;

he acknowìedges that the mystery of the universe wjll remain unsolved and

that, after all, man js ult'imately alone. But he does so w'ith an equani-

mjty and a seren'ity which suggests maturity rather than defeat.
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